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Drexel University
135th Commencement Ceremonies
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
Dear Graduates,

The path to this momentous day has been challenging and difficult. This year's class navigated many unforeseen circumstances during one of the most tumultuous times in our history.

Through it all you have displayed tremendous resilience, grit and character. For your amazing accomplishments, I extend my heartfelt congratulations to each member of the 2022 graduating class.

The pandemic, the national reckoning over racial injustice and the outbreak of war in Europe have all underscored the value of education and research and the importance of global engagement. Through your civic engagement, many of you already have demonstrated your passion for serving others. Now you will be called upon to deploy the critical-thinking skills you acquired and sharpened at Drexel toward solving the many pressing challenges confronting society.

As your journey continues, the relationships you formed with your classmates and our faculty and professional staff will remain a source of strength and support. As graduates, you also will derive lifelong benefits from belonging to a global network of more than 150,000 Drexel alumni who are always there for one another.

On behalf of the trustees, faculty and professional staff of Drexel University, I applaud your accomplishments and wish you all the joys of lifelong learning, service and fulfillment of your dreams.

Sincerely,

John Fry
President
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University-wide Ceremony  
Thursday, June 9, 6:00 p.m. · Citizens Bank Park

**Procession of Graduates**  
**Pomp and Circumstance**  
*Military Marches 1-6, Op. 39*  
Edward Elgar

**Procession of the Stage Party**  
**Grand Marshal**  
Hazem Maragah, PhD  
*Associate Professor, LeBow College of Business*

The President  
The Board of Trustees Chairman and Vice Chairs  
Deans and Directors of Drexel’s Colleges and Schools  
Honorary Degree Candidate  
Commencement Speaker  
Guest Speakers  
Philadelphia Emerald  
Society Pipe Band

**Presentation of the Colors**  
Drexel University Army ROTC Color Guard

**National Anthem**  
*Star-Spangled Banner*  
Rea Chronos  
Samantha Heliodoro  
Darius Washington Olega  
Thomas Morris

**Welcome**  
John Fry  
*President*

Evelyn Thimba  
*Senior Vice President, Enrollment Management*

**Greetings from the Graduate Class of 2022**  
Luis Rebollar Tercero  
*Former President, Graduate Student Association*

**Greetings from the Undergraduate Class of 2022**  
Jarod Watson  
*President, Undergraduate Student Government Association*

**Student and Faculty Recognition**  
Paul E. Jensen, PhD  
*Executive Vice President and Nina Henderson Provost and University Professor*

**Conferral of Honorary Degree**  
John Fry  
Paul E. Jensen

**Commencement Address**  
Freeman A. Hrabowski III

**Conferment of Degrees**  
John Fry  
Kelly Joyce, PhD  
*Interim Dean, College of Arts and Sciences*

Paul W. Brandt-Rauf, ScD, MD, DrPH  
*Dean, School of Biomedical Engineering, Science and Health Systems*

Vibhas Madan, PhD  
*Dean and R. John Chapel Jr. Dean’s Chair Bennett S. LeBow College of Business*

Yi Deng, PhD  
*Dean, and Isaac L. Auerbach Professor, College of Computing & Informatics*

Penny Hammrich, PhD, EdD  
*Dean, School of Education*

Sharon L. Walker, PhD  
*Dean, College of Engineering*

Donna De Carolis, PhD  
*Dean, Charles D. Close School of Entrepreneurship and Silverman Family Professor of Entrepreneurial Leadership*

Paula Marantz Cohen, PhD  
*Dean, Pennoni Honors College*

Jason Schupbach  
*Dean, Antoinette Westphal College of Media Arts & Design*

Laura N. Gitlin, PhD  
*Dean, College of Nursing and Health Professions*

Brian Ellis, PhD  
*Executive Director, Goodwin College of Professional Studies*

Ana Diez Roux, MD, PhD, MPH  
*Dean, Dana and David Dornsife School of Public Health*

**Recessional**  
*Water Music: Suite in F Major “Hornpipe”*  
George F. Handel

**Master of Ceremonies**  
Dan Baker  
*“Voice of the Philadelphia Phillies”*

Dan Baker has been the Phillies’ beloved ballpark announcer since 1972, including since the opening of Citizens Bank Park in 2004.
College of Arts and Sciences
Wednesday, June 8, 2022 · The Mann Center

**Processional**
*Pomp and Circumstance March No. 1*
Edward Elgar

**National Anthem**
*Star-Spangled Banner*
Francis Scott Key
John Stafford Smith

**Invocation**
Billy Bernhard
Campus Minister, Every Nation Campus

**Welcome**
Kelly Joyce, PhD
Interim Dean

**Greetings from the Class of 2022**
Jeannine Cook

**Student Recognition**
Scott Warnock, PhD
Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education

**Keynote Address**
Jayatri Das, PhD

**Individual Recognition of Graduates**

**Salute to Parents, Families and Faculty**

**Recessional**
*Hornpipe*
George F. Handel

**Keynote Speaker:**
**JAYATRI DAS, PhD**

*Teaching the public about biological sciences*

As chief bioscientist and director of science content at the Franklin Institute, Jayatri Das helps us understand ourselves. How do our brains work? How do our neighborhoods affect our health? How will new technologies change our future? More importantly, she brings us all into the conversation.

Ms. Das has led the development of several exhibitions at the Institute — including *Your Brain*, a national award-winning exhibit about the neuroscience and psychology of the human brain — and directs programming initiatives to advance informal science education about materials science, nanotechnology, neuroethics and other areas of emerging science and their societal impact.

An adviser to the National Informal STEM Education (NISE) Network, she contributed to the book, "Museum Education for Today’s Audiences," which was published in early 2022.

After earning her undergraduate degrees in biology and biochemistry from Penn State University, Ms. Das received her PhD in evolutionary biology from Princeton University. She is an invited fellow of the Center for Neuroscience & Society at the University of Pennsylvania. Her work in the museum field has been honored with the American Alliance of Museums’ Nancy Hanks Award for Professional Excellence.
School of Biomedical Engineering, Science and Health Systems
Thursday, June 9, 2022 · Drexel University, Recreation Center Gym

**Processional**
*Overture*
George F. Handel

**National Anthem**
*Star-Spangled Banner*
Francis Scott Key
John Stafford Smith

**Invocation**
Brian Musser
*Baptist Campus Minister at Drexel University*

**Welcome**
Paul W. Brandt-Rauf, ScD, MD, DrPH
*Dean*

**Greetings from the Class of 2022**
Jillian Clare Saunders
Olivia Boerman

**Student Recognition**
Andres Kriete, PhD
*Associate Dean for Academic Affairs*
Fred Allen, PhD
*Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education*

**Keynote Address**
Raphael C. Lee, MSBmE ’75, MD, ScD, FACS

_Surgeon and research scientist pioneering treatment for traumatic injuries_

Raphael Lee is the Paul and Allene Russell Distinguished Service Professor of Surgery and Medicine at the Pritzker School of Medicine at the University of Chicago, where he is a fellow in the Institute for Molecular Engineering and directs the Laboratory for Molecular Regeneration.

Internationally known for advancing our understanding of the molecular biomechanics of electrical shock, ionizing irradiation, thermal trauma and other injuries, Dr. Lee is among the nation’s most esteemed plastic surgeons, recognized for devising functional reconstructive surgery methods.

In 1992, Dr. Lee’s laboratory reported a clinically applicable method to seal disrupted cell membranes using amphiphilic copolymers with the capacity to preserve tissue viability following injuries such as burns and military trauma. Most recently, his block copolymer research has been extended to formulation of synthetic chaperones that have important implications for tissue preservation. Therapeutics developed through Dr. Lee’s research gave rise to three biotechnology companies.

Dr. Lee has been named a MacArthur Prize Fellow, an American College of Surgeons Schering Scholar, a Searle Scholar and a Bucksbaum Institute Senior Clinical Scholar. In addition, he received the James Barrett Brown Award from the American Association of Plastic Surgeons, the American Electrical Power Association Award for “Advancing Electrical Safety and Health” and the American Institute for Medical and Biological Engineering’s Pierre Galletti Award for advancing the field of biomedical engineering.

He has been elected to the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, the National Academy of Engineering and the International Academy of Medical and Biological Engineering.

On the global stage, Dr. Lee led a World Health Organization subcommittee tasked with assessing the impact of the Chernobyl nuclear disaster in Belarus and received a “Key to the City” award from Shanghai for facilitating the development of a national center for treating electrical injuries. Dr. Lee now serves on an American College of Surgeons committee that is advancing surgical training in developing nations.

A trustee of Drexel, Dr. Lee received his MS in biomedical engineering and science from the University’s School of Biomedical Engineering, Science and Health Systems and his MD from Temple University Medical School. He received his ScD from MIT.

**Recessional**
*Hornpipe*
George F. Handel
2022 Commencement Ceremonies

Bennett S. LeBow College of Business
Wednesday, June 8, 2022 · The Mann Center

**Processional**

*Pomp and Circumstance March No. 1*
Edward Elgar

**National Anthem**

*Star-Spangled Banner*
Francis Scott Key
John Stafford Smith

**Invocation**

Rabbi Chaim Goldstein
Co-Director, Chabad Serving Drexel University

**Welcome**

Vibhas Madan, PhD
Dean and R. John Chapel Jr. Dean's Chair

**Greetings from the Class of 2022**

Rajeev Nunna
Rajasri Spurthi Dodda Venkata

**Student Recognition**

Teresa Harrison, PhD
Academic Director, Center for Nonprofit Governance

**Keynote Address**

Raj L. Gupta ’71

**Individual Recognition of Graduates**

**Salute to Parents, Families and Faculty**

Emanuelle Grace Tulsky
Class of 2022

**Recessional**

*Hornpipe*
George F. Handel

**Keynote Speaker:**

**RAJ L. GUPTA ’71, MBA, MS**

Elevating corporate leadership

Born in a small village in Uttar Pradesh, India, Raj Gupta came to the United States in 1968 with just $8 in his pocket to begin his graduate studies in operations research and computer science at Cornell University. He went on to build a 39-year career at the global Fortune 500 specialty materials company Rohm and Haas, where he retired as chairman and CEO in 2009.

Over the course of his career, Mr. Gupta has served as a director at 15 public companies across numerous industries, including Hewlett Packard, DuPont, Arconic/Howmet, Airgas and Tyco. He also held long-term board chair positions at Aptiv PLC (formerly Delphi Automotive) and Avantor, both Fortune 500 companies. In addition, he has served on the boards of six private companies, including Vanguard Group, IRI, Stroz Friedberg, and Aceto. Mr. Gupta received a BTech in Mechanical Engineering, with honors, from the Indian Institute of Technology Bombay, followed by an MS in operations research and computer science from Cornell and an MBA in finance from Drexel University.

After retiring from the Rohm and Haas Company, Mr. Gupta and his wife Kamla established the Ujala Foundation (which means “light” in Hindi), focusing on education and health care in India and the U.S. Since its inception, the Ujala Foundation has provided support for the Raj & Kamla Gupta Governance Institute at Drexel’s LeBow College of Business, to advocate improved governance practices for public, private and nonprofit organizations. The foundation has also contributed to an endowed professorship at Johns Hopkins University, where Mr. Gupta co-chairs the Board of Advisors for the Gupta-Klinsky India Institute. In addition, the foundation supports fellowships at LeBow and at Cornell’s School of Biomedical Engineering, among myriad causes. Local beneficiaries of the foundation include the Philadelphia Zoo, the Philadelphia Museum of Art and the Franklin Institute.

Splitting their time between suburban Philadelphia and Bonita Springs, Florida, Mr. and Mrs. Gupta have two daughters and three grandsons. Family has always been a central source of strength for Mr. Gupta, who describes his remarkable personal and professional journey in the book, “Eight Dollars and a Dream: My American Journey,” which he wrote with Syd Havely and published in 2016.
College of Computing & Informatics
Thursday, June 9, 2022 · Academy of Music

**Processional**

*Pomp and Circumstance March No. 1*
Edward Elgar

**National Anthem**

*Star-Spangled Banner*
Francis Scott Key
John Stafford Smith

**Invocation**

Brother Michael Gokie
*Director of Drexel Newman Catholic Community*

**Welcome**

Yi Deng, PhD
*Dean and Isaac L. Auerbach Professor*

**Greetings from the Class of 2022**

Palash Pandey

**Student Recognition**

Jeffrey Popyack, PhD
*Professor of Computer Science*

**Keynote Address**

Kisha Hortman Hawthorne, PhD ’18

**Individual Recognition of Graduates**

**Salute to Parents, Families and Faculty**

**Recessional**

*Hornpipe*
George F. Handel

---

**Keynote Speaker:**

**KISHA HORTMAN HAWTHORNE, PhD ’18, FACHE**

*Executive leadership in health care*

As the senior vice president and chief operating officer of the Care Network at the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia (CHOP), Ms. Hawthorne provides operational and strategic leadership for the hospital’s primary care network, urgent and specialty care centers and hospital affiliates. Over the course of a career spanning more than 20 years, Ms. Hawthorne has overseen hospital operations, information services, revenue cycle and project management. She is also an expert in strategic planning, comprehensive business plan development, complex information technology projects, budget management and staff and leadership development.

Prior to her current role, Ms. Hawthorne served as CHOP’s senior vice president and chief information officer for seven years. In that capacity, she was responsible for strategic leadership of the Information Services Department, managing a $50 million capital budget, a portfolio of more than 90 large and mid-size projects, and 550 full-time staff members, ensuring organizational information security and protection of patient and family health data.

Ms. Hawthorne serves on numerous strategic CHOP committees, including Growth, Patient Family Experience, Medical Ethics and Patient Safety. For 10 years, she served as an executive sponsor for the Multicultural Professionals Network, one of CHOP’s key employee resource groups. Ms. Hawthorne is often a guest speaker for CHOP programs and symposia as well as many external professional, educational and civic organizations. Her recent professional engagements include serving as a mentor for the NextGen Leader program and participating in Divurgent Consulting’s Women in Tech panel and a University City Science Center Smart Talk: “The Future is MedTech: Why Philly’s in the Driver’s Seat.”

Ms. Hawthorne earned a PhD in Information Studies from Drexel University’s College of Computing & Informatics (CCI). She is a graduate of Florida A&M University, the University of Minnesota and St. Thomas University in St. Paul, Minnesota. She currently serves on Drexel’s CCI Dean’s Executive Advisory Council and the University City Science Center Board.
2022 Commencement Ceremonies

School of Education
Thursday, June 9, 2022 · Academy of Music

Processional
Edward Elgar

National Anthem
Francis Scott Key
John Stafford Smith

Invocation
Courtney Nazaire
Campus Minister, Every Nation Campus

Welcome
Penny Hammrich, PhD, EdD
Dean

Greetings from the Class of 2022
Carlie Lynn McWilliams
Nazhae Bashirah Singleton

Student Recognition
Vera Lee, EdD
Chair, Teaching, Learning and Curriculum

Keynote Address
Sharif El-Mekki

Individual Recognition of Graduates

Salute to Parents, Families and Faculty

Recessional
George F. Handel

Keynote Speaker: SHARIF EL-MEKKI
Advancing teacher diversity and educational excellence

The founder and CEO of the Center for Black Educator Development, Sharif El-Mekki is an accomplished educator who is pioneering new approaches to diversifying the teaching profession. Since establishing the center in 2019, Mr. El-Mekki has promoted equity in the recruiting, training, hiring and retention of talented educators whose cultural backgrounds resemble those of the students they serve and who share their sociopolitical interests. The center is developing a four-pillar model for increasing teacher diversity and supporting Black educators so that low-income Black students and other disenfranchised learners can reap the full benefits of a high-quality public education.

The center has also launched Freedom Schools that are inspired by a model inaugurated by the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee during the 1960s and that incorporates a research-driven curriculum. The schools are designed to expose high school and college students to the teaching profession to help fuel a pipeline of Black educators.

Mr. El-Mekki gained national recognition for demonstrating exceptional leadership at Mastery Charter Schools. Under his guidance, Mastery Charter Shoemaker received acclaim from President Barack Obama as well as author and philanthropist Oprah Winfrey. The school was awarded the prestigious EPIC award for three consecutive years as one of the top three schools in the country for accelerating student achievement. The Shoemaker Campus was also recognized as a Top 10 middle school and a Top 10 high school in Pennsylvania for advancing the achievements of Black students.

He was named a U.S. Department of Education Principal Ambassador Fellow and America Achieves Fellow in 2013. In addition, he received citations from the Pennsylvania Senate and House of Representatives.

In 2014, Mr. El-Mekki founded The Fellowship – Black Male Educators for Social Justice, an organization dedicated to recruiting, retaining and developing Black male teachers.

A native of Philadelphia, Mr. El-Mekki attended Overbrook High School and received a BA from Indiana University of Pennsylvania and an MA from Cheyney University.
College of Engineering  
Wednesday, June 8, 2022 · The Mann Center

**Processional**
*Pomp and Circumstance March No. 1*
Edward Elgar

**National Anthem**
*Star-Spangled Banner*
Francis Scott Key
John Stafford Smith

**Invocation**
Brian Musser  
_Baptist Campus Minister at Drexel University_

**Welcome**
Sharon Walker, PhD  
Dean

**Greetings From The Class of 2022**
Celine Xin Khoo
Luis Rebollar Tercero

**Student Recognition**
Sharon Walker

**Keynote Address**
Moogega Cooper, PhD ’09

**Individual Recognition of Graduates**

**Salute to Parents, Families and Faculty**

**Recessional**
*Hornpipe*
George F. Handel

---

**Keynote Speaker:**

**MOOGEGA COOPER, MS ’08, PhD ’09**
*Planetary protector with NASA*

Moogega “Moo” Cooper bears responsibility for keeping the red planet safe from the Earth’s microbial contaminants. Ms. Cooper was the planetary protection lead for the famed NASA 2020 Mars mission, which made its widely viewed landing on Feb. 18, 2021. Her work with NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory is integral to ongoing efforts to discern whether Mars could be habitable for humans and how to avoid harming the planet — a job for which she has been preparing most of her life.

Ms. Cooper studied physics as an undergraduate at Hampton University in Hampton, Virginia. She then earned a master’s and PhD in mechanical engineering at Drexel, as a protegée of Professor Alexander Fridman, the John A. Nyheim Chair Professor in the College of Engineering. Concentrating in thermal fluid sciences, she had completed her PhD at age 24. She went on to complete a postdoctoral scholarship in the Jet Propulsion Laboratory at Caltech in 2011.

Passionate about introducing more people to the wonders of science, technology, engineering, arts and mathematics — or STEAM, Ms. Cooper talks about her work to a wide range of audiences. She has made numerous appearances on programs like “Because Space” and “Bill Nye Saves the World.”

Ms. Cooper is a recipient of numerous awards, including the NASA Early Career Public Achievement Medal, the Charles Elachi Award for Exceptional Early Career Achievement and JPL Voyager Awards for Technical Leadership.
Charles D. Close School of Entrepreneurship  
Wednesday, June 8, 2022 · Drexel University, Creese Student Center, Mandell Theater

**Processional**  
*Pomp and Circumstance March No. 1*  
Edward Elgar

**National Anthem**  
*Star-Spangled Banner*  
Francis Scott Key  
John Stafford Smith

**Invocation**  
Rev. Diana Esposito  
Open Door Christian Community, Drexel University

**Welcome**  
Donna De Carolis, PhD  
Dean and Silverman Family Professor of Entrepreneurial Leadership

**Greetings from the Class of 2022**  
Kevin L. Coleman  
Rebecca Grace Wilton

**Student Recognition**  
Donna De Carolis

**Keynote Address**  
Paul Melchiorre ’93

**Individual Recognition of Graduates**

**Salute to Parents, Families and Faculty**

**Recessional**  
*Hornpipe*  
George F. Handel

---

**Keynote Speaker:**  
P A U L M E L C H I O R R E, MBA ’93  
*Global business strategist*

Paul Melchiorre is an operating partner at Stripes, a global growth investors’ team based in New York City and focusing on SaaS portfolio companies, specifically assessing and advising on go-to-market strategies. Currently, Mr. Melchiorre is an independent director at R3, an enterprise blockchain technology company. Previously, he served as an independent director at Scout RFP, a sourcing and procurement software company that was acquired by Workday.

Mr. Melchiorre has also served as global customer officer and chief revenue officer at Anaplan, a leading SaaS platform to facilitate financial planning and management, where he contributed to a successful IPO in 2018 and saw the company grow from $80 million to more than $300 million in annual recurring revenue and to a market cap exceeding $7 billion.

Before joining Anaplan, he served as global vice president at Ariba, where he joined as the first outside executive in 1998 and built the field organization for sales, implementation, service, alliances and channels, ultimately leading to a sale to SAP for approximately $5 billion in 2012. Earlier in his career, Mr. Melchiorre played a key role in SAP’s rise to a global leader in enterprise software. At SAP, he rose through the ranks to become executive vice president of Global Accounts, where his group was responsible for over 85 percent of revenue in the Americas Division and a field organization of more than 1,000 employees.

Mr. Melchiorre received his MBA from the LeBow College of Business and his BS in Marketing from Villanova University. He is a member of the Charles D. Close School Advisory Board and serves on the President’s Leadership Council at Drexel.
Pennoni Honors College: Custom-Designed Majors  
Wednesday, June 8, 2022 · Drexel University, Creese Student Center, Mandell Theater

Processional
Pomp and Circumstance March No. 1
Edward Elgar

National Anthem
Star-Spangled Banner
Francis Scott Key
John Stafford Smith

Invocation
Rabbi Isabel de Koninck
Executive Director and Campus Rabbi, Hillel at Drexel University

Welcome
Paula Marantz Cohen, PhD
Dean

Greetings from the Class of 2022
Aditi Bawa

Student Recognition
Katie Barak, PhD
Associate Director, Center for Interdisciplinary Inquiry

Keynote Address
Collin Cavote ’15
Entrepreneur advancing a sustainability mission
Collin Cavote is the founder and CEO of Biome, a venture-backed health-tech company that combines biology and technology to optimize the health of indoor spaces.

Headquartered in Oakland, California, Biome grew from Mr. Cavote’s determination to bring nature into urban communities and to build a company that tackles environmental degradation. Biome produces smart modular devices incorporating living plants that purify the air in a home or office.

The invention originated when Mr. Cavote was a student in Drexel’s Pennoni Honors College, where he drew inspiration from the biowall in the Papadakis Integrated Sciences Building, the largest living biofilter in North America. He completed a custom-designed degree in biomimicry, harnessing the power of natural processes to solve problems, after seeking and obtaining approval for a curriculum that combined courses in biology, product design and entrepreneurship. During his studies, he completed a co-op through the Close School of Entrepreneurship and received funding to help launch his company at the Baiada Institute for Entrepreneurship.

It was the second time as an honors student for Mr. Cavote, who dropped out of an honors business program at another institution before spending time working on farms, traveling by train and foraging for food in pursuit of a carbon-neutral lifestyle. He returned to Philadelphia, drawn to the autonomy and interdisciplinary thinking that Drexel encourages.

In 2014-15, Mr. Cavote was selected as a Udall Congressional Fellow for leadership in sustainable urban resiliency and generating positive human health outcomes.

His company is positioning itself to produce carbon offsets for sale to carbon markets.

Individual Recognition of Graduates

Salute to Parents, Families and Faculty

Recessional
Hornpipe
George F. Handel

Keynote Speaker:
COLLIN CAVOTE ’15
Entrepreneur advancing a sustainability mission
Antoinette Westphal College of Media Arts & Design
Thursday, June 9, 2022 · The Mann Center

**Processional**
Drexel Fusion Band

**National Anthem**
*Star-Spangled Banner*
Francis Scott Key
John Stafford Smith

* Lift Every Voice and Sing
  J. Rosamond Johnson
  James Weldon Johnson

**Invocation**
Rabbi Isabel de Koninck
Executive Director and Campus Rabbi,
Hillel at Drexel University

**Welcome**
Jason Schupbach
Dean

**Greetings from the Class of 2022**
Anaya Nyalia Cherry
Kimberlyne Toni Bethea

**Student Recognition**
Jason Schupbach

**Keynote Address**
Richelle Parham ’91

**Individual Recognition of Graduates**

**Salute to Parents, Families and Faculty**

**Recessional**
Drexel Fusion Band

---

**Keynote Speaker:**
**RICHELLE PARHAM ’91**

*Savvy global marketing strategist*

Richelle Parham is the president of global e-commerce and business development at Universal Music Group, the world leader in music-based entertainment. Overseeing e-commerce strategy and business development across the company’s iconic labels, publishing company, operating units and territories, Ms. Parham leverages 25 years of experience in global strategy, consumer marketing, audience growth and business development to elevate artists and advance a holistic fan-centric ecosystem that complements partner platforms.

From 2019 to 2021, she served as a managing director at WestRiver Group, which provides integrated capital solutions to the global innovation economy with investments focused on technology, life sciences, energy and the experiential sector.

She was previously a general partner of Camden Partners, a private equity firm focused on investing in growth-stage global consumer companies.

In a prior role, she served as chief marketing officer of eBay, where she developed and executed brand strategy, marketing and customer relations activities to reach more than 180 million active users. Before joining eBay, Ms. Parham headed global marketing innovation and initiatives as well as marketing services at Visa Inc. and held senior leadership roles at Digitas, a global marketing agency.

Ms. Parham has garnered widespread recognition, including being named one of the 50 Most Influential CMOs in the World by Forbes, among the Most Creative People in Business 1000 by Fast Company, one of the Most Influential Women in Corporate America and Most Influential Black Corporate Directors by Savoy magazine and appearing on the Power in the Boardroom list published by Black Enterprise. She also received the Women of Influence award by the *Silicon Valley/San Jose Business Journal*, while being inducted into the World Association for Cooperative Education Co-op Hall of Fame.

Ms. Parham earned a bachelor of science degree in business administration at the Bennett S. LeBow College of Business — then called the College of Business and Administration — and a bachelor of science in design arts from the Antoinette Westphal College of Media Arts & Design — then known as the Nesbitt College of Design Arts. She joined the Drexel University Board of Trustees in 2014.
College of Nursing and Health Professions
Thursday, June 9, 2022 · The Mann Center

**Processional**
- Pomp and Circumstance March No. 1
  - Edward Elgar

**National Anthem**
- Star-Spangled Banner
  - Francis Scott Key
  - John Stafford Smith

**Invocation**
- Moussia Goldstein
  - Co-Director, Chabad Serving Drexel University

**Welcome**
- Laura N. Gitlin, PhD
  - Dean

**Greetings from the Class of 2022**
- Zainab During

**Student Recognition**
- Laura N. Gitlin

**Keynote Address**
- Melanie Cataldi ’98

**Individual Recognition of Graduates**

**Salute to Parents, Families and Faculty**
- Laura N. Gitlin

**Recessional**
- Hornpipe
  - George F. Handel

---

**Keynote Speaker:**
**MELANIE CATALDI ’98**
**Fighting food insecurity**

Melanie Cataldi is a committed leader and collaborator for social justice who filled a variety of roles at Philabundance, the premier anti-hunger organization serving Southeastern Pennsylvania and New Jersey, for more than 21 years.

Starting in 2000, Ms. Cataldi founded the Philabundance Community Kitchen (PCK), a culinary arts workforce development training and employment program for adults who qualify for public assistance. By achieving an employment rate of 80% and a retention rate of 70% after two years, PCK became known as a national leader in workforce development services. As participants integrate life and job-readiness skills with culinary training, they also provide hundreds of thousands of nutritious meals a year for the community. In 2020, Philabundance opened a state-of-the-art 20,000-square-foot commissary kitchen facility in North Philadelphia to expand training and meal services to our communities, including 70,000 emergency meals for recent Afghan evacuees.

Expanding her role as the chief operations officer, Ms. Cataldi oversaw Philabundance logistics and programs, including warehousing and transportation, as well as all community food programs. Through a network of more than 350 agency partners in nine counties, Philabundance grew food distribution from 27 million pounds to 57 million pounds annually during 2020 and the pandemic crisis.

Motivated by a strong desire to expand the mission to include longer-term solutions to food insecurity, and in her most recent role as chief impact officer, Ms. Cataldi helped create the Philabundance Impact Department, aligning cross-sector partnerships with housing, health care and education initiatives to form a more holistic approach to ending hunger. In seeking measurable long-term outcomes, Ms. Cataldi also helped create a new Evaluation Department whose focus is to help Philabundance develop a learning culture and make data-driven decisions across all departments.

Having recently left her post at Philabundance, Ms. Cataldi looks forward to broadening the scope of her work at the intersection of public and private sectors aligning with population health.

She received a bachelor of science in Nutrition & Food Science from Drexel University and a master of public health from Temple University.
**Goodwin College of Professional Studies**  
**Wednesday, June 8, 2022 · Drexel University, Creese Student Center, Mandell Theater**

### Procesional
- *Pomp and Circumstance March No. 1*
  - Edward Elgar

### National Anthem
- *Star-Spangled Banner*
  - Francis Scott Key  
  - John Stafford Smith

### Invocation
- Father Carlos Keen  
  - Drexel Newman Catholic Community

### Welcome
- Brian Ellis, PhD  
  - Executive Director

### Greetings from the Class of 2022
- Linda M. Moran

### Student Recognition
- Tina Marie Coolidge  
  - Associate Director, Goodwin Programs

### Keynote Address
- **Craig Loundas, PhD**  
  - Professional development leader and educator
  
  Craig Loundas is the associate vice president for the Penn Medicine Experience at Penn Medicine, the academic medical center of the University of Pennsylvania. Featuring six hospitals, over 450 ambulatory practice sites and home care/hospice services, Penn Medicine is a Top 10 ranked academic medical center with more than 40,000 faculty and staff and $8.2 billion in revenues.

  Mr. Loundas oversees development of staff and administrative leadership, performance management and organizational effectiveness initiatives that affect the patient experience.

  Earlier in his career, Mr. Loundas worked in the energy sector, serving as a change practice leader in marketing at Sunoco. There, he focused on talent development and system integration in their Midwest and Southeast market acquisitions. As a principal management development consultant with Exelon Nuclear, he provided strategic talent management, succession planning and executive coaching in Pennsylvania and New Jersey.

  Before entering the field of organizational development, Mr. Loundas provided leadership in the academic sphere, serving as associate dean and dean of students at Widener University in Chester, Pennsylvania and earlier as director of residence life at St. Mary's College of Maryland. He served in a variety of professional organization leadership roles, including president of the Mid-Atlantic Association of College and University Housing officers.

  Mr. Loundas is a certified facilitator for Crucial Conversations, Meyers Briggs Type Indicator, Development Dimensions International and Denison Organizational Culture tools. He has presented nationally at Press Ganey, Next Generation Patient Experience, University Healthcare Consortium, the American Society for Training and Development and the National Center for Healthcare Leadership.

  He received a PhD in adult and organizational development from Temple University, where his dissertation explored the impact of active learning techniques on class involvement, satisfaction and achievement. A member of the adjunct faculty in Drexel's Goodwin College of Professional Studies, he teaches Career and Professional Development and Professional Applications of Emotional Intelligence.

### Individual Recognition of Graduates

### Salute to Parents, Families and Faculty

### Recessional
- *Hornpipe*
  - George F. Handel
### Keynote Speaker:
**SALEEM CHAPMAN**

*Advancing equity amidst climate change*

Saleem Chapman became Philadelphia’s inaugural chief resilience officer in September 2020. In this role, Mr. Chapman oversees the city’s preparedness for the unprecedented challenge of the climate crisis. He also ensures that the city is making progress toward goals laid out by Mayor Jim Kenney’s administration to create a more resilient, equitable city for current and future residents.

As deputy director of the city’s Office of Sustainability, Mr. Chapman also works with the Environmental Justice Advisory Commission that was formed in February 2022 to engage citizens who live in vulnerable neighborhoods. The city established an Interagency Working Group on Environmental Justice to collaborate with the commission in promoting practices, programs and policies to advance equitable outcomes.

Before joining the City of Philadelphia, Mr. Chapman served as a campaign manager with Penn Future and as a policy and advocacy manager with the Sustainable Business Network of Greater Philadelphia. In these roles, he amassed an array of experience in urban policy analysis and advancing environmental justice and sustainable economic development.

Mr. Chapman is a native of West Philadelphia who received his BS and MPA degrees from Penn State University.

---

**Dana and David Dornsife School of Public Health**  
**Wednesday, June 8, 2022 · Drexel University, Recreation Center Gym**

**Processional**

*Pomp and Circumstance March No. 1*
Edward Elgar

**Invocation**

Courtney Nazaire  
*Campus Minister, Every Nation Campus*

**Welcome**

Ana Diez Roux, MD, PhD, MPH  
*Dana and David Dornsife Dean*

**Greetings from the Class of 2022**

Thomas D. Ferrari  
Kunal Siddiq

**Student Recognition**

Gina Lovasi, PhD  
*Associate Dean for Education*

**Keynote Address**

Saleem Chapman

**Individual Recognition of Graduates**

**Salute to Parents, Families and Faculty**

**Recessional**

*Hornpipe*
George F. Handel
Nationally recognized as a transformative leader in higher education, Freeman A. Hrabowski III, has served as president of the University of Maryland, Baltimore County (UMBC) since 1992. His research and publications on science and math education have identified numerous pathways for improving minority participation and performance. He chaired the National Academies’ committee that produced the 2011 report, “Expanding Underrepresented Minority Participation: America’s Science and Technology Talent at the Crossroads.”

In 2012, President Obama named him to chair the President’s Advisory Commission on Educational Excellence for African Americans.

The Meyerhoff Scholars Program, which he co-founded with philanthropist Robert Meyerhoff in 1988, is recognized as a national model for advancing high-achieving students interested in pursuing advanced degrees and research careers in science and engineering and also advocating for underrepresented minorities in these fields. Mr. Hrabowski has authored numerous articles and co-authored two books published by Oxford University Press, “Beating the Odds” and “Overcoming the Odds,” which focus on parenting and offer strategies for raising high-achieving African American males and females in science. In “The Empowered University: Shared Leadership, Culture Change, and Academic Success,” published in 2019 by Johns Hopkins University Press, he and his co-authors examine how university communities support academic success by cultivating an empowering institutional culture.

In 2008, he was named one of America’s Best Leaders by U.S. News & World Report, which for more than a decade has recognized UMBC as a national leader in academic innovation and undergraduate teaching. In 2011, he received both the TIAA-CREF Theodore M. Hesburgh Award for Leadership Excellence and the Carnegie Corporation of New York’s Academic Leadership Award, recognized by many as the nation’s highest awards among higher education leaders. Also in 2011, he was named one of seven Top American Leaders by The Washington Post and the Harvard Kennedy School’s Center for Public Leadership. In 2022, Mr. Hrabowski received the Yale Legend in Leadership Award and was inducted into the National Academy of Engineering for development of a national educational model for students from diverse backgrounds to excel in engineering and science.

Other honors include election to the American Academy of Arts & Sciences and the American Philosophical Society, receiving the prestigious McGraw Prize in Education; the U.S. Presidential Award for Excellence in Science, Mathematics and Engineering Mentoring; the Columbia University Teachers College Medal for Distinguished Service; and the GE African American Forum ICON Lifetime Achievement Award.

A native of Birmingham, Alabama and a child-leader in the Civil Rights Movement, Mr. Hrabowski was prominently featured in Spike Lee's 1997 documentary, “Four Little Girls,” on the racially motivated bombing in 1963 of Birmingham’s Sixteenth Street Baptist Church.

Mr. Hrabowski graduated from Hampton Institute with highest honors in mathematics. He received his MA in mathematics and PhD in higher education administration/statistics from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

For his visionary leadership in expanding academic and professional opportunities, Drexel University is proud to present Freeman Hrabowski with the degree of Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris causa.
Lynn Yeakel was director of Drexel University College of Medicine’s Institute for Women’s Health and Leadership and held the Betty A. Cohen Chair in Women’s Health. For 20 years, she was committed to the Institute’s core mission of honoring the past, enriching the present and shaping the future. Her boundless energy and passion for women’s equality issues resulted in her founding of Vision 2020, now VisionForward, a national initiative to achieve gender equity through women’s leadership in all aspects of life, including business, government, voting representation and public service.

Ms. Yeakel was integral to the development of the Woman One Award and Scholarship Fund and the D. Walter Cohen Shared Leadership Scholarship for medical students from underrepresented communities. To date, the Institute has raised almost $3 million in tuition support for medical students and recognized an exceptional leader each year through the Woman One Award. This year, Ms. Yeakel was unanimously chosen by the selection committee to receive the 2022 Woman One Award, honoring her longtime leadership and contributions to the Philadelphia region and her role in founding the award and scholarship program almost two decades ago.

Prior to her work at Drexel, Ms. Yeakel was a founder of Women’s Way, the first and largest women’s fundraising coalition in the nation, and served as its CEO for more than a decade. In 1992, she ran for the U.S. Senate, drawing national attention in what was called the “Year of the Woman,” winning the primary and nearly unseating the longtime incumbent. In 1994, she was appointed by President Clinton to be mid-Atlantic regional director for the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.

Ms. Yeakel was a Phi Beta Kappa graduate and a former trustee of Randolph-Macon Woman’s College who received a master’s degree in management from the American College. She was active in leadership positions for local and national nonprofit organizations and received numerous honors and awards for leadership and humanitarian contributions, including the Pennsylvania Citizen Action Award, the Lucretia Mott Award, the Distinguished Daughters of Pennsylvania Award, the John Gardner Lifetime Achievement Award from Common Cause and the Integrity Award from the Philadelphia chapter of the Public Relations Society of America.

Ms. Yeakel’s death in January 2022 does not dim her legacy as an unrelenting advocate for women’s equality, which will continue to have influence at Drexel and beyond. The College of Medicine is proud to present her with the posthumous degree of Doctor of Humane Letters, *honoris causa.*
Antoinette Westphal College of Media Arts & Design

Bachelor of Architecture
Michael George Agurkis
Franchesca Rose Alcanatari *
Robert J. Avellino
Malik Joral Basnight
Joseline Nicole Castillo
Chloe Kathleen Chapman *
Amanda Rose Cohen *
Jordan David Cooke
Anthony Carmelo Cotignola *
Natalie Cross *
Allen Efimtchouk
Matthew Eng
Julian Jose Espina
David Alexander Fisher *
Gi Giannone *
Kelsey Louise Gibson
Rachel Victoria Karamian
Samuel Lee Katovitch
Catherine Kung
Jae Hyeok Lim
Shannon Alyssa McLaughlin
Jonathan Andrew Porat
Tara J. Redding
Susan Scappatura *
Wesley Joel Stoltzfus *
Kiera Maeve Townsend
James Alan Tracy
Sean Michael Whyte

Bachelor of Arts
Katherine Virginia Chippis
Carter Wells Horton *
Sharon H. Yoon *

Bachelor of Science
Nakhiya Abrams *
Katrina Grace Adamczyk-DeLarge *
Vasavi Aggarwal *
Lukah Aguillera
Zoha Aniya Ahmad ***
Madison Elizabeth Alberici **
Blair Danielle Allen *
Huda Mohammed Alraeys **
Lindsay Jade Alshouse ***
Celia Ford Armstrong ***
Alexander Gray Aronson *
Catherine Anna Bailey *
Vedant Bajaj
Arianna Kristen Balbo ***
Dalia Glover Banvicus
Channa H. Barney *
Riley D. Barrett *
Robert Alexander Battle
Michael J. Bellino
Melody B. Bergey *
Hannah Abigail Bergman
Marcus Joseph Bernstein *
Terra Bitan *
Joseph Blaikie
Nicholas Robert Blank *
Perry Bokobza
Juliana Rose Bonomo *
Candace W. Booker
Tarathorn Boonngamanong, **
Alexander Howard Bowe
Laura Elisabeth Breidenstine *
Mallory Alden Brendel
Rowan C. Brown
Erin McKinney Brunner
Lauren Ashley Bulka *
Tyrene Eugene Bullock, Jr. **
Thomas W. Bulzacchelli
Michael T. Burke
Bingchen Cai *
Edward Yiyang Cai *
Jane K. Cammisa *
Nikolete Briante Camporeale *
Olivia Casabianca *
Stephen Casner *
Nicole Andrea Castaneda
Ian Rose Castro **
Karyn Rose Castronuvo
Jenine Cavanaugh ***
Jacob Martin Charbonneau
Elton Chau
Haixi Chen
Kaili Chen *
Queenie Chen *
Lane William Cheney
Ye Rin Cheong
Anaya Nyalia Cherry *
Leanne Chin ***
Amalia Chrysanthy Christofoulidis **
Kathy Vy Chung ***
Sarah Chung *
Mathew Christopher Cipriano *
Olivia Rose Claus
Lyndsey Connolly *
James Kelly Conroy
Olivia Dolores Cooper
Sylvan Frances Cooperman
Julienne Flores Cormier *
Austin D. Crail *
Isabella M. Crocco *
Hayley Elizabeth Cross ***
Khue Minh Dao *
Shira J. David
Shayna Emily Davis
Olivia Claire De La Riva **
Nicholas Austin Deblee
Cameron Robert DeStefano **
Addison Katrina Devine **
Patrick Gavin Deviney *
Matthew James DiMarino
Kim Hong Lam Do *
Kalliopi Rose Doherty *
Ryan Doherty ***
Hannah Myers Dolen *
Maximillion Duncan Dombrowski ***
Joyce Wenyu Dong ***
Giulia Dostie
Gillian Rose Dougherty *
Marlena F. Dougherty
Kalilla D. Dozier *
Laura Angela Dressel *
Reid E. Dumont *
Isabel Sarah Echeverria
Eliezer Chaim Eisenman *
Saif El Deen Elkhamry *
Christopher J. Epure *
Michael Andrew Falcione
Natalie Anne Fetzer
Kayley Shay Fiorino *
Sven David Fitzgerald *
Caitleen Anne Flores *
Sarah Anne Foisy *
David Eric Fort
Rachael M. Foulds
Elizabeth M. Friedman *
Marissa Ann Fuccione *
Carley Rose Fusco *
Melissa Erin Gabriele *
Catherine Mae Gambino Batchelder **
Alyssa Gloria Garcia ***
Ryan George Gerbman **
Cole David Geren *
Kaylynn Nicole Gilbert Gillespie
Gessel Antonio Gonzales
Anson Fraser Gordon-Creed **
Virginia Leigh Granato *
Jessica Lynne Granato *
Alexander Grant *
Victoria Cheyenne Gress *
Maya G. Grinberg *
Anthony Vincent Guarna
Jordan Ashley Gustovich *
Isabelle Marie Hadala
Sara Hadavi *
Jamie Alexandra Hafner *
Eleanor Rose Hamilton *
Hunter Marsden Hampton *
Sydney Grace Hansen
Bao Hanying *
Katelyn Elizabeth Harr ***
Favian Cushman Harris *
Fatima Hasan
Will McKenzie Haskins
Skylar G. Heilos *
Kelsey Christine Hendry *
George McGee Hoey
Camille Xing Holzbauer
Gabrielle Rose Hoover *
Samantha Renee Hopkins *
Alexander Vincent Hotchkiss
Emma Elizabeth Howell *
John Michael Hoyt *
Jing Huang *
Joanne Huyhn *
Chan-Kyoo Hwang *
Mary Sewall Hyland
Connor M. Jackson **
Chelsea Esperanza James *
Safia Geraldine Jeff ***
Carly Adelaide Jennion ***
Christine Annette Johnson
Jayla B. Johnson *
Dustin R. Jones
Niko Lee Jones *
Michael Ernst Just *

*** Summa Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  * Cum Laude
Dimitrios Ilias Kakaris
Cassidy Kapps-Gibson
Ziad Karameh *
Binyamin Karp
Robert Larry Kaufman
Adam Bradley Kaufman
Grace Elizabeth Kelly
Charlie A. Kenney **
Nicholas Ronald Kennis
Darren Robert Kern *
Han Boi Khuong *
Bria Lynn Kidder *
Noah Luke Kilshaw *
Lauren Soyoung Kim *
Sydney J. Kim ***
Taylor S. Kim *
Owen Edward Kirchner
Joseph Michael Konieczny
Yerin Koo **
Caroline Marie Kottmeier **
Marta Viacheslavivna Kovalova
Magdalén Roux Kubik
Mary Elizabeth Kulesa ***
Riley Margaret Kweder *
Jaeun Kwon ***
Brenna Marie Laiffer **
Kyra Lynn Lally ***
Dylan Christopher Lam ***
Marianna Lambros *
Claire Kelly Landis *
Grace Landry ***
Madeyln Abigail Lane *
Grace Marie Larivee *
Garrett Cooper Larson *
Rose Stewart Lawrence
Brianne Rose Leon
Anna Leong **
Peter Justin Leventhal
Connor R. Levesque
Chase Alexander Levine
Caroline Ann Levy **
Haoyu Li *
Jiahui Li
Aaron Jack Lichtenstein *
Myeongeun Lim **
Alisia Monae Lipsey **
Mikayla Olivia Lisiy
Jenna Marie Little **
Zichen Liu
Whitney Suzanne Lundgren **
Yu-Chin Ma **
Cristina Sophia Macari ***
Evan Joseph Mader **
Claire D. Manigo-Bizzell **
Alisha Kelton Marble *
Kaylin C. Markarr ***
Melissa Markee *
Nathaniel Moshe Marmorstein
Kate Lauren Massih *
Alexis Cameron Matuson *
Gabriel Francis Mauro **
Anthony Mazzocca *
Emily Ann McAndrews **
Jacob Alexander Mccloskey
Emily Marie McCue *
Kelly Margaret McCue *
Aliya Terez McDonald *
Liam Degen McGhie *
Bridget Maura Elizabeth McNamara *
Samantha Jane McNemar
Henry Vincent Merker *
Joseph William Merril
Margaret Carr Merrymen
Cali Mason Metzker *
Kevin Miao
Maya Lynn Micci Morrison *
Paige Autumn Milnes
Lindsey Angela Mingrino ***
Stephanie J. Minock *
Valerie Claire Mischka *
Krista Marie Moini *
Aaron Wesley Monro *
Delilah Morales *
Jane Helen Morgan *
Allen Michael Morris-Smith
Daniel R. Murray
Ryan Thomas Murray
Jacob D. Nagle *
Jacob I. Naroden *
Andrew Robert Nase
Zenia Larissa Nasevich *
Maxwell Alan Nash *
Jeffrey Thomas Nelson
Nicoe Leigh Nemzer *
Emily Jordan Nestor *
Adam Julian Netburn *
Lauren Rose Neville *
Alina Thien An Nguyen *
Danela Nhi Nguyen *
Tram Quynh Nguyen ***
Maxwell Edwin Niehaus
Kira Lynn O’Brien *
Wynn Michael O’Donnell *
Nathan Olert
Ivan Matthew Orlov *
Zoe Louise Osborne
Nina Pagano
Regina Lin Pagano *
Kathryn Clarke Pashayan *
Ravi S. Patel
Lauren Louisa Patrice *
Natalie Pavlok *
Isabella Maria Pedreira
Daniel Faustino Pennestri
Cameron Thomas Perry
Cameron Sally Petrillo *
Joseph Andre Petrucci
Kimberly Moya Philippe *
Sally Judith Philips
Richard Joseph Pichura *
Bibhav L. Pradhan ***
Laura Catherine Prajzner *
Maria Emmanuela Prastos *
Molly Pratzer *
Matthew P. Profaci
Mouruj A. Qattan
Stefani Ann G. Quintos ***
David Louis Rammacca
Lillian Raphael
Maia Elizabeth Rivera *
Laura Serafica Roberts *
Elise Gabrielle Robinson *
Jason Matthew Rock
Monica Rojas *
Jennifer Ann Ropski *
Teryn Nicole Rose *
Jane Robert Rouse
Rachel Barbara Rubenstein *
Byron A. Ruf *
Jaclyn Leila Saddic ***
Megan Ann Sadlowski *
Anna Hilary Sahkul *
Devin Noelle Taylor *
Tina Teng
Ivan R. Tenreyro *
Lilley Abplanalp Thomas *
Julia Agnes Thompson *
Natalie Lynn Thornton *
Grace Elizabeth Tiberi *
Tirel James Togna
Chloe Maureen Tolderlund *
Caleb Peter Tomkins
Camryn Wilson Toscano
Ha Thu Tran ***
Britney K. Tu *
Kenneth James Turner *
George Ernesto Ugarte *
Maria Dolores Urgiles Sanchez *
Jason Carlos Valdez
Alexandra Vallejos *
Dayana M. Vartic *
Cameron Alexander Vickens **
Isabel Volpe *
Nicolas Comer Vonk **
Leah Mae Voorhees **
Jaydeep Singh Wahla
Caroline Kathryn Walsh ***
James Garrett Walsh **
Zijiao Wang
Samiyah Mecca Wardlaw
Peyton Alexandria Warren **
Jarod Michael Watson *
Eric William Welch
Evan W. Reissman *
Ashley Nicole Wiederspanh ***
Cameron Nicholas Williams *
Iman Williams
Charles Levi Wolloch **
Keely Adare Wyatt **
Elana Jennifer Wydra *
Mingyu Xin
Carter James Yelland *
Justin Hunter Yew **
Eleanor Lea Young *
Madison Rose Young
James Clifford Zangari
Matthew Jacob Zapata *
Oliver Will Zatcoff *
Zachary Ward Zanner Powers **
Victoria L. Zdunkiewicz
Cindy Zeng
Alfred Zhang *
Zijin Zhang
Ningkang Zhao
Qiujin Zou *
Ava Edele Zubia *
Sophia Zucker

** Bennett S. LeBow
College of Business

Bachelor of Science in Business Administration

Alexander Kyle Adams
Shreya Adhikari ***
Tasha Briana Adison
Lovenet Singh Ahluwalia
Beginyan Sultanovna Ahmatova **
Sophia M. Akopov
Yaseen Murtadha Al-Issani
Suzi Mohammed Al-Daraji
Sarah Albizem
Kyle Alexander Alday
Sumer Alimam **
Hamad Alkubra
Marissa Lynn Amarante *
Anthony Amore *
Mohith Sai Rithwin Ancha *
Andrew Kwabena Kwarteng Antwi *
Alexander Paul Arcidiacono ***
Nicola Anthony Armagno *
Parker Arnold
Papa Kwaw Arthur
Jackson Asanza
Thomas Henry Atkinson **
Madeleine Paige Avena *
Peter Albert Baccas *
Siddhant Bajpai
Samuel Eric Banks *
Justin Matthew Barcusky *
Eliza Barson *
Franziska Bartels *
Justin Batushansky
Robert H. Beato
Stephen Becker
Al'Halim Uwagbae Belo-Osagie *
Matan Y. Ben Abou *
Sonali Prasad Benbow ***
Wyatt Thomas Berger
Carlos Betance
Bhavnish Bhandari *
Peter Bojsza ***
Matthew Richard Bonner
Nadirah Rakia Bowser *
Ciara Gael Brady *
Fenil Rakesh Brahmbhatt ***
Devon A. Breet **
Chuck Paul Breischa
Emily Grace Brenek *
Rian William Brennan
Sara Ann Bridges ***
Sasha Liam Brooks *
Fu-jin Qi Buonfiglio *
Ian Edward Burke
Colleen Suzanne Burns
Zachary E. Burton
Dylan Bushey **
Paula Cabot Jaume
Christopher Robert Cail *
Liam Padraig Callahan
Brian Callejas
Linh Cao *
Alexander Dimitrios Caramuque
Antonio John Carletti **
Jason Fernando Castro-Loja *
Eni Cena
Javisth Chabria
Andrew Kevin Chan
Anuj Sudhakar Chari
Tanner Charyczak *
Chandler Tyler Chase *
Alena Hua Chau
Amy Chau *
Humna Chaudhry *
Katherine Lee Chen *
Sandy Chen *
Yilan Chen
Ziheng Chen
Zizhuo Chen
Jacinth Chikkala
Katherine Virginia Chipp
KamTing Chiu *
Jason Joon Yong Cho
Zoe Choi **
Chi Hin Matthew Chong ***
Shivaan Vivek Chopra
Brandon Christian Cisneros
Jorge Cisneros Rodriguez **
Kristen Clements *
Brett M. Coleman
Bryan Patrick Conboy **
Katelyn Jean Connelly
Olivia Williams Connelly
Jason Paul Connors
Devon Marie Copesteka **
Victoria Anne Kay Cordaro *
Alexander Michael Cordone **
Samantha Edith Corredor
Nicholas Thomas Costantino ***
Anna Virginia Costello
Kiryna Jolei Cotroneo **
Ryan Alec Coughlin
Michael Solomon Cramer *
Jamie Matthew Crane
Nylah Camille Crenshaw
Arianna Denae Crespo *
Jeffrey Maurice Cunningham
William Czupak
Isabella Eva D'Angelo
Brooklyn McKay Daly *
Brian Robert Daniels
Heidi Moustafa Daraz
Urvi P. Darji **
Lekse Isadora Daspin
Nina Srey Davidson
Sierra Debrille Davis
Jerome Vishal Dean
Landon Nicole DeLeon *
Nicholas DeMarco
Daniel Joseph Dempsey
Maria Denisova **
James Joseph Dennehey **
Nihar N. Desai *
Mark Andrew Diana **
Isabella Marie DiBlanda *
Mark William DiGiovanni ***
Konstandina Dimitriadi
Babila Dinga
Alay'na Taylor DiSanto *
August Dobrin
Rashmi Dogra *
Redion Doko
Faliko Donzo
Keith Morelove Douglas
Lidia Drybushar **
Yuxin Du
Charles Anthony Dumas *
Christina Duong
Christian Michael Ear *
Tyler Jarod Eckhart
Joseph Michael Egan *
Yasser Mohammad Elamin
Caleb Kyle Elican
Simon Alexander Elisii *
Tyler Michael Ellis
Ramon Andres Escriba
Samuel Yawson Eshun **
Tahmid Alam Fahim *
Russell Miller Faigen *
Yangshuai Fan *
Arianna Fariss *
Khalil Farraj *
Emily Bernice Fedoryczuk
Patrick Henry Felsted *
Faith Andrea Fenton
Avanti Fernandes

*** Summa Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
* Cum Laude

Undergraduate Degrees 2022
Nathanael Welty Ferrari *
Gelila Meriam Fesseha
Amanda Noel Fields
Simone Michelle Finkelstein *
Kyle Alexander Fiore
Kevin M. Flanagan, Jr.
Molly Anne Fluehr *
Mya Milagros Fuentes *
Kristen Nicole Furlong ***
Deep Bharatbhai Gadhiya *
Gunnar Shjon Gale **
Conor Joseph Gallagher *
Elizabeth Ann Gallant **
Nomin-Erdene Ganbold **
Kevin Gao ***
Ray Garland
Michael Robert Garvey ***
John Jacob Gauweiler **
Ryan Gerald Genord **
Raphael Jonathan Genty
Evangelos William Giantsopoulos
Samantha Lynne Gilpin **
Israel Lawrence Gitlin *
Ariel Rose Goldberg ***
Catherine Gotsiride
Alyssa May Garma Grado
Paige M. Green
Brennan Thomas Greenwald **
Alvin Guan
Daniel Stanley Guerin ***
Wanqi Guo
Akanksha Deepak Gupta
Yash Gupta
Grace Judith Gutos
Linh Dieu Ha **
Tyler Quy Ha
Brendon Michael Hafner **
Patrick James Haitsch
Loreta Hajdini
Daveik Naytwon Hale
Aidan Glenn Hamilton
Alexander Lin Pagnotto Hammitt
Muhammad Haris Hanif ***
Andrew Hanson
Marielle Alice Harari *
Matthew Paul Harrison *
Matthew T. Hartz **
Andria Elizabeth Haubach **
Brooke Annemarie Hauserman ***
Dongqing He
Yang He **
Colleen Marie Heether **
Morgan Silliman Heller III **
Derek Joseph Hengemihle *
David Christian Henry
Edward Nathaniel Henry **
Courtney Joanne Hess
Jacob R. Hill
Ermal Hima ***
Sujit A. Hiremath **
Gabriel J. Ho **
Quynh Nhu Phan Ho ***
Stephanie Ho **
Jared Hoadley
Madeline Lena Hoffert
Samuel Rourke Homler
Camryn Lynette Honesty
Katzy Hong
Ryan Patrick Howell *
Justin Lee Hower *
Derek Huang
Ivy Huang
Steven Huang *
August Anne Louise Hughes *
Lange H. Hung
Abbas Hussain
Thuan Duc Huynh ***
Nicole Ilicic
Rafiga Imanova
Assima Imataliyeva **
Anna K. Immaneni ***
Mariam Jane Isemingher
Mekhribonu O. Ismoilova ***
Christian Issa
Sanil Jagtiani **
Sarah Jalali
Amanda Janiga
Sofia Jaramillo **
Kelly Claire Jennings
Yu Gyeom Jeong
Becky Jiang *
Thomas Joseph Michael Jones
Indjit Judge
Rohan B. Kalaria **
Caprian D. Kan **
Dmitriy Yevgeniy Kantorovich
Marisa Brooke Katcher **
Pranavi Katiakala **
Josef Max Katzman *
Maarj Kazmi
Bryan Thomas Kee ***
Rochelle Chevelle Kelly
Ryan Keon
Tyler Joseph Keough
Daniel Khademhiri*
Amro Khalifa
M Zakria Jamil Khan
Shreyas Khandelwal
Julia Kim **
William Ruyl Kim
Alyatna S. King
Assata Folasade King *
Alessandra Rose Kinney Ferraro *
Joseph Brian Kinsinger
Andrew Nicholas Klein
John Joseph Klein
Evan Joseph Kliman *
Zachary Phillip Klinke *
Miles Elliot Knight
Matias Knudsen
John Laurence Kolb
Yinhan Kong
Stephen Kopsachilis *
Sotiris Alexander Koutsouyanis
Jacquelyn M. Kriskie **
Aleksander Kucinski **
Wyeth Kuhl **
Alba Kupa *
Michael Ohmin Kwon *
Yuki T. Kyoto
Brandon C. Labbe *
Sean E. Laddley **
Yousef Lahouli **
Pooja Lal **
Jonathan Lamont Lake
Krisen Nicole Lanier **
Dung P. Le **
Owen Michael Leber
Catherine Lee
Jasmine Rose Lee ***
Anita R. LeFevre
Brooklyn Kate Leon
Sophie Leung
Joshua Lewis
Andy Li *
Jason Li
Jianing Li
Jiayi Li **
Xingying Li **
Tzu-Hsuan Liao *
Hsin Ju Lin **
Tina Lin *
Hongbin Liu **
Huiling Liu
Jingyi Liu
Megan Marie Lodes **
Blake E. Logan
Christopher Edward Lombardo
Griffiths William Lott
Nathaniel Park Yin Lui **
David Q. Lun *
Ratana Ly *
Kyle Cameron MacDougall
Shefali Mahay *
Shoh Ismoil Mahmadamin *
Preston P. Mahoney *
Linghua Mai *
Rahul Randhir Maisuria
Muskan Malani *
Adiel Ahmad Malik *
Faraz Malik *
Brendan Michael Mallon ***
Charles William Maly *
Daniel Max Maman *
Elizabeth Manning ***
Salvatore Marino
Michael Daniel Markin *
Anthony Gavin Tenorio
Marquez
Akeem C. Martindale **
Julian Isiah Mason *
Kate Lauren Massih ***
Alexis Renee Mastroangelo
Shannon Kim Math
Samuel Leslie Mathew
William Tanner Mazzarella
Conor James McAdoo
Robert Amir McCormick IV
Michelle McDonnell
Zoe Tucker McElroy
Matthew McKeever
Ryan Christopher McKim
Bryan A. McLaughlin
Kyle David McLaughlin
Colleen McMahon
Caylin Douglas McRavion
Trevor Medawar
Adam Michael Megella
Anna Mehta *
Chuka Vitalis Bradley Mekkan **
Danielle Elizabeth Mervine ***
Pramod Sai Metra *
Garrett Bernard Miades *
Alexander John Arthur Midouhas
Sophia Mikros *
Jonathan R. Miller *
Matthew Cole Miller
Vishal G. Mirchandani
Jack Mishaan **
Devin Misthal
Suneet Jatin Modi
Peter William Moeller *
Joy C. Mohr
Jadyn Leigh Molloy **
William Ariel Montanez
Se Ryeon Moon *
Nicholas Alexander Morgan *
Samantha Ann Morningstar *
Zacary Kenneth Mountz
Samuel Alejandro Moya
Aliza Mubasher
Cameron Andrew Mulcavage
Patrick Raymond Murphy *
Angela S. Myronovich **
Shyam Naik
Vedanth Nair
Irene Jae Won Nam
Kavya Naraparaju *
Moreno Ndini *
Thomas David Nell
Gregory Nestler **
Megan Elizabeth Newell
Kevin Ngo
Giang Ngoc Nguan Nguyen
Joseph Quoc Anh Nguyen *
Justin Nguyen *
Linh Khanh Nguyen **
Minh Chi Nguyen ***
Nhat Ha To Nguyen **
Nhi Phuong Nguyen
Emily Nhan
Vasilia Nelida Nickles *
Tulasi Nidamaryth *
Bradley Joseph Northrop *
Casey Sabrina Novitski
Rajeev Nunna ***
James F. O’Kane
Sean Patrick O’Malley *
Ogoluwakihan Elijah Ogunbanjo
Jasmine Okai
Eliot Manuel Olaya
Yoma Onobrakpeya *
Brandon John Ortiz *
Carlos Daniel Ortiz
Katie Natty Ortiz ***
Chiemeka Kingsley Osuoha **
Catalina Otero Salvo ***
Aceyla Ozcan *
Rohan Paliwal
Alex Pan
Lu-An Pan
Joseph M. Pancereola *
Rubra U. Pandit
Victoria Paone
Jonathan David Parker ***
Rafael Estomago Parsacala **
Lokesh Karthik Parvathareddy ***
Alexandra Brielle Passaro
Amrit Rashmi Patel
Asha Patel **
Dylan Patel *
Kajol Patel *
Kunj Parimal Patel
Neil P. Patel **
Parth Saumik Patel
Pranthi B. Patel *
Raj Dhananjaya Patel **
Ronak Shantilal Patel
Sagar Rohit Patel *
Sahil Jaimin Patel
Salvi Patel *
Shyam Ashish Patel
Sweta Nareshkumar Patel
Trishual P. Patel **
Taran Pathak
Janelle Shoshana Paul ***
Jack G. Pearson
Rajitha Penaka
Alex John Pershicketi
William E. Person
James McClelland Peters *
Anna-Maria Petroiu *
Zuri Amin Peyton
Linh Khanh Pham **
Lam Hoang Phan *
Chaiti Sudhir Phanse ***
Yanupisey Phok *
Nicholas Polini
Faith Kelly Pon
Hemapiyaa Ponnayiram *
Niaka Amber Porter
Sydney Ann Posh
Avery Elizabeth Powell
Dhruv Bhavesh Prajapati ***
Amanda Pratt
Hao Qing
Ferishta Rahmani *
Abiya Raju
Paris Raptis *
Peter M. Rayhill **
James Michael Reardon
Aneesha M. Reddy
John Charles Reeve
Nicholas Dean Reganata
Tiffany Revers
Gabrielle Ann Rivero *
Anthony Matthew Rodgers
Nicolas Vittorio Romo
Katie Ronan *
Derek Miles Rose
Joy R. Rosenberg *
Deaven Avery Ross
Spencer Lawton Ross **
Matthew Kevin Roszkowski
James Roulston
Camille Marie-Nathalie Ruaudel *
Mridini Rudraraju ***
Brandon S. Safie
Ravi Teja Saiga
Allen Richard Saknovsky
Alexander John Salas
Jessica Abedin Samiha
Aaron Teal Samson
Idaliz Santiago
Andre Ines Santiago Rivera **
Diana Victoria Savchuk
Brendan Thomas Schmidt **
Jake Andrew Schwemlein *
Kimberly Elizabeth Scoppellite
Zach Dominic Sebastian
Temiloluwa Oluwadara Segun **
Harrison Franklin Seifert
Karthik Sepuri
Jaime David Serebrenik
Sultan
Michelle A. Setiawan *
Manav Shah *
JiaQian Shao **
Rohan Sharda ***
Alissa Sharogradsky
Morgan Baylor Sharinn
Colin Scott Sheehan
Han Shen *
Solomon Shilly
Nistha Shrestha **
Vedant Malharbhai Shukla **
Paramvir Singh Sidhu
Arthur Siegel **
Joshua Kosohn Silapheth
Sofija Simone Singer
Manraj Singh
Prabhnoor Singh *
Runaq Singh
Christopher Ryan Smith *
Kenneth Delgado Smith
Meghan Conlan Smith **
Lucas Timothy Snider
Samuel So
Alisha Solaiman
John Thomas Solecki
Josef Anton Soler-Baillo *
Alberto Sosa
Matthew Robert Sousa ***
Amal H. Srou
Luke Ryan Stansfield
Michael Alexander Stedman **
Edward Francis Stokes
Nicholas Perry Stuart **
Noah Suleskey *
Cassandra M. Sullivan **
Aliya Sumar
Roshini Sundar *
Melissa Rose Sweeney *
Matthew James Sylvester *
Murray Elly Symons *
Erik M. Szilagyi *
Loan Thanh Ta ***
Zion Marley Taber *
Adam T. Taitano
Linda Tang *
Qingrong Tang *
Mounia Tarib *
Mahita Tatavarthy
Michael Sean Te
Tiago Delfim Teixeira
Noah H. Shaheen ***
Jerusalem Solomon Tamire
Michael Z. Thermenos
Nhat Minh Tran *
Muhammad Ubaid Ullah *
Paula Alejandra Urgiles Sanchez *
Kailey Zhang

Charles D.
Close School of
Entrepreneurship

Bachelor of Arts

Keshav Mirania Agarwal
Amani J. Alexander
Alex Charles Antebey
Catherine Anne Arnold *
Maxwell Jacob Auerbach
Nicholas G. Besselaar *
Cole Tyler Checkoff
Rebecca Karin Corosante
Zyrah Alvi **
Alexa Rose Bucciarelli
Elizabeth Raushenbush
Mark William Budd **
Imani Calloway-Ennis
Nicholas Andrew Canuso
Bailey Katherine Carr ***
Joseph Peter Cavaliere
Upoma Chakraborty *
Kelsey Nitara Chandran
Kristine Chee *
Sylvie Anna Cherry
Sarah Rose Chintz
Ashly Naife Chetel *
Nicole Elizabeth Clifford **
Violet Collins
Leah Genieve Condon *
Justin Lucas Cruz *
Katherine Anne Cunningham
Lauren Elizabeth Currey
Davida Renée Daniels
Ryan Nguyen Dao **
Sydney Frances DeNofrio
Hazel M. Dequito *
Robert John Dukes
Abigail Elise Dupes **
Omesh Dhar Dwivedi *
Fatimahzahra Elbar
Violet Jane Flynn ***
Amina Fong **
Shawna Ford
Julia Anne Fucci
Maxwell Vincent Gallagher **
Dana Nicole Gale ***
Jahdah Shance Gardener **
Alexandra Marie George **
Ryan Eliott Gery
Marie Christiana Gioulis **
Olivia M. Glass **
Michaela Lynn Graf **
Allison Rose Graff
Alexandra Katarina Gredzinski
Tiffany Harris
Sakya Rochelle Hayes *
Serena Eve Hermit **
Hanley Erin Higgins **
Mohammad Asim Iqbal *
Nevindi Utparasha
Yu Gyeom Jeong
Sofia Anna Joehim *
Emily Xiaojun Johns
Thomas E. Johns III
Hannah Elise Jordan
Sarah Helen Kilborn
Cameron Grant LaPorte ***
Jina Lim **
Sarah Lucey
Gianna M. Manela
Alexander Scott Manley
William David Marani **
Amanda M. Mazuchowski **
Kyle Thomas McDonald ***
Emily Ann McKeon
Clara Rebecca Meskin ***
Colin Milewski *
Tawfeeq Saabir Muhammad
Jonah P. Musto
Ashley Grace Nemchinov *
Candice Nguyen
Breanna Giselle Nicholas
Hannah Grace Nihill
Lucas Riley O’Connor
Kelly Mensah Oduro **
Amy Nzuobia Ouatara
Elizabeth T. Pham ***
Brian James Proferes ***
Austen Pearce Puia **
Sanjana Sundari Ramanathan *
Robyn Jessi Ratzan *
Chyanne Rose Reyes **
Vance Arnold Rhome
James Riley
Emma Michelle Rivero **
Felisha Robinson
Kevin F. Romine *
Alison Rebecca Rosenfeld *
Nicole Gabriela Ross
Julianna Rudnick **
Tania Z. Santiago
Prashana Dharmshini
Sathiyanesan
Mabedi Malebo Semnannya **
Kejsi Shabah **
Samuel Jacob Shindel-Spencer **
Devin S. Smith
Gracie Rose Sobalvarro **
Elena Spacuey **
Khamiya Spence **
Ivy Jane Steinberg-McElroy **
Susannah Grace Stoll
Medina Talebi **
Le K. Trinh
Othon Theodoros Tsamtzis **
Claire Elizabeth Ussai **
Jasleen Kaur Walia
Yiyong Wang ***
Coletrane Edward Washington
Jayla Joel Washington
Corey James Weiner
Emma Theresa Olmstead
Whitehouse **
Jill Regina Wible *
Victoria Claire Wible
Eleanor Willkomm **
Isabella Saffron Wilson *
Erin A. Wright *
Abigail Jeanne Young ***
Allie Kristen Zubyk *

Bachelor of Science

Jonathan Mitchell Abramowitz
Morayo Christianah Adenegan
Sonia Angelica Adorno *
Sanya S Allani **
Deeksha Ajeya *
Jordan Carlise Allen *
Kellie Almeida

*** Summa Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  * Cum Laude

College of Arts and Sciences

Bachelor of Arts

Zyrah Alvi **
Jane-janette Ewurama Ansah
Olivia May Antonelli *
Aseni Amadara Ariyaratne ***
Anika Grace Arsoe ***
Issa Ghassan Asfatoun
Thomas Henry Atkinson **
Melanie Faith Attieh **
Mansi Bihari
Maya J. Birney *
Julia M. Blando
Alexa Rose Bucciarelli
Elizabeth Raushenbush
Bucy ******
Mark William Budd **
Imani Calloway-Ennis
Nicholas Andrew Canuso
Bailey Katherine Carr ***
Joseph Peter Cavaliere
Upoma Chakraborty *
Kelsey Nitara Chandran
Kristine Chee *
Sylvie Anna Cherry
Sarah Rose Chintz
Ashly Naife Chetel *
Nicole Elizabeth Clifford **
Violet Collins
Leah Genieve Condon *
Justin Lucas Cruz *
Katherine Anne Cunningham
Lauren Elizabeth Currey
Davida Renée Daniels
Ryan Nguyen Dao **
Sydney Frances DeNofrio
Hazel M. Dequito *
Robert John Dukes
Abigail Elise Dupes **
Omesh Dhar Dwivedi *
Fatimahzahra Elbar
Violet Jane Flynn ***
Amina Fong **
Shawna Ford
Julia Anne Fucci
Maxwell Vincent Gallagher **
Dana Nicole Gale ***
Jahdah Shance Gardener **
Alexandra Marie George **
Ryan Eliott Gery
Marie Christiana Gioulis **
Olivia M. Glass **
Michaela Lynn Graf **
Allison Rose Graff
Alexandra Katarina Gredzinski
Tiffany Harris
Sakya Rochelle Hayes *
Serena Eve Hermit **
Hanley Erin Higgins **
Mohammad Asim Iqbal *
Nevindi Utparasha
Yu Gyeom Jeong
Sofia Anna Joehim *
Emily Xiaojun Johns
Thomas E. Johns III
Hannah Elise Jordan
Sarah Helen Kilborn
Cameron Grant LaPorte ***
Jina Lim **
Sarah Lucey
Gianna M. Manela
Alexander Scott Manley
William David Marani **
Amanda M. Mazuchowski **
Kyle Thomas McDonald ***
Emily Ann McKeon
Clara Rebecca Meskin ***
Colin Milewski *
Tawfeeq Saabir Muhammad
Jonah P. Musto
Ashley Grace Nemchinov *
Candice Nguyen
Breanna Giselle Nicholas
Hannah Grace Nihill
Lucas Riley O’Connor
Kelly Mensah Oduro **
Amy Nzuobia Ouatara
Elizabeth T. Pham ***
Brian James Proferes ***
Austen Pearce Puia **
Sanjana Sundari Ramanathan *
Robyn Jessi Ratzan *
Chyanne Rose Reyes **
Vance Arnold Rhome
James Riley
Emma Michelle Rivero **
Felisha Robinson
Kevin F. Romine *
Alison Rebecca Rosenfeld *
Nicole Gabriela Ross
Julianna Rudnick **
Tania Z. Santiago
Prashana Dharmshini
Sathiyanesan
Mabedi Malebo Semnannya **
Kejsi Shabah **
Samuel Jacob Shindel-Spencer **
Devin S. Smith
Gracie Rose Sobalvarro **
Elena Spacuey **
Khamiya Spence **
Ivy Jane Steinberg-McElroy **
Susannah Grace Stoll
Medina Talebi **
Le K. Trinh
Othon Theodoros Tsamtzis **
Claire Elizabeth Ussai **
Jasleen Kaur Walia
Yiyong Wang ***
Coletrane Edward Washington
Jayla Joel Washington
Corey James Weiner
Emma Theresa Olmstead
Whitehouse **
Jill Regina Wible *
Victoria Claire Wible
Eleanor Willkomm **
Isabella Saffron Wilson *
Erin A. Wright *
Abigail Jeanne Young ***
Allie Kristen Zubyk *

Bachelor of Science

Jonathan Mitchell Abramowitz
Morayo Christianah Adenegan
Sonia Angelica Adorno *
Sanya S Allani **
Deeksha Ajeya *
Jordan Carlise Allen *
Kellie Almeida
2022 UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES

Yessica Natasha Almiron *
Raymond Eddie Almodovar, Jr. **
Jana Alrayes ***
Sara Sabri Amer ***
Brook Alese Antalosky *
Jacqueline G. Applebaum **
Kayla Brooke Bacon
Jacqueline Rose Bader
Neil Singh Bal *
Pooja Niles Balas ***
Malcolm Tyler Bansal
Nicholas Robert Barbieri **
Michael Lawrence Becht
Sumaiya F. Begum **
Alexander John Bertoldi
Aden Hugh Betman
Jenny Suzanne Beutel **
Aidan Patrick Bevilacqua
Mia Lynn Bevilacqua *
Keely Beyries-Powers
Abhinaya Bharath ***
Akash M. Bhat ***
Winnie Chan
Zachary Andrew Cataline **
April T. Carter *
Michaela Emily Carpenter **
Alexandria R. Brooks
Tessa Bundonis
Isabella Marie Byrne
Lorelei Maria Calboreau
Madalyn E. Campbell
Michaela Emily Carpenter **
April T. Carter *
Zachary Andrew Cataline **
Winnie Chan
Michael Lee Chang ***
Patrick Nathaneal Chang **
Steven Lee Chang ***
Ashley Marie Chanpong **
Tanisha Chari *
Simran Ramesh Chatani **
Akilah Chatman
Jackie J. Chen **
Kyle Qi Chen **
Paul Ion Cherchesech **
Hannah S. Cherussier ***
Teja Chilla
Caitlin Briana Clifford ***
Audrey Elizabeth Coffey ***
Emma Christine Contreras
Bryan Edward Coppinger *
Claire Cosfol
Patrick Michael Crane *
Gianna Curci
Nichole Helena Czermanski
Jennifer Vy Dang ***
Cordelia Marie David *
Nate Carlos Davis
Nicholas Ascenzo DeFilippis ***
Celso Jose Delatorre *
William Henry Deni
Chloé Patricia Denley
Mitn J. Desai *
Napalya Dewar
Svoorithi Dingari *
Noah Tyler DiPietro *
Brianna Marie DiRienzo *
Tananh Doan *
Leah Marie Dobossy *
Jared Scott Donahue *
Mary Arden Donnelly
Lucie Elaine Doran *
Julia Maria Francesca Doretti *
Hannah Elyse Dunness *
Ellen Kristie Duong *
Omesh Dhar Dwivedi *
Erik Edwards *
Nichole Gabrielle Elissi
Tiffany Ellis
Natalie Coen Emerson **
Roberta Andreae Enisor *
Holden Erikkson *
Katerina Ivan Evangelou *
Alexander Nabil Fahmy *
Anne Marie Farley *
Tara Noelle Feenan
Alexander Thaedon Felix **
Pietro Antonio Ferreira Frazao **
Lauren M. Filipe *
Jessica Lee Fluehr
David Joseph Flynn *
Clifton Ford
Clayton J. Francis **
Cierra Lynn Frantz
Sriprachadaya Gaddam ***
Sarah Noel Gally *
Anna Marie Gargan
Dieondra Anyae-Shania Garner
Makahra Roshelle Gayle
Sophie Katrina Geagan *
Christine Gentile
Ayaan Elvan Gill
Bemenet Dawit Girma
Zachary Nash Goldbaum *
Sofia Joy Gomez *
Nishunta Gopalasundaram
Lindsay N. Graham *
Mikaila Chavon Gray
Zachary Vijay Gulugule
Prasad Gaywali
Xuyen Cam Ha
Selam Haile *
Tina Hang
Zainah Hasan
Victoria Paige Hawes
Samantha Nicole Heliodoro ***
Marissa Jane Henry *
Brooke Herring
Aliya Margaret Hilmi *
Leeann Ho
Jessica Aubrey Hofmann *
Dylan W. Hogleland
Katarina Celine Hojohn
Jacob Howell
Melissa Hoxha *
Marnae Ariana Humphrey
Annie Ming Huong *
Adam Kenichi Ikehara
Janelle Bianca Jackson
Samantha Nicole Heliodoro ***
Jyothii Kulasingam
Vijay T. Kumar
Raghed Kurbaj
Alice Car-kai Lam
Christiana Chanhda Lam *
Peterkhang B. Lam *
Yuki Lam
Jaycel Emmanuel Laryea
Sophie Jonette Sarah Lawrence ***
Anthony Tuan Le
Marianna Leffever
Skylar Sloben Lewis *
Ryan Li
Taylor Beth Lifer *
Crystal Lim *
Lucy Lin *
Yong Hui Lin *
Jessica N. Lloyd
Kaylen Louie *
Camilla Anne Macia **
My Tam Mai *
Shreya S. Mandloi ***
Tracy Anne Marcelli ***
Michael David Marchioli ***
Emili Marlowe *
Kathleen Erin Marsili *
Remington Graham Karson
Jasjit Yasmine Kaur *
Manmeen Kaur
Kshitij Kayastha *
Boglárka Klaudia Kearney **
Bridge A. Keech
Chase Michael Kenisil *
Akruti Keswani
Sammy Ihab Khalouf **
Daniel Edward Kibblewhite *
Chaeyon Kim **
Joyce Hwanhee Kim *
Julie Kim
Un Bi Kim ***
Elvisa Kina *
Nila Kirupaharan ***
Victoria Grace Ko **
Merlin Saji Kochunilathil *
Ethan William Konyk *
William J. Kraft *
Allison K. Krielorian ***
Zhao Kuang
Yasmine Jones Kudowor
Anna Nicole Kulach ***
Jyothii Kulasingam
Vijay T. Kumar
Raghed Kurbaj
Alice Car-kai Lam
Christiana Chanhda Lam *
Peterkhang B. Lam *
Yuki Lam
Jaycel Emmanuel Laryea
Sophie Jonette Sarah Lawrence ***
Anthony Tuan Le
Marianna Leffever
Skylar Sloben Lewis *
Ryan Li
Taylor Beth Lifer *
Crystal Lim *
Lucy Lin *
Yong Hui Lin *
Jessica N. Lloyd
Kaylen Louie *
Camilla Anne Macia **
My Tam Mai *
Shreya S. Mandloi ***
Tracy Anne Marcelli ***
Michael David Marchioli ***
Emili Marlowe *
Kathleen Erin Marsili *
Kristhine Jane Martinez Quizhi
Ann Marie Masiello ***
Alyssa Rae Massa
Alex Jewell Mathew *
Therese Mathew **
Amanda M. Mazuchowski **
Emily Catherine McCoy
Catherine Kerry McGlynn *
Walter J. McHugh, Jr.
Emma Atkinson McKee
Ryneisha A. McKenzie **
Michael Joseph Menechino
Aisling Mabel Mensah
Fakaha N. Mian
Sierra Caché Mitchell
Ramyani Mitra **
Karim K. Mohamed **
Riyaz Mohamed **
Chen-Krisna Koth Mompho *
Meredith May Moore **
Christopher Thomas Morris **
Samantha Alexandria Mosloskie
Georgia Marie Moyer
Seeya Muchivolu ***
Tania Harshal Mulherkar ***
Anjali Rajiv Mundayat
Kerry Murphy **
Morgan Britanny Murtagh ***
Tiana Selina Myers
Joanna Myrtaj *
Swetha Nandakumar
Aleena Fatima Naqvi
Assal Omer Nasir **
Robert Norman Naylor
Bintou Ndiaye
Julia Rachel Neulight
Angela Nguyen **
Trung Nguyen
Jenny Ni *
Daouda M. Njie
Felicia Nocito
Suzie Suyeon Oh
Maxwell Chukwudi Okolo *
Lilly Oluwadare Oni
Sara Osman
Manjinder M. Oneslati **
Kelly Owen
Grisha Parajuli **
Jesse James Parks
Harina Patel
Maahi Patel *
Mih B. Patel
Monali J. Patel
Nidhi B. Patel ***
Prarthana Sailshe Patel **
Rani K. Patel ***
Shruti Patel ***
Thara Patel *
Uma Yatin Patel *
Yashraj Mukesh Patel
Renee Ashley Patterson
Peter Pechatt
Uyen Xuan Hoang Phan **
Hunter Alexandra Pierson **
Arathi P. Pillai *
Alexandra Lynn Pitts **
Jennifer Clarise Po
Hannah N. Poe
Arianna Arlene Powers *
Anjali Amal Pradhan **
Shreyansh Pradhan **
Neha S. Pentagunta *
Haria Rajipzadah *
Suzanne Christine Rainear *
Robin Rajesh Ranchandani **
Dennis Rattunde *
Anjani Ravi *
Julianne Sumitra-Vangala Reddy ***
Natasha Reddy ***
Rishika Reddy **
Sophie Grace Redila **
Thomas Joseph Reese *
Haley Marie Reiff *
Rufranshell Manuel Reyes *
Emely Rivera-Millord
Virginia Antonia Roberson
Faith Anne Rodgers *
Alexandra Rodriguez
Madelynn Rose Rodriguez
Olivia Rachel Rosenstein
Henry Ruan
Megan Nicole Rubino
Jordan Mackenzie Ruffner
Malika Saini **
Muhammad A. Salman **
Nathaniel Santana, Jr.
Mekhala Giridhar Santeburnur ***
Elana Jane Sargent *
Sara S. Savant
Atoosa Scheuer ***
Scott H. Schrum
Francesca Vidan Scotto
Shivashree Sekar ***
Elisa Selamaj *
Nishka Seth *
Mitali Manish Shah ***
Priyanka Kusum Shah ***
Riya Shah *
Alea Sophia Shukil
Simran Fathima Shamith ***
Harsh Kumar Sharma ***
Alexander Cody Sheppard
Christine Shimer ***
Anushka Shukla
Ayesha Siddiqui
Isaiah Nicholas Siegl ***
Zachary Jon Smith *
Andrew John Sneadeker
Nicholas D. Sookhoo **
Victoria Katina Stavropoulos *
Christian John Stemko ***
Olivia Stewart *
Talbot Benjamin Stone *
Annika Surya Surapaneni *
Austin Kyle Svoboda
Peter Nicholas Sweeney *
Karen Nghi Tang
Almas Thaha *
Gabriella Ashley Thomas **
Christian John Stemko ***
Kalline M. Tong **
Sierra J. Trew
Hieu M. Trinh
Linh Thi-My Truong
Lauren Tufly
Othon Theodoros Tzamtzis ***
Najia A. Uddin
Andrea Mae Umali **
Ariel S. Vaknin
Amy Elizabeth Varghese
Serin Laila Varughese ***
Kimberly Cristina Ventura-Martinez *
Brittney Christine Vernonachi
Alexander Christopher Verta
Lucia Vina Lopez **
Akhil Vindyla ***
Pavithra Vinnakota *
Haider Riaz Virk *
Lam D. Vo
Nisha K. Vora ***
Kate Alexis Walberg
Tristan Rhys Walker **
Yujing Wang
Keishana Randi Alisha Washington **
Erica Taylor Watson
Ganna Marie Weber
Lee DeHaas Webster
Joshua M. Weisberg **
Griffin Wil White **
Maxwell Brookes Wiannecki
Claire Marie Wickman
Marlene Hersa Wijaya
Alexis Janay Brooks Wiley *
Daniela Mia Wittenberg-Alonso **
Katelyn Jill Wolfgang **
Kayleigh Ryan Marie Woolley
Lincoln Wu *
Kierstyn Wynkoop *
Merry Xiang **
Sitao Yan
Tetyana Yevdovyuk *
Kanyinsola Oluwadara Yokoya ***
Nari Yoon ***
Jelani Young **
Nicholas Corwin Yurcaba
Kevin Zhao *
David James Zuworski **

College of Computing & Informatics

Bachelor of Science

Adebowale A. Ajaguna
Gary Alan Corvey *
Louis T. Ferenei *
Risharde Funches
Roosevelt Harris **
Maria C. Gonzalez

Bachelor of Science in Computer Science

Manal Abbas **
Richard Errol Alison **
Saadiya Kulsoom Allahbaksh ***
Ahnaf An Nafee **
Conor John Bambrick
Akshiv Bansal **
Robert Owen Begley **
David Mark Bicer
Gavin Edward Bittenbender **
Samuel Neil Burdey
Adam Burich
Dylan Andrew Calucci
Thomas T. Cham
Jamin Chen ***
Michael Yugeng Chen
Penghu Chen *
Kevin Cheng **
Jerry Joy Cherian ***
Dawei Chi *
Chi Hin Matthew Chong **
Christopher R. Clifford **
Ayala Cnaan **
Patrick Joseph Cole
Henry Dang ***
Michael Dardour
Nicholas Ascenzio DeFilippis ***
Kingsley Rock Dias
Ajay Dixit
Linh M. Do ***
Ibrahim B. Elsaid **
Amy Eng *
Lia Ann Fredericks **
William Brais Gascoigne
Mustafa Yavuz Genel ***
Dennis Joseph George ***
Christopher O. Giersz
Christopher Spencer Good, Jr. *
John Greaves *
Himanshu Gupta **
Trang Bao Ha **
Stephen Paul Hansen ***
Philip M. Harder
Cynthia Harris
Jonathan Has **
Isaiah Joel Hernandez
Alexander Nguyen Ho ***
Corinna Hoang
Ziwei Hou *
Kevin Huang
Miyo Effie Imai *
Erin Margaret Ingram **
Mohammad Asim Iqbal **
Marc Samuel Ivan **
Haris Jalal
Ameer Jalil ***
Rohit Gautam Jayaram **
Leander R. Jeyasingh *
Yalis Handelu Jin *
Matthew Brandon Jordan **
Amarnath Kandalu **
Richard Kang
Kevin Karnani ***
Aman Kartha
Daniel Edward Kibblewhite **
Suin Kim
Jacob Charles King
Carter Benjamin Knight
Jared Adams Krebs
Callie Marianne Kuhnfuss *
Loc Phi Lam *
David Alexander Lazauskas **
Tri Nguyen Le *
Kevin Li *
Benjamin Zelig Loeb
Kristopher Lopez *
Justin T. Lau *
Heang Ly *
Jason Ly
Christopher J. Lynch *
Atticus Be Ma *
Benny Mai
Peter James Mangelsdorf
Brendan Mark
Zach Alexander Matsun **
Jess Blake Mayers
Jeanne Caitlyn McGill
Dillon Scully McHenry **
Sai Satwik Reddy Meda
John Franklin Merrill
Leonid Mezhovskii *
Lake Michael Midock
Wesley C. Miller *
Austin Jacob Mislevy *
Kartik Mohan ***
Ryan Joseph Morfei
Francis James Morrison
Jonah P. Musto
Duy Duc Nguyen ***
Harrison Xuan Nguyen *
Hoang N. Nguyen
Jason Nguyen
Jackie Ni *
Alexander Paul Nieradka
Kyle James Novak
Ubong Abasi Emmanuel Onwioduokit
Evelynn Amy Ouellette ***
Yusuf Kerem Ozaydin *
Dylan Jake Paikin
Michael Palumbo
Sampri Panda *
Harshvordan Pande *
Yash Pandey
Blake C. Parker *
Akash Patel *
Vraj Kumar Patel
Matthew Francis Perlick *
Anthony Q. Pham
Quan Minh Phan *
Tuan Minh Phan Nguyen ***
Tung Phi *
Thuan K. Phung
Charles A. Porter
Tess Carmel Porter *
Max William Prehil *
Pankaj Rai
Brian G. Reyes-Machado *
Torin Shane Rittenhouse **
Nicholas James Robbins
Devang Rungta
Evan David Rusnak **
Harley Joel Sacramento
Mohammad Sahal
Thomas Michael Santangelo ***
Darian Y. Shi
Abhiraj Singh
Indervir Singh *
Jashanpreet Singh *
Charles Smith *
Adin Boaz Solomon *
Mokshat Sood *
Charles Rose Stuart
Sreekuttan Sudarsanan
Laura-Amira Talaat-Hamid *
Hasan M. Talouli *
Sofia Christina Tasker
Afshara Tasnim *
Binh Anh Tran
Bryan G. Tran *
Janice Thi Tran *
Khanh An Tran *
Tim Tran *
Bryan Ung *
Umair Ahmed Usmani
Michael John Visco *
Huy Minh Vo ***
Amanda Warkow *
Nicholas Michael Weber *
Ailin Weng
Jacob J. Williamson *
Michelle Wong
Yi S. Yan
Lam Yeung
Kevin Young ***
Victoria Louise Young ***
Joseph S. Zhang *
Guai Zheng
Jacky Zheng
Tony Zhu

Bachelor of Science in Computing and Security Technology

Shamme Alam
Aisha Olamide Ali-Ahmad *
Jacob Robert Besecker *
Nirav Minal Brahmbhatt *
Ronald Christopher Buck *
Adrian Martin Bugnacki
George Willson Camp, Jr. *
Fai Chan *
Kimberly Cheng **
Brian P. Decker *
Kirtan Darshan Desai
Gianni William DiGregorio *
Andrew Michael DiLisi *
Ryan Do **
Patrick Ian Doherty ***
Riley Ty Faulkner
Stephen Lee Fort *
Jeremy N. Fox *
Salwa Ghaffar *
Jayme Lynn Hendrickson
Vlad Ica *
Lalit Joshi *
Rafi Kabir
Harleen Kaur *
Asef B. Khurshad *
Matthew I. Lashner ***
Emanuel S. Lazar *
Aaron Li
Junyang Li
Cameron Jeremy Maart
Danial Malik
Justin Allan Mann **
Kayla L. Miller
Shawn Murray ***
Kyle Patrick Neary *
Ledornubari A. Nwilene ***
Lorenzo Carlo
Somozo Otero ***
Jordan Parton **
Hit Umeshbhai Patel **
Teerth Chetankumar Patel
Collin Samuel Paul
Deeba Sara Rassuli ***
Joquin Guillermo Restrepo
Sheba Ali Roy
Nathaniel Adam Sanders ***
Allie F. Savrey *
Peyton Alexander Smiley
Clarence J. Smith
Rachelle St. Fleur **
Jacob Thomas Taylor ***
Charles L. Tolbert
Tashi Todd Unkow **
Alec Wishesnesi *
Zunliang Xu **
Nahom Amanuel Zerzghi
Andrew J. Zeyher **

** Bachelor of Science in Software Engineering **
Andrew Benjamin
Alekseandrovich
Yasha Aziri *
Ritty Mariam Babu *
Christopher Michael Ellis
Hanae Ferahi
Philip Martin Arthur Jones *
Ibrahim Kamal **
Zachary Bayson McConnell
Quentin Tamir McKnight
Sahithi Pisupati
William John Puppo
Joseph Hudson Scherreik
Harshit Sharma *
Jeanna Louise Shellenberger
Javion Smith-Sanders
Hana Violet Tucker
Ebaad Ur Rehman *
Alexandor Lee White
Kevin Michael Wong
Russell Zheng *
Christopher Edward DeCarlo
Kea D. Desai *
Ramzez Elahijj
Shash H. Faldhu *
Srirashin Gujur *
Razib M. Islam *
Muhammed Tariq Kose ***
Dennis P. Lougham
Ahmed B. Nassar *
Aarav Patel **
Michael Patrick Sawyer
Ram Thatham *
Adam John Torcomian
Ngam Kim Tran ***
Uzaiz Ahmed Usmani
Sneh Ameekumar Vyas
Nadien Zerban

** Bachelor of Science in Data Science **
Stephanie Else Bankes ***
Valerie Belova
Kaustav Bora
Philip John Monaco **
Bennett Sullivan Nolan
Palash Pandey **
Kelli Anne Patterson
Shelby Diane Paul **
Jacob T. Proctor
Kayla T. Savage *
Griffin Pierce Wong *

** Bachelor of Science in Informatics **
Daniel Patrick McCarter

** Bachelor of Science in Information Systems **
Paulina Anna Antonik
Oluwatobi Z. Bakare
Robert Gray Barton
Sagar Jaydeepsinh Chavda **
Ali Chikh **

** Bachelor of Science in Architectural Engineering **
Jezreel Aveilla Abelo
Varsha Aijit **
Grace D. Albert
Zoe Elizabeth Bennett
Ryan E. Bird **
Daniel Bolton ***
Daniel David Brown **
Shane Carey *
Anna Chen
Isabelle Natalie Coupet
Abigail Debebe
Sadil Fadi Eidha **
Kevin Yanshen Fong
Fritha Elizabeth Francis
Jayla Danyel Garvin
Lina Emad Girgig *
Amanda Michelle Grogin **
Nathan Edward Herbert *
Margaret Anne Higgins *
Tenaya E. Hubbell-Wood *
Daniel A. Inglis ***
Anchit Jain
Wonho Jeong
Khadija Koita
Abigail Nicole Kryszan
Andrew James Savidge
Spencer Alan Schade *
Kassandra Michelle Sloan **
Taylor Michael Sweeney *
Adwitiya Tiwrel *
Patrick Anthony Trombeta **
Katherine Colleen Wade *
Maggie Wang
David A. Wood *
Jennifer Zhang

** Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering **
Noor Al-Nazal
William Daluchukwu
Aniagoh *
Pagnaa Suad Attah
Nantogmah *
Srinidi Badhrinarthan **
Pavel Beinarovich *
Colin Patrick Brady *
Anna May Buss *
Jorge Andres Camacho
Gabriel Francis Cananese
Daniel Chen
Phillip Jinho Choi
Steven James Connelly **
Goldy Myrhh Felice Uy Cubacub
Sidney Maureen Daniel
John Sheehan Demboski
Geoffrey R. Du **
Jesse James Efymov ***
Alec Stuart Fagaly
Ranim Ferkh
Cameron James Flanagan
Kyla Mae Halud Gardiola
Matthew Sherman Gavenda *
William Anthony Gibson *
Peter James Hahn
Zachary Hamilton
Noah James Hecox
Kevin Huang
Melanie Huot *
Crystal Nayak Jain *
Mingwang Jiang **
Yena Kim *
Connor Thomas Kulczytky
Yen Ngoc La *
Pranav Narasimha Laxman
Javier Alejandro Lazo
Ian William Leap
Ryan D. Light **
Michael John Matteo
Colan Joseph McHugh
Ryan Thomas Miller *
Quader Moore-Robinson
Manthan Nimishbhai Patel ***
Raj Ashish Patel **
Kevin R. Radadia
Jonathan David Schwenk *
Jassa Singh Sengha
Samuel M. Shar
Hannah Marie Sheibley
Simeranjit Shihmar
Joshua Robert Sholder
Shreya Singh *
Harshan Sivaraju *
Emerald Grace Smucker **
Jianqiao Song
Nicholas John Sternby **
Chance Taylor Szabo
Tony Vu Tang
Nicole Marie Tavormina **
Thiha Thway *
Long H. Tran **
Undergraduate Degrees

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering

Jezreel Avecilla Abelo
Preetham Adla *
Grace D. Albert
Ahmed Alkhafaji
Ryan E. Bird **
Kyle Anthony Biro *
Joseph J. Bitetto
Mary Diane Perez Boquila **
Jeremy R. Bottrel
Cameron Markley Breckenridge
Daniel David Brown **
Abigail Ann Corrato *
Rebecca M. Davidoff *
Nicole Anne Davis
Abigail Debebe
Rosa-Maria Diez *
Joseph DiMarco
Abigail Debebe

Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering

Sameh Abedin ***
Casey J. Adams *
Oluwasijibomi Aisiling Akinkugbe
Salvatore R. Anderson
Dylan Balish
Mark Bocelli **
Pankil Parimal Chauhan *
David M. Clifton
Logan C. Courtright
Brenton C. Crowder
Johnathan D. Cuzzocrea
Alex Curley
Aaron D. D’Alessandro
Macro Daniel Drewich

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering

Stephen Jonathan Abbate ***
Yelnur Abilakim
Kweku Nyadu Aboagye *
Matthew Ryan Acates
David Moyosore Ajibade
Abdulwahab H. J. A. A. Alqattan *
Joey Arnold *
Declan Michael Beaudoin **
Michael Taggart Bonacquisti *
Joshua Chayim Boniuk *
Wyatt Carter Brisbane
Devan Bulsara *
Evan William Byrnes
Pankil Parimal Chauhan *
Finn P. Clements *
Fatimata Dia
Jason Thomas Ellstrom ***
Spencer Alan Fan
Modibo Fomba *
Michael Alexiander Foster *
Omar Gomaa *
Tobias B. Green
Xiaoxuan Guo

Bachelor of Science in Construction Management

Jacob Kiprono Birgen
Keanu Bremer
Jason Calabria *
John Charles Card ***
Anaelle Françoise Charlot
Alexander Blake Criswell *
Daniel Dolliver
Thomas Nicholas Frederick *
Alexander Hewitt *
Juan Diego Hillinger
Robert William Hogrefe
Jacob Albert Hornung
William Andrew Houston
Jonathan Thomas Kaufman
Joseph Philip Lapinon *
Tara Jean Marrongelli *
Ermie Michael Sciulli *
Christopher Ryan Vokes *
Steven James Volpe, Jr. **
Jacob Michael Hall *  
Madeline Elizabeth Harmes *  
Amanda Elizabeth Hipple-Bornhorn  
Ekenedilichukwu Daniel Iloh ***  
Saem Jeon ***  
Wookun Jeon **  
Andrew Francis Judge  
Mansoor Khan  
Abhigyan Khullar **  
Jordan Graham Lanzoni  
Steven Lee **  
Forrest Elias Leffer *  
Robert Michael Lignowski  
Michael Livornese **  
Hancheng Mao  
Tristan Lokata Seiden Marshall *  
John Michael McVeigh *  
Angelo Charles Meissler *  
Peter Nguyen  
Simia Noorani ***  
Bunmi Meekness  
Olutadimu **  
Jonathan Oppenheim  
Har Prakashkumar Patel *  
Rohan S. Patel ***  
Kanstantisn Paulau  
Tri Cao Pham *  
Manh Cuong Phi *  
Bethany N. Pittman  
Akshat Pokharna *  
Chad J. Ross  
Jonathan William Ross ***  
Asaf Yehuda Rothschild **  
Kyle Russo *  
Fredy Sanchez  
Laxmi Vaishnavi Sanigepalli  
Benjamin Michael Sauerwald  
Anthony Eric Schrayer ***  
John Russell Seitz IV  
Reilly Patrick Shaffer **  
Clayton T. Sheffield  
Yue Shi  
Francis Anthony Silvestri  
Benjamin Albert Sti **  
Zachary Gardner Smith  
Emil Carlo Snyman **  
Andre Soukhaphonh  
Cory E. Spiner  
Joseph Jennings Stewart *  
William Joseph Stewart **  
Christina Jeanine Strobel **  
Zoe Anna Sucato *  
Kenny Seng Tea  
Cody Tran *  
Frank Thomas Tumminello *  
Alexander Himanshu Tyagi **  
Kevin A. Vo *  
Aihua Wang  
Jake Joseph Ward *  
Yu-Chieh Wu  
Keidi Xhagolli  
Jonathan Shawn Yu *  
Kevin Yu  
Xiaokai Zhong  

Bachelor of Science in Engineering  
Elliot Anderson Richards  

Bachelor of Science in Engineering Technology  
Neftali Barreto  
Robert Stephen Bruhns *  
Anthony Robert Catalano-Johnson  
Jun Chen  
Benjamin Thomas Cowell  
Xuanlin Dai  
Edward Robert Fusco  
Aynna Elise Gardner *  
Daniel Goldenberg  
Mareo R. Headley  
Abdullah Iqbal  
Edward Francis Jankins **  
Bartosz Krysztof Jaskulski  
Shevin Joseph *  
Zhouting Liao  
Tianze Ma *  
Joseph Phillip Maltinsky *  
Jonathan Robert Meeh  
Christopher Alan Meyers  
Giuliana D. Natale  
Tristan Erik Neugebauer *  
Chinedu Uzodimma Onukwuru  
Robby-Daniel A. Onwudinjo  
Bryan Michael O’Toole III *  
Kaulsh H. Patel  
Kenil Arvind Patel  

Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering  
David-Evan Patrick Dixon **  
Brenda Nicole Dhuy  
Olivia Eife  
Jacob D. Eyer  
Luke William Ezzell  
Merissa Neri Gray  
Liam Hoey  
Foud Richard Khalifa  
J’Anna-Mare Latasha Lue  
Rebecca Margaret Manthorpe **  
Margaret Sheridan McCurdy  
Kelly Lynn McNicholas  
Joan Nguyen **  
Selene L. Presley  
Cole Jamison Rooney  
Aarohaa Satyal  
Timothy R. Schauder  
Galen Arthur Stevens-King **  
Olivia Marrie Szabo  
Thanh K. Vu *  
Gwendolyn Yaeger  

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering  
Joseph Edward Aach *  
Jason George Abraham ***  
Imran Ahmadzai  
Abdul Rahman Mohamed  
Khamis Nasser Al-Saadi  
Khalil Alibhai  
Jason Ga-Kien Applegate  
Inal Azamat Aslanukov  
Thomas Robert Austin **  
Cole Robert Barone *  
Dane Foster Barrick  
Ian Thomas Beach  
Daniel Benjamin Belote  
Ryan Michael Bergauer **  
Sudarshan Krishna Bhatia  
Laurynn Renee Boissonniere  
Isaibeem Bonilla  
Michael Anthony Bonto  
Dominic Bosco  
Ryan Nicholas Boyd  
Michael J. Breeding  
Ryan D. Bromley  
Jared C. Bunch  
Brandon Anthony Burg  
Connor Caiazza  
Helena Carlos **  
Connor James Carvin  
Anthony Thomas Casterioto **  
Anthony M. Ciampi  
Thomas Blake Cleland  
Benjamin Lukas Conroy **  
James Robert Cox  
Samuel Jacob Cressman  
Matthew Albert Czerwinski ***  
Eli Simon Dellston *  
Joseph Mari Posadas Dimen  
Lewis Joseph D'Ippolito  
Marykate Rose Dugan **  
Samantha Inna Efman  
John Robert Ehrich  
Osama Hashim Ibrahim Elhassan *  
Amanda Pearl Rosenberg  
Elliot Cameron Sayles  
Carina Anjiao Wetherhold  
Dalton M. Wright  
Raymond Zhang *  

Bachelor of Science in Materials Science and Engineering  
Bryce James Babarsky  
Hunter William Banavage  
Brennan Finbar Coleman *  
Caroline Elizabeth Costello  
Samantha P. Covell **  
Cathy Dang  
Annabale Joseph DeLorenzo **  
Linda Xiao Franceschini **  
Yuzhe Jin  
Engy Tharwat Khoshit  
Maxene P. Kohler  
Frankie Lau  
Jaclyn Alexandra McLaughlin ***  
Joseph Michael Michalowicz  
Jared S. Perry-Smith  

*** Summa Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  * Cum Laude
Ali Elzahri  
Thomas Jonathan Evers  
Nicholas Hendry Falkides  
Enrique Feliciano *  
Reilly K. Finegan  
Aaron R. Fitch  
Brett Daniel Flory  
Joshua Abraham Foland  
Julian Bertrand Foley *  
Gavin Dennis Fox  
Israel Arieh Glick ***  
Gwynith Riley Godin  
Jorge Gonzalez  
Brandon James Hall  
David E. Hanna  **  
David John Haruch ***  
James M. Heinzman, Jr. **  
Liam James Heisler ***  
ryan gerry herder  
Khoi Minh Hoang  
Brendan Thane Holtzman  
Thai Hoang Hua  
Hongchen Huang  
Jessica Huber  
Jordan Ari Irgang  
Daniel James Johnson  
Christopher Paul Jones  
Sihah Sillmoon Joonhigh **  
Daniella Jose *  
Thomas F. Juhas  
Edward Andrew Jung *  
Sanjog Karki ***  
Simon Daniel Kaschock-Marenda  
Masen Roy Kasper  
Rhys Leland Kai Kawaguchi  
Donovan Patrick Kelly  
Daniel Khademi  
Nelli Khalatyan  
Christopher George Kierce *  
Brandon Trevor Kintish ***  
Sezgi Kocagöz  
Rostam Saro Kojouri ***  
Abhishek Kumar  
Patrick Martin Thomas Langello  
Ian Kenneth Lawton  
Benjamin Minh Le **  
Julie Le *  
Andrew Li  
Andrew L. Lim  
Evan Joseph Lineman  
Cody Liu  
Xin Yue Jocelyn Liu *  
Yongqi Liu  
Anthony Joseph Lombardo  
Nicholas James Lombardo  
Lauren Maria Lugones  
Kevin Hoc-tri Ly *  
Althea Caitlyn Masuda **  
David Varghese Mathai  
Ethan Tyler Mawhinney **  
Riley James McCarthy  
Victoria Mary McDonald *  
Brian Matthew McKitish *  
Muhammad Arshad Meajun *  
Harvey Mei  
Shawn David Meier  
Will Clay Messick  
Hafsa S. Mohammed  
Michael Nicholas Monaghan  
Emily Joan Morlock *  
Alexander Evan Mount  
Pavlo Mrdjenovic  
Patrick Stephen Mulderig *  
Pete Scott Murzin  
Olaf Nelson  
An Dinh Song Nguyen **  
Casper Nguyen  
Huyen Nguyen **  
Kaley nhu **  
James William Nicholson *  
Adam Robert Nork **  
Nicholas Kwaku Gyau Nyarko **  
John Robert O’Brien  
Austin Michael Ogle  
Marcelo Jose Ozuna  
Erica Jane Palandro *  
Manpreet Parihar  
Abhi C. Patel  
Dhruvinkumar Patel  
August Pendergast *  
Morgan Alexa Peterson **  
Cassandra M. Pezza  
Christina Phan  
Michael Joseph Pirylis  
Eric Radloff  
Maxwell Paul Raslon  
Ali Raza **  
Christopher P. Reed  
Jonathan D. Rios  
Jonah Matthew Rodgers ***  
Wayne Wonseok Rodgers ***  
Dylan Christopher Romig *  
Brandon Rayos Ronquillo  
William Joseph Rosen  
Lucas James Rousselet  
Aidan Peter Rovinsky  
Fady Sadek *  
Ryan M. Schmidt ***  
Ryan Matthew Schrier  
Jacob Eric Segletes  
Sandeep Sharma *  
Conor Geer Silvia **  
Gunpreet Singh  
Joshua Louis Sklar  
Brandon Charles Smoot  
Hao Song *  
Anthony Massimo Sordini *  
Osman A. Syed  
Evan Thai *  
Frank Vincent Tiesi  
Bryce William Trimble *  
Anthony Michael Truscillo  
Anton Robert Thomas Turpault  
Robert Scott Vanleer  
Kieran Paul Van Sant **  
Thomas Evan Visconti  
Aihua Wang  
Andy Wang *  
Tenzin Tsepak Wangdak  
Michael E. Webster *  
Meghan Christine Wickersham  
Steven Michael Windas  
Khalil Wise  
Tyler Alexander Wolf  
Michael Woo *  
Malcolm A. Ximines **  
Caitlyn Stephanie Yergey *  
Ivan Yu  
Ryan Matthew Zegarski  
Jeff Zeng  
William Zhang *  
Tommmy Zheng  
Yuanzhe Zhu  
Vicki Xuluu Zhuo *  
Alexander Leonidas Zingani **  

** Undergraduate Degrees

Bachelor of Science

Chioma Achinivu  
Sumiah Ahmed  
Helena A. Aklilu  
Ahmael Samuel Alexander  
Gabriela Almanzar  
Caroline Sarah Ting Ting Ashworth *  
Taneka Barnaby  
Alia Nicole Baron  
Emma Sue Bellesfield *  
Olivia Ashley Bennington  
Akhila Rose Benny  
Bianca S. Best-Laboy  
Kayla J. Bills  
Margaux Lee Boutin  
Reilly Marie Brady  
Katherine Grace Brown  
Emily Madison BucoLO  
Chloe Marie Cagle *  
Florence Jovan Campbell  
Mavis Cao **  
Mary Kate Caputo  
Jonathan Robert Carlson  
Saznin Chowdhury  
Sharif Chowdhury  
Dillon Evan Coffey *  
Meghan Conroy  
Christopher Conte *  
Caroline M. Coopersmith *  
Dara L. Crawford  
Virgen Awilda Cruz *  
Lauren J. Cuff *  
Michael Louis D’Adamo  
Kristy L. Detweiler **  
Sona DiaoLO  
Talia Marie DiBonaventura  
Kim DiStasio *  
Heather Lynn Donnelly **  
Kate Alexandra Dorillo **  
Hannah Lauren Downs  
Emma Joan Duffy *  
Brenna Anne Eadic **  
Jamie Rae Erkoboni  
Dean Michael Fan *  
Kathryn Grace Felix **  
Bora Feruku ***  
Jason Daniel Finn

College of Nursing and Health Professions

Chioma Achinivu
Sumiah Ahmed
Helena A. Aklilu
Ahmael Samuel Alexander
Gabriela Almanzar
Caroline Sarah Ting Ting Ashworth *
Taneka Barnaby
Alia Nicole Baron
Emma Sue Bellesfield *
Olivia Ashley Bennington
Akhila Rose Benny
Bianca S. Best-Laboy
Kayla J. Bills
Margaux Lee Boutin
Reilly Marie Brady
Katherine Grace Brown
Emily Madison BucoLO
Chloe Marie Cagle *
Florence Jovan Campbell
Mavis Cao **
Mary Kate Caputo
Jonathan Robert Carlson
Saznin Chowdhury
Sharif Chowdhury
Dillon Evan Coffey *
Meghan Conroy
Christopher Conte *
Caroline M. Coopersmith *
Dara L. Crawford
Virgen Awilda Cruz *
Lauren J. Cuff *
Michael Louis D’Adamo
Kristy L. Detweiler **
Sona DiaoLO *
Talia Marie DiBonaventura
Kim DiStasio *
Sona DiaoLO

Talia Marie DiBonaventura
Kim DiStasio *
Heather Lynn Donnelly **
Kate Alexandra Dorillo **
Hannah Lauren Downs
Emma Joan Duffy *
Brenna Anne Eadic **
Jamie Rae Erkoboni
Dean Michael Fan *
Kathryn Grace Felix **
Bora Feruku ***
Jason Daniel Finn
**Bachelor of Science in Nursing**

Sarah Ashraf Abdelhady
Sarah Robyn Aher
Tyler Anne Ablaza
Brittany E. Ackershoe
Ghemisola Olaiade Adaramola
Kaleigh Nicole Addison
Davie Adeyemi Adebanjo
Adeola Adebukola Adeyemi
Allison Adler
Tochébi Andrea Alemezouh
Sarah Elaine Alexander
Katelyn Elizabeth Alger
Seada Habtam Ali
Ariel Ashley-Ann Alveranga
Ariel Leilani Lynka Anderson
Tetiana Andriichuk
Zoya Anees
Jomarie Angier
Marisa Gabrielle Antinori
Tatiana Arango
Louisa Maria Margret Arnold
Despina Rea Arvanitis
Brandon Asher
Luisa Carolina Aslan
Daya Bachman
Angela Sue Baker
Katherine Ann Ballantyne
Believe Bangala
Carlie Lauren Banter  
Devon Barbalace *  
Arienne Barbato **  
Marie Katherine Basilio  
Tara Laverne Bassi  
Mary Elise Bastian *  
Jamie Bates  
Thia Jackson Baugh  
Allison Baumgartle  
Nicole Marie Benitez  
Toni Ann Eileen Beyer  
Najam U. Saheer Bhatti *  
Katelyn Ashley Bigelow  
Charlente Bitting  
John Blankemeyer  
Gabrielle Rose Boiskin  
Michelle Glenn Borochaner **  
Hailey Marie Bowser  
Regina Marie Boylan  
Siobhan Rose Brady  
Hashandeep Kaur Brar  
Hayley Breen **  
Selma Brkic  
Victoria A. Brooks  
Rachel Emily Rideout Brouwer *  
Alexis Caroline Brown ***  
Sophia Nancy Brumme ***  
Yovanska Ozema Bueno  
Cameron Montgomery Burke  
Candace Katherine Burke **  
Matthew Porter Burnham  
Erica Bush  
Amber Mae Busher *  
Margaret Bussineau ***  
Julia Butler  
Ann Elizabeth Byron ***  
Austin Christopher Bythrow *  
Ashley Helene Cadet  
Amy Cao  
Nhi Cao ***  
Gianna Madeline Capriotti *  
Victoria Cardaci **  
Mary Catherine Carlo  
Leighann Carrion  
Princess Ruth Carter  
Brittany M. Carvalhoso  
Jada Andrea Carwll  
Taneha Casseus  
Julia Nicole Castello  
Connor M. Castle *  
Joseph E. Catenaci  
Diana Selina Chairez  
Carrie Chan **  
Erica Chang  
Sarah Delaney Charbonneau *  
Savannah Day Chase  
Moira T. Chau  
Madison Paige Chebra  
Christina Chen  
Victoria Jamie Chen **  
Cynthia Cheng  
Katrina Cheng *  
Rei-Yun Chiang  
Michelle S. Chiu **  
Caroline Nicole Choromanski  
Hsin-Hua Chou  
Richard Donald Christiana  
Kayla Chung **  
Katherine McKenna Circus *  
Kayla Clayton  
Paige Clemente  
Elizabeth Cline  
William David Collingsworth  
Christopher Chapman Connell  
Jackson Howard Coppock **  
Danielle Coraee *  
Melissa Corrado  
Caitlin Marie Cross  
Jodie Ann Crutchley  
Tiffany Joyce Cudworth  
Anya Cyr-Ohngemach ***  
Emily Christine Danna *  
Alisyn Davidson  
Caroline Grace Davis ***  
Hana Marie Davis  
Kristen Ann Davis  
Kristen Ashley Davis  
Brandon Tyler Dawson  
Madelyn Rose DeChicchio  
Michael David Del Rio *  
Chandni Desai  
Kathleen Devlin  
Fatoumata Diakite  
Alexandra Marie DiPaolo  
Bianca Ann DiPreta  
Mikayla Cheyenne Dixon  
Destiny Rose Dobbins  
Kaitlyn Ashley Domingues **  
Angela Dong  
Rowen N. Donnelly ***  
Abigail L. Doron *  
Porchia L. Dotson  
Jane Marie Dougherty  
Kathleen Jo Downey **  
Patrick Michael Downey **  
Shontae Nickella Duke  
Diana Alyssa Dunn *  
Charlene Echegaray*  
Emily Eddowes  
Patrick Dominic Edwards ***  
Amber Eife  
Lara Eisenmsmitds  
Kylie Elder  
Tara Diane Englehardt **  
Jacqueline Enriquez *  
Morgan Elizabeth Ernst  
Alexandra Evan  
Chinara Feuzullayeva ***  
Sarah Kramer Fields  
Shedy Finberg *  
Paige Yarnall Fitzgerald  
Savannah Nicole Flanscha *  
Yediel Flores  
Caitlin Sarah Flynn *  
Victoria Forney *  
Vanessa Elenor Foster **  
Julianna Hope Fox  
Hannah Grace Frank *  
Kelly Franz  
Andrew Michael Freas  
Julia Renee Freeet *  
Alyssa Lynn Frey ***  
Micaela Isabel Fuderanan  
Claire DeVaux Gadon *  
Rachel Nicole Galdi  
Beth Anne Catherine Gallagher *  
David A. Gallagher  
Sarah Emily Gallagher  
Danielle Nicole Gans *  
Zaida Raquel Garcia *  
Brook Ashley Gaskill  
Jessica Enid Gawurink  
Joel M. Genaw  
Sean Genoino *  
Christina Elizabeth George  
Jenna Anne German *  
Alison Giannone **  
Madison Paige Gillen **  
Melissa Giordano  
Annicleta Karweti Gitau  
Nakumiza Giza  
Alexis Danielle Glassmire *  
Megan Kathleen Glenning  
Andrea Patricia Golden **  
Shakina Ann Gooden  
Emma Anaya Gorin  
Madeline Elisabeth Graziani  
Gail Marie Greco ***  
Katrina Abbygail Green **  
Melissa A. Greene  
Elizabeth Joo-Young Greubel *  
Andrea M. Grillo  
Lynn-Zee Grimm  
Jedidah R. Groseclose *  
Christina Grosstephan  
James Daryl Groves  
Regina Guignard  
Alicia Gunther  
Leah Elizabeth Hahn *  
Emma Louise Hahner *  
Meredith Lucy Halik  
Hayley Jan Hall *  
Ava Frances Hamann ***  
Amaiya Taylor Harrell *  
Danielle Haury  
Cassandra Haws  
Deresha Shantae Hayles *  
John Robert Heard  
Isabella Marie Herkoperec  
Danielle Marie Hermino **  
Rafaela Hernandez-Alvarez  
Tyler William Herrmann  
Jessica M. Heskett  
Lindsey Ho  
Leah Hodgson  
Teagan Grace Honish **  
Victoria Grey Hope *  
Gabrielle P. Horowitz  
Jessica L. Houser  
Sarah Hurst  
Lily Lan Huynh **  
Kara Mercado Imig **  
Rachel N. Ingram  
Brendon Richard Islinger  
Savannah Shianne Jackson  
Stacey P. Jacob  
Fatoumata Jaiteh  
Kelly Jannotti  
Caitlyn Nicole Jaronsky  
Shannon Jenkins  
Ju Eun Jeon  
Julie Jhin
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sean Andres Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katie Elizabeth Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura M. Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Nicole Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avent Joseph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaylie Anne Jurgelewicz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nellei Muchindu Kabilizya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helena Kafaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annette Kaluhiokalani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khalida Kapitanova</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Rebecca Karasick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kamryn Christine Karensky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Joseph Kaspin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rahila Kausar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JonCornel Kearney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Benjamin Keavney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Taylor Keller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryan Safawat Keryakes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minha Khan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pauline Kharkover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Khabat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dokyeong Kim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter S. Kim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yejin Kim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Klein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Ann Klimowicz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcy Kline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Nancy Kling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joclyn Elaine Knight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tahula Ruby Kohr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlene Korman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Lynn Kovaes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Nicole Kowalski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Blake Krause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julian Krisak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline Kroeger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makayla Lynn Kuhr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retina Kuka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maya Kumar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanel Kwak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amber Danielle Labezius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michele Christine LaColla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janice Lai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenny Lai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsay LaRochelle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trang Linh Le</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuyen Ngoc Bang Le</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacey Trohanis LeCompte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gina Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olyvia Ilyse LeMay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaylin Marie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LeMelle-Thomas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ikegai Iseyeh Lenyee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Joan Leonard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sam Rose Leshinsky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabrielle Levin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marvin Leyva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubin Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suki Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susie Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savairah Monique Lizotte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Elizabeth Lobell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabrielle Lobodzinski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clara Michal Loeb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eliana Loeb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Joan Lofink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelsey Elizabeth Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooke Elizabeth Loonstyn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tammy Lopez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Beverly Lowe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ka Lee Lui</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma McCracken Lundy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Marie Luong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Lupo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hope Marie LuSane-Mitchell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maison Colby Lutz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Madden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tayler Jean Magda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carolyn Margaret Magerr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahana Maheshwari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Mai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winyi Mai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tia Malick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Mansour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeline Massimina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marchese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janel Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Lynn Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Lynn Marzucco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler Mathis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deborah Cairn Matthews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia Matthews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shauna Marie Matthews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline M. Mawn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vette Yae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nina Ruth Mazzarelli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley Ann McCall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elisa Clare McCann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan McCullough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caitlin McErlean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer A. McErlean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Leigh McFerren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Caitlin McFerren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makenzie Theresa McGinnins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer N. McIntosh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer McKenna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Ann McKinney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayla Saraid McLaughlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabrielle McMenemy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Elizabeth McNally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandra-Anne McNelis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexis May McNulty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Fern McPeak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelsey Nicole Mead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophia Pete Mele</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynda Ghislaine Meli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Miano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy Joseph Mikalic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Ann Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shane Jeffers Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydnye Ilise Misero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Miosirsksi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Lynn Mondschein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Mongiven Monsell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Sofia Montero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann Montesines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taeya Sherrai Montgomery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon Moore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gwen Elen Moriarty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gianna Rita Morrone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debra Saeeda Mosley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia Palmer Mosolino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neda Mottaghan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan T. Mouraview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline Loring Moyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Jean Murray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Nicole Myers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naomi Myrie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maayan Nahmani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pal Hemant Naik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karlee Madeline Neuser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristina Lynn Newman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shikarah Kifa Newsome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Ngo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chau Nguyen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davina Nguyen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ha Nhat Nguyen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jody Nguyen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Nguyen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ngan Kim Nguyen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiffany Nguyen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Nitkiewicz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josephine Constance Nixon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juliana Chinwe Nnamdi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Ann Norling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Ilana Noye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanessa Nwokolo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel O'Brien</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaac Carl Obwald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison Cashion O’Connell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loyla Emily Odabas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maya Diana Oestreicher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Chiemerie Okwooha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Oliveira</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claire Elisa Olsen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenna Olsen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Joseph Orlando</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maude Frances Orler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brianna Kaitlyn Ornstein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Ossorio Gonzalez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Elizabeth O’Sullivan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Osunde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabelle Faith Padre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luis Pagan-Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yulia Y. Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dharma Patel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jankiben Patel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Patel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mona Dalpat Patel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priya P. Patel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shreya Patel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Patrick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kendra Star Pavlock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridgette Pearson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giorgia Pereira Camaecho Roque</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katie Elissa Perera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Perez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veronica Perez Flores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anastasia Marie Perry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cindy Pham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Pham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khanh Linh Pham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quynh Chi Pham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathy Phan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiffany Phoenix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabrina Picot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arun Pilania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela Jane Piscoglio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simrat Plaha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laila Poché</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara L. Polis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micah Pollak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tara Polles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Matthew Andrew Pollock
Timothy John Preston
Luca Denek Pulkini
Mia Nicole Pyankov **
Daniel Douglas Quigley
Eleiris Quiroz
Kyla Radziejewski **
Rajath Raj
Carol A. Ramsay *
Emanuel Randino
Jenna Rastatter ***
Christopher-Rey Papasin
Taylor Marie Reed
Brendon R. Reka
Giselle Reyes
Rebecca Frances Reyes **
Hamza Riaz
Jessemie Rietkerk ***
Angelique Rose Ritrievi
Adeline Mirelle Robbins *
Amie Marie Robinson ***
Kinga Robuta
Marina Afonso Rodrigues *
Helena Sofia Rodriguez
Julio Cesar Rodriguez
Karissa Taylor Rohrbach
Cassandra Rose Romeo **
Sarah Rosario
Sarah A. Rosser
Alexa Danielle Rubin ***
Gabrielle Rose Rudy
Stephanie Ruiz *
Lindsay Ann Russo
Filzah Saif
Tannish Saintvil
Folashade Sekinat Salami
Emily Faith Sandlin **
Jason James Santander
Brian David Satterlee
Preston Saylor
Isabella Scalapino **
Casey Schade
Jamie Ann Schmalzer **
Lucy C. Schneiderreith **
Jessica Lynn Schubach *
Molly Laina Scott
Daniel Scovill
Sofia Bernardita Secchi
Tyler Shaddy
Olivia Danielle Shaffer ***
Anju Shajan
Taylor Shaw *
Alanna Shelley ***
Kelly Shephard *
Collin Robert Shotwell *
Fatima Natoma Sidibay
Sonam Singh
Vanshi Singh
Erika Alden Smith
Zachary Snyder
Gabrielle Antoinette Soares *
Eunie Hye-Young Song
Marc Sovey
Jenna Spaeder
Brianna Sparano
Katarzyna Anna Speichert ***
Rachel Shoshana Spitzer ***
Megan Ann Stallard
Jessica Lauren Starr
Kennedy L. Staudt ***
Samantha Kristin Steil *
Samantha Ann Stermel
Jonatha Brooke Stewart
Bridget Elizabeth Stolarski
Emily Mary Strittmatter
Kylie O’Neill Stuhlbrager *
Anna Sturtevant
Yovani Marta Suyanto *
Kevin Joseph Sweeney
Gabrielle Tabish
Anita Tan
Alison April Tang *
Joanne Taylor
Mary Elizabeth Taylor *
Mikayla Anne Teats *
Deanna Maura Telesford *
Danielle P. Thomas
Lauren A. Thomas
Ronnie Thomas ***
Sara Thompson *
Maria E. Tierney
William Bennett Todd
Elyse Carolyn Toltzis ***
Allison C. Tran **
Christy Tran *
Jennifer N. Tran
Jessica Tran
Samirah Khair Traynham
Nhi H. Trinh ***
Kimberly A. Urbanovich
Gabrielle Isabela Urbizondo
Laura Rubi Valencia Bruno
Emily Amanda Valk **
Allison Danielle Vallen ***
Joshua Tyler Van Dexter
Rebecca Anastasia Vanderborgart-Maiorana
Mallory Van Dyke
Mackenzie Vaughan *
Nikki Lee Vaughan *
Emelyn Grace Vellon ***
Tara C. Veluvolu
Emory Natasha Elizabeth Verstraete ***
Bianca Rose Vogel
Emily Danielle Wagner *
Nikia Malli Wallace
Shannon Teresa Waller
Jebediah Daniel Walston
Casey Rose Walters *
Kyle Kuan Wang
Abigail Leigh Ward *
Suzanne Ward
Tisha Ward
Sophita Watnoti
Kendall Ann Wauhop
Emily Weimer ***
Rae Anna Welsh
Wenxin Weng **
Margaret Wenger
Jennifer Zevra West
Montana LaVerne Wheeler
Jahcinda Marina Why
Paige Anita Wickenden *
Katelyn Mae Wilkinson
Tyler Williams **
Vanessa A. Williams
Mikayla Wilson
Monifa Wilson
Emily Jean Wojcik **
Jennifer M. Wojcik
Michael Wolf
Rachel Pui-Lin Wong
Caroline Annamae Woodside
Jordan Woolpert
Katarzyna Woynarowska *
Yini Xu
Jessica Yan
Joy Yang *
Aida Y. Yuen
Olivia Renee Zaino
Kenneth Lee Zamarripa
Nicole Regina Zandier
Heather Elizabeth Zeleznik *
Ziying Zhao *
Melinda Zohe
Darby Ann Zweifel

Dana and David Dornsife School of Public Health

Bachelor of Science

Amal Ahmed *
Fabbhi Naima Akhunda
Mervin Matthew Alexander
Grace Margaret Augdahl *
Fatou Diabira
Kerianne Ashley Edwards
Albernia Frangel
Luna Gao **
Darnell Green
Jayda Alivia Jones *
Dana S. Ly
Amita R. Panicker
Jacquelyn A. Perez
Madelynne Elise Perez
Bhargavi Sahu
Shaina Shakeel
Kumal Siddiq **
John Henry Simon **
Matthew Wafula Wabwire *

Goodwin College of Professional Studies

Bachelor of Science

Melanie Y. Auerbach *
Peter Barnes, Jr.
Tanisha Barnes
Mcintosh Ryan Bazile
Jennifer Black
Thomas C. Bopp
Shannon Leigh Costa
Katrina J. Croul *
Daniel King Curtis
Callie Joe Evans
Benjamin Folk
Dior Giancaterino
Thomas E. Joyce
Angela Grace Korrell
Kaylee Margaret Krapp **
Dayana L. Marshall *
Josie Martinez
Lyn Mazzarella
Linda M. Moran **
Angela Marie Mullen
Talior Leonard Myrick
Jaya Prabhu
Marc Rosenthal **
Cynthia Scharon-Knight *
Lindsey Sharpe *
Gurjot Singh
Nicola Olivia Stultz-Miller
Joseph Vander
Rudi Moshe Weinberg

Pennoni Honors College

Bachelor of Science

Aditi Bawa
Emma Rose Carr *
Barbara Cherryavsky **
Daniel William Farrell **
Joshua Isaac Goldhaber *
Josephine M. Gonzalez
Alexandra Jerez
Madeline Grace Larkin ***
Isabella Groves Morse
Vy Nguyen *
Brian James Proferes ***
Kathryn Elizabeth Redmond **
Matthew Reed ***
Kathryn Victoria Ryan ***
Daniela Nicole Thomas
Aurora Nicole Wiley *
Rachel M. Bernard
Ashley Marie Bishop **
John Joseph Bonasera *
Kasey Marie Bryan
Ryan Patrick Byrne **
Riley James Caffrey
Vincent Michael Caruso **
Gillian Rose Carver *
Kiana Mae Eiko Colbert
Lake Paul Coleman
Nicolas Brian Cormier
Keyan Cody Cusick
Pierson R. Davis
Michael T. Dilaqua
Thomas James Donnelly *
Emma Elizabeth Dryden *
Malena G. Farber ***
Patrick William Foley
Casey Nicole Fuoco *
Cameron M. Gately
Owen Elias Gift
Aleksandr Govevsks **
Morgan Olivia Gower
Pratishtha Guuckh oo *
Emily Nicole Hoddeson
Kev’t her Hoxha **
Brian Charles Hrdy
Joy Anita Iaconianni *
Maheen Irfan
Morgan S. Jerin
Zeal Sanjaykumar Jinwala
Alison Mikayla Kane ***
Mikael Kassell **
Eric Thaddeus Kirchgeswser **
Julia Catherine Knipe
Simeon Kofman **
Ryan Michael Kormos
Kory James Kratzter
Gabriella Marie Kupsho *
Anusha Reji Kureekattil
Melissa Marie Lyon
Sophia Margaret Macchia
Emma Katherine MacNeil **
Angela Michelle Mamatas **
Radyiana Mladenova
Mancheva *
Manisha E. Mathew
Rena Mathew
Giselle Celeste Matlis
Hailee S. Mayer *
Tessa Marie-Jane Mazzarella **
Hannah Marie Mikkelsen *
Isabella Caitlyn Miller **
Victor Mishin ***
Katelyn Moore
Anjana Nair *
Neha Sachin Nevasekar *
Jack Alexander Newcomb
Zacharias James Noble
Christian Noggle *
Eric Daniel Obenschain
Mia Elizabeth Obradovic *
Kebbeh Maryann Oden
Nathan A. Ona
Mattan Ron Orbach ***
Maria Renee Ordóñez *Paredes
Sidney Tyra Ortiz
Dhwani J. Patel *
Rahul Rachan
Dakshith Ragupathi
Ashley Rachel Ranere ***
Adriana Marie Rivera *
Andrea Nicole Rockefeller
Megan Rothgeb
Verni Saini
Jessica Salah
Ahsan Jamal Sarwar
Lyubov Sas
Jillian Clare Saunders *
Sartak Sharma
Emily Florence Shekhtman **
Danielle Shulamit Shoshany **
Binay Singh
Kyle Robert Smith **
Athanassiios T. Speros
Adarsh Shresthabu *
Jackie Tang **
Daniel Joon Thompson **
Nhi Phuong Tran
Abigail Josephine Turley
Melisa Urarz
Alexander Nicholas Vasserman *
Naseer Marvin
Washington-Turner
Anastasia Elise Wegge *
Amber Renee Witt
Sammy Zhang

School of Education

Bachelor of Science

Veronica Acevedo
Aaliyah Antoinette Alleyne *
Carmen Anderson *
David Allen Arnott *
Kayla Lynn Blank
Sophia Jane Bonavolonta ***
Sophia Min Chin *
Jenna Marie Cooper *
Heather Rae Dietz *
Kerry Scott Dishrow ***
Kali Eileen Dzon *
Francis Paul Ermilio *
Heather Fairweather *
Kelly A. Garrett *
Holly Hughston ***
Jennifer Anne Jachelski *
Morgan Taylor Jensen *
Carli Josephouitch
Antoinette Bertha Larson
Carlie Lynn McWilliams
Donna Spencer Meehan *
Kayla Lynn Miller
Alyssa Riely Monti *
Jasmin L. Norman
Kimberly Jo Oliver
Kimberly Diane Peterson *
Hailey Pitcher
Trisha Puyarena *
Anna M. Quan *
Mason Noah Radis
Madelyn Rose Simon ***
Gabrielle Sharon Stern *
Justin Truong *
Paige Van Sciver
Emmalea M. Walton *
Amber Elizabeth Williams *
Sheena Uvette Yates

*** Summa Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  * Cum Laude
Military Commissions

Commissions in the United States Air Force

Commissioned as Second Lieutenant

Anthony Eric Schrayer

Commissions in the United States Army

Commissioned as Second Lieutenant

Luisa Carolina Aslan
Maya J. Birney
Joshua Laurance Brook
Daniel David Brown
Ryan Alec Coughlin
Jerome Vishal Dean
Joseph Mari Posadas Dimen
Thomas Mitchell Edwards
Jesse James Efymow
Brett Daniel Flory
Paige M. Green
Wookun Jeon
Joseph Philip Lapinson
Alexander Scott Manley
William John Puppo
Gabrielle Antoinette Soares
Justin Hunter Yew
James Daryl Groves

Commissions in the United States Navy

Commissioned as Ensign

Thomas Blake Cleland
Peter James Hahm
Manal Abbas *
Stephen Jonathan Abbate
Sameh Abedin
Matar Y. Ben Abou
Zoha Aniya Ahmad
Varsha Ajith
Fiza Akram
Mervin Matthew Alexander
Gabriela Almanzar
Lindsay Jade Alshouse
Zyarah Alvi
Nadim Mohammed Amin
Louisa Maria Margret Arnold
Thomas Henry Atkinson
Thomas Robert Austin
Jacqueline Rose Bader
Srindhi Badhrinathan
Pooja Nilesh Balar
Samuel Eric Banks
Nicholas Robert Barbieri
Justin Matthew Barcusky
Aditi Bawa
Sumaia F. Begum
Pavel Beinarovich
Sonali Prasad Benbow
Jenny Suzanne Beutel
Ashley Marie Bishop
Francesca Celia Bottini
Ciara Gael Brady
Elizabeth Raushenbush Bucy
Christopher Robert Cail
Bailey Katherine Carr
Upoma Chakraborty
Kelsey Nitara Chandran
Humna Chaudhry
Pankil Parimal Chauhan
Jackie J. Chen
Kathy Vn Chung
Audrey Elizabeth Coffey
Brennan Finbar Coleman
Caroline M. Coopersmith
Devon Marie Copestick
Nicholas Thomas Costantino
Nylah Camille Crenshaw
Goldy Myrrh Felice Uy Cubaciu
Sidney Maureen Daniel
Rebecca M. Daviddoff
Logan Riley Dean †
Nicholas Ascenzi DeFilipps
Chloë Patricia Denley
Nihar N. Desai
Isabella Marie DiBlanda
Rosa-Maria DiEz
Gianni William DiGregorio
Spoorghi Dingari *
Linh M. Do
Leah Marie Dobosz
Rashmi Dogra *
Joyce Wenyia Dong
Lucie Elaine Doran
Lidia Drybushar
Geoffrey R. Du
Mary Kate Rose Dugan
Rhea Dutta
Natalia Dzietczyk
John Robert Ehrich
Olivia Eife
Malena G. Farber
Amina Feng
Linda Xiao Franceschini *
Lia Ann Fredericks
Sriprachodaya Gaddam *
Rashi Gala
Ray Garland
Michael Robert Garvey
Sophie Katrina Geagan
Alexandra Marie George
Marie Christiana Gioulis
Lina Emad Girgis
Joshua Isaac Goldhaber
Aleszandar Gonevski
Christopher Spencer Good Jr.
Morgan Olivia Gower
Brennan Thomas Greenwald
Elizabeth Joo-Young Greuibel
Amanda Michelle Grogan
Srirashmi Gundur
Sara Jiao Guhl * †
Prasad Gyawali
David E. Hanna
Stephen Paul Hansen
Marielle Alice Harari
Madeline Elizabeth Harmes
Zainab Hasan
Sakrya Rochelle Hayes *
James M. Heinzman Jr.
Liam James Heisler
Samantha Nicole Heliiodoro
Kelsey Christine Hendry
Edward Nathaniel Henry
Rafaela Hernandez-Alvarez
Hanley Erin Higgins
Quynh Nhu Phan Ho
Andrew Ryan Howe
Melissa Hoxha *
Shelby Catherine Hufnal †
Melanie Huot
Joy Anita Iaconianni
Daniel A. Inglis
Christian Issa
Connor M. Jackson
Safia Geraldine Jeff
Carly Adelaide Jennion
Alexandra Jerez
Sofia Anna Jochim
Emily Xiaojun Johns
Jayla B. Johnson
Sihah Sillmoon Joonhigh
Daniella Jose
Jahnavi Kalyan
Alison Mikayla Kane *
Sanjog Karki
Simon Daniel Kaschick-Marenda
Marisa Brooke Katcher
Jasjit Yasmeen Kaur
Chase Michael Kensil *
Nelli Khalatyan
Abhiyog Khullar
Joyce Hwanhee Kim
Yena Kim
Assata Folasade King
Carter Benjamin Knight
Merlin Saje Kochunilathil
Rostam Saro Kojouri
Muhammad Tarik Kose
Gabriella Marie Kupsho
Sarah Y. Kwon *
Brenna Marie Lafferty
Pooja Lal
Kyra Lynn Lally
Grace Landry
Kristen Nicole Lanier
Madeline Grace Larkin *
Michelle Mei-Yan Lau †
David Alexander Lazauskas
Owen Michael Leber
Steven Lee
Karen L. †
Ryan D. Light
Robert Michael Lignowski
Lucia Vina Lopez *
Justin T. Luu
Mary Louise Fitzgerald MacMullan *
Emma Katherine MacNeil
My Tam Mai
Muskan Malani
Faraz Malik *
Brendan Michael Mallon
Rebecca Margaret Manthorpe
Miguel Philippe Maquiran
Tracy Anne Marcelis
Kaylin C. Markart *

* Completed the Honors Program with distinction
† Participating in Commencement ceremony pending completion of degree requirements in the summer term; see Walkthrough Students, page 62
Michael Daniel Markin
Tara Jean Marrongelli
Kathleen Erin Marsili
Althea Caitlyn Masuda *
Alex Jewell Mathew
Giselle Celeste Matlis
Tessa Marie-Jane Mazzarella
Emily Ann McAndrews
Margaret Sheridan McCurdy
Cade Harper McDowell
Dillon Scully McHenry *
Ryneisha A. McKenzie
Jaclyn Alexandra McLaughlin
Emmanuel Vincent Mendoza
Leonid Mezhibovskii
Peter Hendrick Miraglia
Victor Mishin *
Elizabeth Moriyama
Emily Joan Morlock *
Angela S. Myronych
Anjana Nair
Kayva Naraparaju
Neha Sachin Nevasekar
Chau Nguyen
Justin Nguyen
Minh Chi Nguyen
Vy Nguyen
Kaley Nhu
Tulasi Nidamarty
Ledornubari A. Nwilene
Olomachukwu Oghenerukome Obinwa
Mia Elizabeth Ohradovic
Tobenha John Oduah
Hannah Kippum Oh †
Darius Washington Olega
Mattan Ron Orbach
Chiemeka Kingsley Osuoha
Evelynn Amy Ouellette
Utkarsh Kaushal Panchal
Sampriti Panda
Palash Pandey
Blake C. Parker *
Jonathan David Parker
Nidhi B. Patel *
Prarthana Sailes Patel *
Rani K. Patel
Uma Yatin Patel *
Janelle Shoshana Paul
Natalie Pavluk *
Caroline Juliette Pereira †
Katie Elissa Perera
Anna-Maria Petrou
Cassandra M. Pezza
Uyen Xuan Hoang Phan *
Arathi R. Pillai
Alexandra Lynn Pitts
Ashut Pokharna
Tess Carmel Porter
Anjali Amal Pradhan *
Shreyansh Pradhan
Dhruv Bhavesh Pragpati
Domenica Marie Pusic
Haria Rafiqzadah
Ferishta Rahmani *
Joseph Vinit Rajasekaran †
Sanjana Sundari
Ramanathan *
Davis Ranney
Dennis Rattunde
Rishika Reddy
Sophie Grace Redila
Joy R. Rosenberg
Jonathan William Ross
Alexa Danielle Rubin
Juliana Rudnick *
Kathryn Victoria Ryan *
Kelly Anne Brigid Ryan
Vernika Saini
Ravi Teja Saia
Shara Leah Sakethkhou
Muhammad A. Salman
Mekhala Giridhar Santebennum
Elana Jane Sargent
Fiona Sarno
Jillian Clare Saunders
Spencer Alan Schade *
Rachel Christine Schmidt *
Ryan M. Schmidt
Sydney Renee Schoenholtz
Ryan Matthew Schrier
Mabedi Malebo Sennyanaya *
Noah H. Shaheen
Priyanka Kusum Shah
Simran Fathima Shamith *
Harsh Kumar Sharma
Sandeep Sharma
Emily Florence Shekhtman
Dolma Yangchen Sherpa
Danielle Shulamit Shoshany
Kumal Siddiq *
Kyle Robert Smith
Zachary Jon Smith
Gabrielle Antoinette Soares
Adin Boaz Solomon
Nicholas D. Sookhoo
Elena Spackey
Sofia Lourdes Spadafora
Catherine Teresa Stagliano †
Christina Jeanine Strobel
Cassandra M. Sullivan
Peter Nicholas Sweetney
Taylor Michael Sweetney
Micah Eli Symons *
Laura-Amira Talaat-Hamid
Medina Talebi
Almas Thaha *
Evan Thai
Julia Agnes Thompson
Summer D. Thompson
Natalie Lynn Thornton
Spencer Nathan Toeg
Chloe Maureen Tolderlund
Nicolas Jerome Torres
Kiera Maeve Townsend
Allison C. Tran
Ha Thu Tran
Khanh An Tran
Ngan Kim Tran
Michaela M. Trigg
Patrick Anthony Trombetta
Emanuelle Grace Tulsky
Najia A. Uddin
Melisa Uraz
Taylor Thanh Van *
Kieran Paul Van Sant
Amy Elizabeth Varghese
Madeline Claire Vassallo †
Nisha K. Vora *
Caroline Kathryn Walsh
Samiyah Mecca Wardlaw
Jarod Michael Watson
Kathrina Gisselle Celine Waugh
Nicholas Michael Weber
Emma Theresa Olmstead Whitehouse *
Rebecca G. Wilton †
Lauren Lyn Wiseley
Brooke Payton Woodson
Anna Wu
Lincoln Wu
Yu-Chieh Wu
Zeyu Wu
Nickole Allen Xenakes
Merry Xiang *
Gwendolyn Yaeger
Betel Fikru Yemane
Eleanor Lea Young
Victoria Louise Young *
Kevin Yu
Kevin Zhao

* Completed the Honors Program with distinction
† Participating in Commencement ceremony pending completion of degree requirements in the summer term; see Walkthrough Students, page 62
Antoinette Westphal College of Media Arts and Design

Master of Science

Alexus D. Aiken
Kristen F. Ainscoe
Alaa Alharbi
Keirstyn Noel Allulis
Abdullah Ali Alshutti
Kimberlyne Toni Bethea
Kendel Ray Bolton
Benjamin G. Borenstein
Kathryn Mae Bormann
Malcolm Philip Bormann
Rachel Marie Brobst
Hailey Elizabeth Bryant
Charlene L. Campbell
Antoinette Yvonne Carter
Yutong Chen
Caleb Whipp Craig
Leila Curtiss
Abigail Taite Donahue
Mackenzie Leigh Dorsett
Lisa JoAnn Eason
Emily Kathleen Edelstein
Hugh D. Fegely
Thomas Mark Ferraiuolo
Ileana Marie Fresh
Anna Lisa Fowler
Rachel Michelle Francavillo
Caroline Elizabeth Fresh
Gail Andrea Gaines
Jocelyn Lupita Garcia
Michael C. Gaskins
Rodrigo Gibson
Shinelle Crysty Graves-Brinson
Ilaria Guerra
Alexis Gwizdak
Coby Harris
Tajanea Henson
Megan Pollin Hernandez
Sierra Rose Hnatiuk
Abigail Caroline Hoffer
Stephen J. Horwath
Chuchu Huang
Di Huang
Sarah Layla Jahanabakhsh
Cassandra E. Janowski
Karlina Regina Ann Jones
Geraldine Louisa Joseph
Pooja Srinivas Kalavagunta
Natalie Grace Kalinowski
Courtney Kaplin
Evan Ashley Kaplow
Martin Lee
Deirdre H. Liu
Sara Lyons
Rachel Leigh Mackey
Natalie Mashal
Jasmine Nicole Mathis
Kate Bucher Mescher
Christina Marie O’Brien
Erica Ivette Ortiz
Maria Ozmen Lo
Olivia Virginia Pearce
Mariana Nicole Petruzelli
Clara Virginia Pinsky
Tanner Austin Richardson
Ashley Brooke Richardson
Anjelika Amritta Rogers
Jennifer Sandora
Juan Antonio Santana
Joseph William Schatzman
Dwayne Scott
Elizabeth Anne Sloan
Dawn Snell
Laura Stachel
Christopher Steele
Chelsea Alexandra Steinberg
Jaydn T. Stepick
Lerong Sun
Kathryn Irene Theisen
John Tyler Trumfio
Aliena C. Walrond
Rachael Midori Ward
Julia Elizabeth Wix-Schillace
Tayler Marie Wright
Jiaen Xu
Yuanjun Yao
Seonwoo Yu
Zhengdong Zhu
Ivo Zivkovic

Master of Science in Design Research

Patricia Jill Hamilton
Sara Haroun
Sarah Maureen Johnson
Susan Elaine Nyberg
Ashley Marie Roman Burgos
Asavari Joshi Scarff

Bennett S. LeBow College of Business

Master of Business Administration

Nina Abbott
Cheryl Marie Acerbo
Shanika Chantel Adkins
Mariam Alam
Emily May Alm
Nataly Apollonsky
Jason Jude Arthur
Malachy E. Asuku
Joshua André Auguste
Sun Young Baek
Ashanna Coralita Barclay
Rachel Melissa Barrish
Eric K. Battle
Benjamin Beguin
Cees Bezuijen
Sean Stephen Bishop
Jason Bitsikas
Katherine R. Blair
Sophia Leonora Boniecki
Dante Bortz
Reid Harris Bowering
Veronica L. Brancato
Allison M. Bray
Tyler Matthew Brennan
Aaron Seth Brilliant
William Powell Brisley
John P. Brooks
Karla Michelle Brown
Marybeth Brunsmun
Marygrace Cacia
Cristina Camp
Glover K. Campbell
Michael Edward Capriotti
Joshua Dwight Carter
Denise Casellas Benett
Israel Luis Castro
Kush Chadha
Saheel Yogesh Chandrani
Stephen Thurman Chase
Stephen Damian Ciccarelli
Jeremy Thomas Cooper
Michael Cosenza
Julian John Crowther
Robert Daitzman
Reuben Oommen Daniel
Mukul Das
Jessica Megan Davis
Christina Devan
Anthony Leonard Diorio
Pradeep Reddy Dilli
Shayan N. Dobson-Lynn
Rajasri Spurthi Dodda
Venkata
2022

Master's Degrees

Kevin Brown Dougherty
Diamond Dawn Douyon
Tyler Draves
Thomas C. Elliott
Nicholas Christian Espersen
James Joseph Essaf
Porsche Evans
Michelle Lee Sipe Exaros
Natalia Ferrando-Dehtiar
Christopher Charles Ferrante
Amanda Fleck
Farial Khaleda Fuad
Narendra Gadde
Chelsea Gallagher
Daniel Carl Gibson
Stephen Anthony Giliberti
Jessica Nicole Goldstein
Ronald Leon Goykhman
Tyler James Gunter
Benjamin Thomas Haley
Steven Hansen
Corey Harris
Scott Andrew Hasenpflug
Einas Hassan
Monica Dallim Hays
Morgan Christine Heinkel
Marc Eric Hessberger
Dylan Stewart Holland
Anthony John Hopkins
Darin Ipe
Katherine Lunden Irish
Rashmi Iyer
Sydney Nicole Jaeger
Lauren Marie Jenner
Anneliese Ramona Jennings
Laura E. Johnson
Sarah Anne Johnson
Keisha Ann Josephs
Jaya Grace Kalathil
Brett Karp
Kyle Thomas Keane
Make Winter Kellner
Taylor Kent
Stephen Angelos Kopsachilis
Rachel Eryn Koresky
Amanda Kotsininos
Agata Kowalska
Hilary Jean Kuhar
Ketan Kumar
Ryan Lauchli
Brandon Laundermilch
Eric John Lauterbach
Jared Hilton Leace
Mark Christopher Lego
Donald E. Liberati
Samuel Aaron Lieberman
Sophia Feng Lin
Matthew David Marasco
Gabriel F. Marte Blanco
Michael William Martinak
Lauren Elizabeth McAndrews
Colin Joseph McElhenney
Bridget Mary McFadden
Christopher McInerney
Leonard Gregory Meirson
Laura Jean Merkel
Dawn Veronica Metzler
Calvin Milano
Lake Charles Mills
Valiant M. Mohsin
Diana Milena Molina
David M. Montgomery
Celeste Morrison
Chelsea Mosely
Reginia S. Mouton
Daniel Robert Mrazik
Niaz Munshi
Anshuman Nayyar
Kathryn Rose Novak
Lizbeth Ocran
Alanna Ainiela Ogilvie
Erik Olmo
Barakat Olorunoje
Amanda J. O’Neill
Bryant O’Neill
Jessica K. O’Neill
Davinus Onuoha
Sean Orner
Nicholas D. Padovani
Amber Raquel Paige
Jyoti Parameswaran
Asth Patel
Priyal K. Patel
Sneh Sanjay Patel
Virginia Perbellini
Eric Phillips
Emily Pierre
Erica Anne Pinkus
Alyssa Christine Porambo
Yanping Qian
Mitchell Howard Quartner
Devyn Reese
Nicholas Richards
Karyn Riti
Jordan Rodriguez
Pedro Jose Rodriguez
Katherine M. Rudan
Lavanya Sambasivan
Jacob Addison Samson
Ryan James Schaefer
Rachael A. Scheuerman
Christine Yvonne Schroeder
Erik M. Schroeder
Austin Serianni
Lauren Seygal
Colleen O’Neil Shefa
Thomas Sheehan
Henry James David Shelly
Erin Elizabeth Shemeluk
Darshan P. Sheth
David Harrison Sholom
Isabelle Paige Shumate
Natalie A. Siemienczuk
Jeffrey D. Simons
Aryere Sitara
Ralph Adam Smith
Richard Anthony Smith
Nicolette Cynthia Sommar
Leah Rose Soto
Nicklas C. Spencer
Nathan Stauring
Elizabeth Sutliff
Jill Lauren Sweeney
Justin Matthew Tennenbaum
Aabha Thakar
Michael Joshua Tischler
Victoria Tran
Cooper Robert Tremblay
Anastasia Katarina Tsolometes
Alexandra Brooke Underwood
Elizabeth Wong Vaughn
Christian J. Vernis
Victoria Grace Weimer
Emma Dane Wells
Asia N. West
Nathaniel Davis Wier
Nicole Wolfson
Laura Michelle Yee
Haoming Yuan
Sans Paker Yulksel
Patrick Yurista
Hamed Zamani Keshmarzi
Darla J. Zecchin
Nathaniel David Zelig
Master of Science in Accounting

Anh T. Nguyen

Master of Science in Business Analytics

Catherine Bell Alden
Ahmad Abdulaziz Alhamidi
Paromita Barua
Vatsal Biyani
Manikanta Kumar Bojanapu
James Peter Butler
Charlotte J. R. Buys
Ayan Kumar Das
Bharavg Vijay Desai
Adrian Edo Martin
Laurence Muriel Embiid
Andrew Craig Giampietro
Janelle Gillis
Prateek Gulati
Stephen Daniel Haggerty
Anshul Jain
Vamshi Kaveti
Rahul Khanna
Trang Khuan
Mengwei Kong
Tyler James Laurie
Nga Phuong Le
Baichuan Li
Ziyin Ma
John Cyril Meehan
Tanmay Jay Mehta
Thea Esme Roper
Harshit Sanwal
Vibhu Sharma
Shashank Shekhar
Srishti Singh
Aneksa Sinha
Abhilash Sridhar
Ai Vi Truong
Vidya Vinobha

Brian Weiss
Rebecca Anne Whiting
Elizabeth Marie Wiley
Sze Ki Wong
Isha Yadav
Hongkai Zhang

Master of Science in Marketing

Hari A. Bhatt
Abdul-Mutaal Hamidullah Bilal
Katrina Billings
Joseph Steven Casiano
Huong Tra Do
Isaac Drew
Lexa Dyan Dugan
Ilan Friedman
Antranig Vahram Keshgigion
Ziyin Ma
Kathleen Rae Marquardt
Kimberly Nicole Schmidt
Alison Jean Wehr

Master of Science in Quantitative Finance

Jeremy Homler
Ojo James Oni
Jasmeet Kaur Shihmar
Nicole Torskiy
Liwai Yao

Master of Science in Sport Business

Todd Gary Clingerman
Jeffrey Maurice Cunningham
Mark Anthony Carmen DiFrancesco
Parker L. Kropman
Gyan Mehta
Megan Marie Trivelpiece
Raul E. Vegas

Master of Science in Sport Management

Nicolette Branson
Lauren Davidov
Kevin Masami Doi
Adrine Marie Khararjian
Maddison M. Lesher

Master of Science in Supply Chain and Logistics

Dan Arland Butcher
Kunal Deshpande
Yuhan Dong
Sean Michael Kessler
Zhen Li
Sadhana Manekar
Korban Smith

Bennett S. LeBow College of Business, School of Economics

Alex Joel Carolla
Jeffrey Stephen Hunsberger
Tahmeed Jawad
Sloane K. Kaiser
Dannielle Louise Kerstetter
Emma Ewuraba Mitchell
Christopher Vendel Peter
Thomas A. Rizzo
Haley Sienkiewicz

Master of Science in Economics

Charles D. Close School of Entrepreneurship

Wellington Garikai Chigwende
Kevin L. Coleman
Leonard Joseph D’Angelo, Jr.
Lisa Ann Stuart
Ashlyn Mary TenBieg

College of Arts and Sciences

Master of Fine Arts

Keyana Rae Barbour
Dylan Rae Brown
Sarah Elizabeth Campli
Anthony Brian Chatfield
Nathaniel Clark
Jeannine Cook
Juliet Francesca DelRio
Tyler Paul Duggan
Jaime Grookett
Jennette Marie Harrison
Christian Bradley Howell
George A. MacMillan
Martin Mannion
Steven Edward McChesney
Maura Ann Morgan
Emily Elizabeth Mras-Swan
Jade Murphy
Stuart Alan Pollack
Alexander Morales Purugganan
Olivia Gabrielle Rios
Karen Silver
Kaila Snyder
Daniel Joram Sonnenberg
Casey Stelitano
Rebecca Titelman
Julie Tran
Master of Science

Roselyn Elizabeth Adkisson
Adaeze Daisy Ashiedu
Irina Barahan
Carlos Eduardo Billini
Kendall Jon Butler
Sarah Kennedy Camp
Christine B. Chesebrough
Christina M. Chwyl
Olivia Marie Clancy
Bryan Edward Copping
Samuel Coyle
Nicole Tracy Crane
Kelsey Diane Csmittta
Jenna Lynn Damico
Antoinette Patricia Darling
Alayna Taylor DiSanto
Liam F. Doherty
Matthew Patrick Dunnman
Brady R. Eckert
Fareshte R. Erani
Christina Robinson Felonis
Maxwell Franklin
Adele Giangiulio
Sarah Kathryn Gift
Colin Robert Green
Carmen Aura Hernandez
Keri Tsang Heuer
Aliayah Rose Himelfarb
Leeann Ho
John Dale Ivey
Shashank Jayakumar
Steven Paul Jerkovich
Amanda Gayle Johnson
Jaquis Ariana Joint
Aiza H. Kabeer
Alexandra E. Kelly
Brian Chungman Kim
Ian Daniel Kotler
Cameron Grant LaPorte
Sophia Bryana Lopes
Terri Lynn Lundberg
Mary Carnett Madsen
Sean E. McIntyre
Emily Ann McKeon
Kellie Ann McWilliams
Jillian Ann Scott Mellen
Joseph John Mickey
Justine Ellen Miller
Samantha Abigail Moffatt
Charlotte A. Moser
Lea E. Parker
Darnell T. Peterson
Elizabeth T. Pham
Kristina Price
Rebecca Marie Raso
Alexa M. Rhoads
Shannon Elizabeth Rosa
Eduardo Enrique Sagarnaga
Victoria I. Santos
Riya A. Shah
Simar Singh
Tyana Simone Talley
Alexei H. Taylor
Francesca Sophia Torno Jiménez
Aubrey B. Tucker
Kellie Marie Wilsie
Olivia Brooke Wons
Gillian M. Worosilla
Yue Zhao

Master of Science in Environmental Policy

Jamie Capece
Jordianna Mary D’Arrigo
Collin Trent Figus
Matthew Michael Shafer
Alex Marc Toglia

Master of Science in Environmental Science

Jocelyn Aileen Balla
Virginia I. Caponera
Steven Douglas Flath
Sophia Katerina Larson
Abbey Rosato
Mary Anne Paige Upjohn

Master of Science in Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning

Atheer Sami Albarqi
Mohammed Abdullah I. Alfaez
Amal Abdul Khalig Ali Alghamdi
Nayef Musaad Aloraini
Sarah Abdullah Alshahrani
Eric Benton
Justin Robert Goheen

Master of Science in Computer Science

Nishchala Barde
Sean Batzel
Nelson Blickman
Aqila A. Clement
Christopher R. Clifford
Alpha Oumar Bai Diallo
Steve Earth
Alexander Fennell
Michael Foster
John William Frankel
Himanshu Gupta
Trang Bao Ha
Burak Hamsioglu
Stephen Paul Hansen
Shengyi Huang
Marc Samuel Ivan
Nijo Jacob
Ameer Jalil
Saem Jeon
Leander R. Jeyasingh
Philip Martin Arthur Jones
Michael Eugene Karaman
Alexys Nichelle Lamkin
Evan Daniel Lavender
David Alexander Lazauskas
Tri Nguyen Le
Cheng Liu
James Patrick Lydon
Luke Crickman McKinstry
Andrew Joseph Miller
Harshwardhan Pande
Blake C. Parker
Joel Pepper
William Heston Schick
Daniel Ethan Schwartz
Indervir Singh
McWelling Hanson Todman
Manoj Venkatachalaiiah
Zuozi Yang

Master of Science in Data Science

Mariachiara Acconcia
Abdulaziz Alquzi
Cynthia Aroke
Stephanie Elise Bankes
Naimish Bizzu
Nelson Blickman
Wynton Makarios Britton
Jyoti Kyi Carter
Hyung Wook Choi
Evan John Falkowski
Kevin Fitzpatrick
Ian M. Fitzsimmons
Michael Foster
Jason Kyle Guardino
Tuan Minh Huynh
Ambrose Jerome Karella
Tessa Marie Karlovitz
Min Sung Kim
Brian Kong
Joshua Paul Lister
Dustin Bryce Ellis Luchmee
Pranav Pradeep Menon
Matthew G. Merenich
Dhruvit Naik
Pralay Nawasare
Amit Prakash Nijsure
John Obuch
Tobechukwu Augustine Obunadike
Kevin Lloyd Parrott, Jr.
Janam Patel
Dayun Piao
Laura G. Quinlan
Devi Supraba Ratakonda
Jessie Sama
Madhumitha Santhana Krishnan
Hristina Hristova Shangova
Logan Andrew Stout
Richard Joseph Strouss-Rooney
Alexander R. Vankooy
Michael Wesner
Maopin Yan

Master of Science in Information

- Alison Asmus
- Denise Nicole Auld
- Anne Avara
- Rene Barba
- Emma Bisbee
- Nicole Elizabeth Buccigrossi
- Glendon Butterfield
- Michelle Lynn Caimi
- Melissa Canan
- Rachel L. Casey
- Keerthi Chandrashekar
- Melanie Warner Charwat
- Heather Cuthbert
- Michael D'Agostino, Jr.
- Katherine Dyer
- Kelly Marie Ewing
- Rose Mary Ganoe
- Elmira Garafieva
- Alexandra Marie Genia
- Raina Rebecca Goldberg
- Jessica Rose Green
- Lucy Chen Hall
- Tarun Anantha Hari
- Candace Ellis Hesselbart
- Julia Grace Hill
- Robert Cabot Irving
- Dominick Jebra
- Alexis Elizabeth Jimenez
- Madison Kochel
- Alison Kron
- Heather Lindskold
- Adrienne Kirinich Little
- Stephanie Lopez
- Carolyn Anne Marcu
- Sheila Yvoone Marshall
- Shaun Thomas McDonald
- Miranda Meleton
- Kasey Danielle Meredith
- Alexandria Marie Morson
- Rosemarie Helen Mujica
- Carly Margaret Neville
- Linh-Chi Ngoc Nguyen
- Amanda Marie Noblit
- Chinemelem Juliana Okerere
- Skye Poole
- Yijun Qian
- Rachael Lucy Rose Reitano
- Rebecca Roman
- Jennifer Elizabeth Rusche
- Christian D. Sabelli
- Sukhdeep Kaur Sandhu
- Rory Schonning
- Marianne Sievers
- Chris Ann Elizabeth Simek
- Gwendolyn Sisto
- Alexandria Carol Slobodnik
- Anne Staufer
- Lana Claire Sweeting
- Matthew Symes
- Ashley Tenn
- Shane Ryan Usher
- Mackenzie Anne Williams

Master of Science in Information Systems

- Dishita Bhogal
- Serpe Boyer
- Kelly A. Boyle
- Larry Briggs
- Joey Chan
- Ajay Hitesh Chudasama
- Jiachen Cui
- Gianni William DiGregorio
- Angela R. Johnson
- Sm Kabir
- Srutha Komaravolu
- Danilo Lamounier
- Whitney Taylore Latham
- Ashley LaTorre
- Joseph Francis Merlino, Jr.
- Suyog Ramdas Narkhede
- Bledar Noka
- Blediana Noka
- John Joseph Querey
- Diego Martin Ramirez
- Karen Michele Arnett Rodriguez
- Shantanu Shende
- Sanjana Sinha
- Samuel H. Steiner
- Robert Brian Strauss
- Andrew Szajlai
- Mary Elizabeth Thomas
- Tanina Marie Urbanski
- Jacob J. Williamson

Master of Science in Library and Information Science

- Marina Roshelle Clements
- Lydia D. Elias
- Katherine Andrea Fitz-Henry
- Briana Giasullo
- Katherine Michele Jorgensen
- Samantha Yasais Luquet
- Rebecca McCausland
- Edith Mulhern
- Nusreen Khalil Saad
- Meghan Margaret Toth
- Matthew Wielgus

Master of Science in Software Engineering

- Rakhfa Binte Amin
- Thomas Alton Andrews
- Shaquille D. A. Hall
- Quang Dang Ho
- Channa Schramm Lenoff
- Aiasha Sattar
- Colton Shoenberger
- Yiyun Zhang
College of Engineering

**Master of Science**

- Khalil Alibhai
- Anna Teresa Baker
- Andrew Beitman
- Aderolake Bolarinwa
- Rhea Dutta
- Malik A. Dye
- Tuote Huang
- Atharv Vijayanand Joshi
- Abhiygan Khullar
- Matthew I. Lashner
- Felecia A. Lige
- Tristan Lakota Seiden
- Margaret Sheridan McCurdy
- Ian Nicholaus Oliver
- Trevor Osler
- Raj Ashish Patel
- Damien M. Prieur
- Elliot Anderson Richards
- Kyla Marie Strickler
- Owen Leo Veasey
- Man Yi Yeung

**Master of Science in Architectural Engineering**

- Varsha Ajith

**Master of Science in Chemical Engineering**

- Srinidi Badhrinathan
- Pavel Beinarovich
- Taylor Bennett
- Michael Joseph Chauby
- Geoffrey R. Du
- Jonathan W. Estes
- Amy E. Honnig
- Crystal Nayak Jain
- Yen Ngoc La

**Master of Science in Computer Engineering**

- Nikhil Bharat Ladhe
- Conlan Joseph McHugh
- Raphael Gregory Rauceo
- Jonathan David Schwenk
- Hannah Marie Sheibley
- Emerald Grace Smucker
- Chance Taylor Szabo
- Thiha Thway
- Brian Christopher Yee
- Mohammad Affiq Aizzad Zulkifi

**Master of Science in Civil Engineering**

- Muhammed Emin Aytekin
- Kyle Anthony Biro
- Joseph J. Bitetto
- Daniel Bolton
- Mary Diane Perez Boquila
- Rosa-Maria Diez
- Fritha Elizabeth Francis
- Brandon Francis Hensyl
- Andrew Ryan Howe
- Abigail Nicole Kryszan
- Anthony Beech Lawrence
- Madeleine Rae McCoskey
- Andrew David Risser
- Kelly Anne Brigid Ryan
- Matthew J. Wojcik

**Master of Science in Construction Management**

- Benjamin Brindley
- Brandon DiMeglio
- Ramanjit Kaur Gill
- Patrick Lennon Holmes
- Brian John Izzo
- Ilir Kryethi
- Warith Deen Muhammad Madyun
- Justin M. Seara
- John Louis Shields
- Damali Smith
- Eric W. Stout
- Timothy John Sullivan
- Robin Sweet
- Thomas Michael Whitehouse
- Tamika Sekou Willis
- Justin Yellico

**Master of Science in Cybersecurity**

- Lauren Rene Alcorn
- Timmy Chue Chin
- Andrew Craig Gerhard
- Hunter Marie Jones
- Alison Kaleigh McMullen
- Hunter Pavela
- Rick Silverman
- Jason Joseph Simon
- Khushali Jaymin Soni
- Ryan Russell Torrey

**Master of Science in Electrical and Telecommunications Engineering**

- Celine X. Khoo

**Master of Science in Electrical Engineering**

- Ammar Bassim Albahrani
- Joey Arnold
- Joshua Chayim Boniuk
- Devan Bulsara
- Charis Renee Cochran
- Asher de Mesa
- Shengbang Fang
- Michael Alickand Foster
- Tijo Mathew Joseph
- Jermy Joy
- Nicholas Maciej Mietkowsk
- Daniel P. Miller
- Darius Washington Olega
- Jonathan William Ross
- Asaf Y. Rothschild
- Joseph Jennings Stewart
- Zoe Anna Sucato
- Md Abu Saleh Tajin
- Alexander Himanshu Tyagi
- Christopher Nnamdi Uzokwe
- Raymond Yung
- Tianyi Zhu

**Master of Science in Engineering Management**

- Christelo Baptiste
- Zulaideth Casanova Pabon
- Utkarsh Gupta
- David E. Hanna
- David Michael Howard, Jr.
- Eny Tharwat Khoshit
- Allyson Louie
Robert Miller McCaughern
Opeyemi Ositelu
Nicholas Robert Pellegrino
DeSheyna S. Perry
Eileen Margaret Poirier
Cesar Eduardo Suarez Lopez
Benjamin Christian Thieme
Christopher George Witmayer
Martin Richard Zefelippo

**Master of Science in Engineering Technology**

Emad Ghareeb Othman

**Master of Science in Environmental Engineering**

Catherine Mary Hill
Tenaya E. Hubbell-Wood
J’Anna-Mare Latasha Lue
Carmine Joseph Romano
Galen Arthur Stevens-King
Chongshi Wang

**Master of Science in Machine Learning Engineering**

Philip David Huddy

**Master of Science in Materials Science and Engineering**

Brennan Finbar Coleman
Samantha P. Covell
Linda Xiao Franceschini
David Ryan Leskauskas, Jr.
Jaclyn Alexandra McLaughlin
Varun R. Natu
Christopher Andrew Tandoc
Nicole Marie Tavormina
Triet Minh Truong
Raymond Zhang
Pu Zhu

**Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering**

Jason George Abraham
Mobish Abraham Shaji
Thomas Robert Austin
Charles Christopher Bailey III
Kelly Ann Caffarello
Garrett Thomas Cappello
Anna Kristine Carlson
Adam John Cyran
Daniel Owen Dill
Marykate Rose Dugan
Israel Arieh Glick
Jonathan Bennett Gorman
David John Haruch
Daniella Jose
Matthew Edward Juro
Sanjog Karki
Connor John Karpinski
Rostam Saro Kojouri
Sarah Malik
Nicholas G. Marcouiller
Ethan Tyler Mawhinney
Victoria Mary McDonald
Muhammad Arshad Meajun
Adam Robert Nork
Shashank Sanjay Paithanker
Cassandra Marie Pezza
Jachin D. Philip
Sandeep Sharma
Connor Geer Silvia
Aviagel Hinda Sosnowik
Kieran Paul Van Sant
Ryan Matthew Zegarski

**Master of Science in Systems Engineering**

Htet Naing Aung
Amy Chrzanoski
Michael McFadyen Delaney
Miriam Mintzer Fuchs
David Costa Nascimento
David Richard Pavelko
Cristian David Payano
Matthew Previte
Ronella Tchiko Rodney
Shannon Nichole Seace
Andrew Thomas Seung
Steven M. Snyder
Andre Dwayne White

**College of Nursing and Health Professions**

Elizabeth Joan Allen
Imani Akello Ayo-Oyar
Hayley Rose Beck
Casey Charles Boone
Katherine Annastasia Burok
Rachel Lani Chang
Anna Tonibelle Che Quezada
Grace Madison Dalsey
Rachel Mariah DeLauder
Sarah Charlton Donnelly
Laura Elizabeth Eaton
Sophia Dorothy Hajdak
Victoria Hecker
Daniel Benjamin Joseph
Jordyn Elizabeth Kahler
Kerry Lyn Kercher
Angela Kodokian
Zevi Bauer Koretz
James Dixon Lavino
Alexandra Anne Lee
Briana Leigh Marsh
Meghan Amanda McEnerney
Tahsina Begum Miah
Carolina Lenney Millard
Lydia Helen Patselas

Lauren Pettis
Erin Noel Phoebus
Lydia Palarine
Phoebe Anne Reese
Priya Maria Roychoudhury
Jazmin Royg
Cindy Daniela Silvero Navarro
Brandi Brubaker Simmons
Rachel Madeline Singer
Lana M. Sommers
Taylor Alexandria Sparks
Alwayne C. Spencer
Melissa C. Threadgill
Lacey Belle Todd
Alexandra Kate Weinfeld

**Master of Family Therapy**

Andrew Adel Ghali
Michelle Suzanne Myers
Christina R. Napper

**Master of Health Administration**

Cindy M. Alessandrin
Irmanjit Kaur Budwal
Dawn Marie DiDonato
Amy Dawn Gordon
Peter Jonathan Grames
Jamina L. Hansley
Tricia Ann LaGrace
Alisa M. Mangoni
Kecia Alayne Massenburg
Christopher McDonnell
Donna Rose McDonnell
Alexis Mitchell
Mary Elizabeth Hope Myers
Jeena Naduparambil
Elizabeth Ann Neltig
Ruche Patel
Heidi Anne Pomeday
Russell Ryan Reyes
Charlene Stein
Austin Turnbull
Donita VosBurgh
Juanita A. J. Way
John Alexander Wheelock
Anna Sophia Zachwieja

**Master of Health Sciences**

Jabril Abdul-Rashed
Joseph Emil Albanese
Ifra Ali
Mychal Caycee Aloise
Madies Argentieri
Alyssa Maria Avallone
Courtney Basrai
Samantha Marie Blais
Hannah Rylee Bloom
Ann Elizabeth Bonner
Sophie Greta Cole
Gabrielle Addison Cook
Kayla Christine Csnecisits
Christine Marie Delacourt
Amy Ai Diep
Kristine Duong
Ketelin Ericsson
Laura Escalona
Olivia Rose Fatica
Alexandra Forrest
Cindy Fox
Kayla Marie Garcia-Soltero
Madelyn Lee Gard
Paige C. Gavula
Crystal A. Gempko
Corinne Rose Gercken
Erin E. Giddens
Emily Ann Gilhool
Madeline Anne Gillooley
Sonya Gross

Casey Lee Hamilton
Jaycee Lynn Hart
Matthew Stafford Herbert
Bridget Higgins
Erica Hirsch
Jennie Horstmann
Prenna Doriz Jackson
Megan Christine Jennings
Christine Elizabeth Jewett
Ramanpreet Kaur
Katerina Lamianski
Elizabeth Shannon Lee
Kevin James Lee
Austin Lutz
Briana Annette Mack
Maura Kathleen McCann
Moriah Helene Mechlowicz
Jeffrey Monk
Alexandra Munro
Nam Hoai Nguyen
Samantha Noël
Sebastian Opar
Adrian Ortega
MiKayla Nicole Osorio
Elana Marie Pascoguin
Joshua Ross Pertman
Brogan Leigh Piecara
Alec Proctor
Jailene Henessey Ramirez
Kacie Lynne Riebman
Rubimar Rivera Vargas
Amalia Nicole Ross
Olivia Louise Rubeski
Marc Rumilly
Hannah Kara Sandwith
Pooya Shah
Elizabeth Smith Sinclair
Amanda Koryn Smith
Jonathan Torres
Juliana Torres
Rachel Marie Tuschak
Audrey Michele Zavada

**Master of Science**

Rebekah E. Ambartsumian
Allyson Miller Andrisani
Halima Begum
Chelsea Anne Branen
Haley Brennan
Rhiannon Google
Lynda M. Coraluzzi
Denise Costanzo
Allison Elizabeth Cress
Polly Derow Littner
Haley A. Diltz
Kathleen DuPont
Zainab During
LaTonya Easter
Molly Fendrick
Christopher Jie Fu
Danika Harhigh Hoffman
Andrew Jarmuz
Marissa Johnson
Juliette Rose Kossel
Robert Edward Koczynski
Jimira Ashley Lee
Jean Leisher
Courtney Marie Levins
Laura E. Linse
Myrna J. Long
Tasha Michelle Osei
Ashley Phillips
Christy Marie Recke
Danielle Pearl Schuster
Rachita K. Singh
Jennifer Renee Tinto
Rachel Joy Vannauker
Mary Elizabeth Weiss

**Master of Science in Food Science**

Andre D. Coelho
Laurie B. Hainley
Kristofer Eric Kline
Amber Leigh Kutey

**Master of Science in Nursing**

Sunday Adekunle Adebayo
Esther Fay Adler
Lola Afolabi
Maria de los Angeles Agard
Martin Chase Aguilar
Alexandra Rowe Allaire
Elizabeth Marie Allen
Lauren M. Allison
Nuhad Mohammed Al-Shafey
Veronica Lopez Alvarez
Anne Anderson
Tetiana Andriichuk
Ashley N. Antista
Alexandra Archer
Shannon Mikah Artis
Grace K. Artrip
Ikra Ashrafi
Alison Kate Auman
Nataliya Babich
Erin Lindsay Bahmer
Leanne Bailey
Victoria D. Baine
Kaitlin Margrett Balbo
Adriana Ava Banks
Erica Jean Mitrano Bardwell
Nicole Rene Barnes
Ericka Barnes-Abbott
Athena Catherine Barwick
Emily Lynne Beers
Victoria Lou Bensko
Emily Sarah Bernal
Whitney Scarlett Birney
Danielle Marie Bloomfield
Tiana Michele Bodison
Lisa Munzert Bonacquisti
Kelly Anne Bonafede
Maureen Bonnell
Julia Elizabeth Boulton
Veronica Ewuraaba Maanan
Alyssa Jane Brown
Caroline Elizabeth Brown
Elizabeth M. Brown
Linda Brown
Travis Scott Brubaker
Kathleen Gayle Burich
Teri Michele Butkiewicz
Jana Cabral
Nicole Maria Caby
Emily Cahill
Kirsten Canavan
Mario Cantando
Frances Carol Capodicasa
Patricia Marie Caruso
Abigail Grace Casalnova
Mollie Cashman
Krystal Marie Casiano
Doreen Renee Caton
Maggie Chen
Sarah Choi
Julianne Beth Clampet
Ruth Anne Colatruglio
Lisa A. Collins
Jordan Lee Cook
Mallory Cordes
Kristen Cornell
Trisha Anne Cote
Patricia A. J. Countie
Rebecca Jeanne Bailey Cox
Tatiana Cruz
Angela Michelle Culbertson
Patrice Nicole Cunningham
Stephanie Lynne D’Eramo
Kellie Elizabeth Dantinne
Matthew John DeLuca
Andrew James DeMaio
Danielle Jordan DeMaio
Michelle DeMas
Nicole DeStefano
Yainara Diaz
Kiersten M. DiCamillo
Rosalie DiMaggio
Nico Di Mezzo
Lisa Marie DiPietropolo
Michael Anthony DiTore
Rachel Donahue
Chad Donnelly
Shannon Elizabeth Donohue
Josephine Droney
Emily G. Duffey
Ryan William Duffy
Lauren Dundee
Menna Eckert
Amy Mae Edelman
Raymond Joseph Egger
Amy Elisabeth Elliott
Jason Daniel Empson
Stefanie Erribal
Kaitlyn Ettinger
Wade Rowland Evans
Melissa Fairfield
Kristin N. Fairy
Keri Jean Fascella
Tiffany D. Ferriola
Lisa M. Filder
Tammy Dawn Fitz
Kaleigh Anne Fitzpatrick
Cadi E. Foley
Zachary Taylor Forlano
Nicole Foss
Darlene Fountain
Emilie Fox
Angela Skiffington Gangloff
Megan A. Gasser
Alexis Gelo
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<td>Randall Sell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mengjie Ying</td>
<td>In vivo Models Uncovers Non-Canonical UPR Mechanisms Controlling Growth Factor Biogenesis</td>
<td>Tali Giladevitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahshid Shahmohammadian</td>
<td>Data-Driven Computational Modeling of Plasticity-Induced Damage Effects</td>
<td>Giuseppe R. Palmese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea Raymond Smith</td>
<td>The Role of Music Therapy in Older Adults' Transition into Long-Term Care</td>
<td>Matthew Stamm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia R. Wilson</td>
<td>Air-Stable Alkyloborane Initiation as a Toolkit to Drive Radical Reactions in a Diverse Set of Polymer Applications</td>
<td>Andrew Magenau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yue Zhang</td>
<td>Studies on Visual Emotion Understanding</td>
<td>Xiaohua Hu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mengjie Ying</td>
<td>In vivo Models Uncovers Non-Canonical UPR Mechanisms Controlling Growth Factor Biogenesis</td>
<td>Tali Giladevitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahshid Shahmohammadian</td>
<td>Generating Efficient Hardware from High-Level Functional Languages</td>
<td>Giuseppe R. Palmese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea Raymond Smith</td>
<td>The Role of Music Therapy in Older Adults' Transition into Long-Term Care</td>
<td>Matthew Stamm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia R. Wilson</td>
<td>Air-Stable Alkyloborane Initiation as a Toolkit to Drive Radical Reactions in a Diverse Set of Polymer Applications</td>
<td>Andrew Magenau</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Walkthrough Students

The following students are participating in this year’s Commencement ceremonies pending completion of their degree requirements in the summer term.

Undergraduate Students

Shania Mahia Abedin
Darime Adiba
Sina Ahmadi
Christopher James Aileo
Abdelrahman Kamil Ali
Perla Luis Alix Franco
Aziza Safiya Amoroso
Erie Margaret Anderson
Tucker James Andrew
Faraz Arif
Walter Goode Armstrong
Deanna Sophia Aromando
Junaid Asim
Jake Eller Asuncion
Madeline Grace Averse
Jung Ho Baek
Colin St. Hugh Beckford
Alex Berger
Madeline Noelle Betzner
Vidhi Bhuptani
Kylee Anjoli Boyle
Krystal Braun
Vanita Braxton
Rebecca Sarah Brennen
Alexander Ralph Brombauer
Gabriel Bromberg Adrian
Sydney Simone Brown
Ronald Brundage
Quang Bui
Christopher Daniel Butler
Flutura Bytyqi
Xzavier Caldwell
Liam Patrick Carey
Amy Elizabeth Carson
Sadie J. Chaplan
Gurpinder Kaur Chattha
Jenny Chen
Zehao Cheng
Denim Mathew Cherian
Alexander Yilong Choing
Sarah Clinton
Hannah Rae Conner
Katrina Curbelo
Ari Liam Dadi
Yvette Nicole Danisewicz
Lamar Glenn Dargan
Logan Dean
Isabella Gabrielle Diaz-kelly
Abigail G. Dickerson
Ian Nicolas Doerfer
Skylar N. Driscoll
Samuel Allen Duncan
Joseph Michael Dwyer
Mony Phan Ear
Holly Edwards
Maya Epstein
Brett Evans
Robert John Hjalmar Evenden
Jack Thomas Farrell
Marilyn Figueroa
Benjamin M. Pink
Sharif Amir Flores
Samantha Fong
Kate Elizabeth Foreman
Chase Logan Foster
Zachary George Freihofer
Nina Rose Fuchs
Colton Kurt Gallo
Vicky Gaymon
Sanjay Jacob George
Dale Victor Colasito Glova
Julia Margaret Gomez
Sara Jiao Guhl
Marcus Doray Gurkaynak
Kaitlyn Ha
Abigail McGinley Haas
Sayema Hakim
Inesse Mylien Le Hanna
Samantha Belton Harper
Sarah Patricia Harpster
Mark Andrew Hartmann
S Katayoun Hazaveh
Inaki Herrera
Alice R. Hillier
Trang Minh Hoang
Benjamin Stuart Hodes
Maruf Hossain
Shelby Catherine Hufnal
Sydney Nicole Hughes
Dimitrije Ibroic
Drew Anthony Jacobs
Hareesh Jayakumar
Julia Jo
Aesha Johnson
Lia Elise Johnson
Abigail Anne Jovich
Iris Kaloshi
Shreya Kalyan
Alexander Sam Karanjia
Avi Kataria
Kena Yigez Kenea
Akriti Keswani
Juman Khatib
Eugene Kim
Michael Kim
Sophie Kim
Nihal Channabasappa Kolar
Stephanie Kolb
Sabijit Singh Ladhari
Pascal Edouard Lamothe
Abram Jared Landis
Michelle Mei-Yan Lau
Myles Thomas Lawton
Zoe Levine
Brian Li
Karen Li
Raymond Li
Songheng Li
Yinjing Li
Gina N. Liberto
Christina Indira Lildharrie
Stephanie Lincoln
Eric Lo
William Lu
Samantha Marie Lucero
Allison Claire Lumsden
Tiffany Ly
Elia George Malara, Jr.
Zirwa Rizwan Malik
Dru Tyler Martin
Olivia Claire Massey
Sahil Bahadur Mathur
Mishal Mazhar
Grace Anne Mazzio
Corinne Elizabeth McCurley
Patrick Joseph McGinley III
Jarod Timothy Mellus
Lingpengkun Meng
Imani Brooke Mika
Ethan Mil
Chase Andrew Miller
Katie Marie Miller
Isabel Kyong-Snyder Min
Souhanda Mohamed
Churchill Monono
Anna Danielle Moore
Veronica Morris
Vincent Moser
Austin Halfpenny Mullin
Matthew Munroe
Cole H. Murphy-Usher
Rachel Susannah Nakhshian
Irene Jee Won Nam
Ikea D. Neider
Hien Nguyen
Huu Cuong Nguyen
Liya A. Ninan
Joshua Thomas Nolan
Ejiroghene Aziz Ogagan
Simon Henry Ogilvie
Hannah Oh
Eniola Oyefeso
Sungguk Pae
Eli Panter
SM Fahim Faisal Pantho
Nikhil Parashar
Walkthrough Students

Devam N. Patel
Hirali Mihir Patel
Karishma Patel
Kishan V. Patel
Parth Ashokbhai Patel
Isabelle Grace Patterson
Caroline Juliette Pereira
Dino Francis Petrongolo
Thanh Pham
David Joseph Popiak
Colin W. Quinn
Evan J. Quinn
Andrew Ragni
Shahad Rahman
Joseph Vinit Rajasekaran
Dushyant Srinivas Raju
Kenil D. Ramani
Daniel Michael Ramut
Alynah Inara Ratansri
Ayaz J. Rathod
Jason Richard Raybin
Miriam Hadassa Reid
Elijah Richards
Emma Michelle Richardson
Henessy Rojo-Camarena
Joseph Michael Rooney
Zachary Joseph Rotman
Duua Yacub Hamed Osman Saleh
Alexandra Nicole Schneeman
Betty Jo Shafer
Makenzee Dakota Shaffer
Lucy Shields
Zachary Lee Sinclair
Sumeet Singh
Dylan Douglas Smith
Joseph George Smith, Jr.
Victoria Marie Smith
Samantha Lee Snowden
Mikaela M. Spaventa
Samuel Isaac Stafford
Catherine Stagliano
John Staiber
Mollie Rose Stone
Xiaoqian Su
Allison Nicole Suh
Justin Suh
William Poongshik Suh
Ciara Swierk-Williams
Michele K. Taub-Zimmerman
Gurveen Thakkar
Daymon Theodule
Caerine Thomas
Devin Anthony Thurber
Veselin Trickovic
Mario Tropea
Anh Ngoc Truong
John Va
Joshua Wilson Vallieth
Brianna Nicole Vasquez
Madeline Claire Vassallo
Thuy Vo
Mai Nhat Chi Vu
Jordan Lee Washart
Khalea Janae Washington
Clara Wempe
Asia Lashea Williams
Elaine Williams
Tia N. Wilson
Rebecca G. Wilton
Emma Bailey Wolf
Jacob Dillon Wong
Bennett Andrew Yardley
Ala Yezshanoa
Alice Yip
Kelly M. Young
Nya Elaine Young
Mengjian Zheng
Keyuxi Zhou
Kevin Zhu
Christopher Philip Zolli
David Raymond Zonies

Masters Students

Eliana Rosa Abenante
Osarhieme Aghayere
Atinuke Akindebe
Deemah Abdullah Almasoud
Vanessa R. Altitov
Abrar Oudah Alzhrani
Leah G. Amey
Jui Subhash Andhare
Erik John Antezak
Raphael Aquino
Ashley Symone Archer
Neri Ayllon-Vergara
Shannon Backstrom
Khyle James Ross Ball
Channa Helen Barnes
Matthew James Barnosky
Jessica M. Barr
Mallory Nicole Barry
Brandon Michael Bauer
Lauren A. Bauma
Felicia R. Bell
Lindsay Benton
Kaitlyn Kristine Bleiweiss
Sidony Bowen-Cherry
Alicia A. Brandemarte
Hayley Michele Brandfon
Ashton Bridges
Arianna Brianna Brown
Abigail H. Browngoebl
Deidrea Bryan
Danielle Kristen Bunch
Lauren Helena Canchola
Shaneece Ruby Carrero
Nicole Annamaria Case
Aubrey Donna Cederberg
Murray
Asfand Chughtai
Christina Marie Cleaver
Rasean L. Coleman
Nyah I. Collier
Michelle Nicole Cook
Julienne Flores Cormier
Aileen Cossu
Christine Cunniff
Meagan Kristen Cunningham
Sarah Elizabeth Cunningham
Justin Edward Dailey
Alexej Dick
Stephanie DiMuzio
Chyrstal Lynn Disant
Damian Michael Dodge
Lauren Amy Dyott
Sarah K. Elsherif
Lori Christine Erickson
Selena Naomi Etkins-Allison
Andrea Fanelli
Rowena Lynne Faulk
Kareema Faulkner
Sophia Rachael Figgs-Riley
Cassidy M. Flynn
Hannah Mountaha Fortin
Leslie French
Kelsey Furstenberg
Samantha Joan Galloway
Wyatt Matthew Gardner
Jennifer Germinario
Jennifer Joy Glocke
Mary Gole
Earleigha JaNae Guinn
Ashwathi Gunashekaran
Isabelle Marie Hadala
Daniel Cheng Hay
Amanda Kay Hetzel
Samuel Hill
Hafize Hima
Casey Hughes
Danielle Marie Iannetta
Ryan Colin Ignatovig
Diana E. Jones
Raven Jordan
Vidhi Joshi
Anupa Kashikar
Walkthrough Students
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Shannon N. Petch
Jasmine Pena-Campbell
Benu Paulose
Lisa A. Papadopoulos
Shavonne L. Overton
Jocelyn Angela Ortiz
Abigail Oestreich
Dena Noorchashm
Kiran Fatima Nizami
Hung Bryant Nguyen
Colleen Murphy
Mengie Ngwegha Muluh
Aneeka Mull
Deion Marcellus McQueen
Paul McLaughlin
Brittney McPhail
Courtney Lauren Morrison
Aneeka Mull
Colleen Murphy
Anhthu Nguyen
Candice Nguyen
Hung Bryant Nguyen
Kiran Fatima Nizami
Dena Noorchashm
Abigail Oestreich
Jocelyn Angela Ortiz
Shavonne L. Overton
Lisa A. Papadopoulos
Benu Paulose
Jasmine Pena-Campbell
Shannon N. Petch
Breana Lee Phelps
Andre Dashaun Pierre
Stephanie Michelle Pileggi
Fern Eva Marie Pittman
Emma Jane Poznick
Maria E. Prastos
Diamond M. Quick
Natalie Ragazzo
Rafael Ramos Mariano
Disha Rao
Cheryl Renz
Ashley Pauline Ritchey
Susan Diane Robinson
Lucas James Rousselet
Jasleen Kaur Sahi
Haley Alexandra Sanchez
Juliana Sanchez
Jenna Sandford
Kaitlyn Rose Santucci
Kelly Ann Scatton
Rachel Elizabeth Schada
LeeAnn Schiller
Bradley Michael Schmidt
Brendan Thomas Schmidt
Shweta Vora Shah
Zoe Reid Sivak
Adam Ross Sklar
Alison Lynn Smith
Shevon B. Smith
Sydney Smith
Alexis Stathis
Erih Nicole Stonesifer
Heidi Summers
Maria Surmachevsk
Denise Genello Tinkle
Adele Taplin
Peter Tashjian
Shannakay Thompson-White
Antonio Joseph Tronco
Pascale Aline Vallee
Camille Beatrix Vernon
Amanda Vera Volk
Lindsay Nicole Vratisenes
Jennifer Walsh
Sarah Marie Wasley
Ethan Weerasinghe
Asia N. West
Lauryn Ashleigh Brady White
Tabitha White
Jennifer Corey Wilbanks
LaShanda M. Woodard

Doctoral Students

Doctor of Education

Melissa Ann Basalla
Dissertation Title: The Influence of Ethical Leadership and the Moral Compass on Decision-Making in Higher Education Leadership: A Narrative Study
Supervising Professor: Salvatore Falletta

Ashley Michelle Coleman
Dissertation Title: The Cultural Competency Necessary to Leverage Change: An Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis of the Social, Emotional and Academic Impacts of Open Choice Schooling on Black Youth and Their Lived Experiences
Supervising Professor: Ayana Allen-Handy

Michele Diaz
Dissertation Title: Antiracist Teaching in Secondary ELA: A Phenomenology with Implications for In-Service and Pre-Service Teacher Education
Supervising Professor: H. Bernard Hall

Kevin Jerome Grzybowksi
Dissertation Title: A Mixed Method Nested Case Study Identifying Creative Teaching Strategies to Reduce Math Anxiety in Middle and High School Students
Supervising Professor: Fredricka Reisman

Germany Jackson
Dissertation Title: A Dream Deferred: A Narrative Study of Former Black Female Student-Athletes
Supervising Professor: Kristine S. Lewis-Grant

Saundra L. King-Lee
Dissertation Title: The Transition of Women Warriors from the Military to Civilian Life: An Interpretative Phenomenological Study
Supervising Professor: Harriette Thurber Rasmussen

Leyla Yvette Lindsay
Dissertation Title: School Leadership and School-Family-Community Partnerships in an Urban School District
Supervising Professor: James Connell

Antonio David Negrin
Dissertation Title: A Phenomenological Study: Exploring Private High School Athletic Directors' Lived Experiences to Understand Factors Related to Their Role in Recruiting Student Athletes in the New York Metropolitan Area
Supervising Professor: Cameron Kissogolu

Lisa Denee Perreira
Dissertation Title: Collaborative Recovery: A Participatory Case Study Examination of the Experience of Principal Turnover and Efforts to Reestablish Positive School Culture
Supervising Professor: Kristy Kelly

Andrea Daniele Rodriguez
Dissertation Title: The Journey to an Advanced Degree Completion: The Lived Experiences of Latinas
Supervising Professor: Joy Phillips

Joan Catherine Rybas
Dissertation Title: The Lived Experiences of Students with Dyslexia
Supervising Professor: Lori Severino

Laura Anne Ryblewski
Dissertation Title: Phenomenological Study of Student Affairs and Academic Affairs Partnerships: Impact on Student Success
Supervising Professor: William F. Lynch

Soraya Santos
Dissertation Title: Exploring Latinas Lives Experiences Getting to the C-Suite in the Financial Services, A Narrative Study
Supervising Professor: Rajashi Ghosh
Anna-kay Dashay Thomas  
**Dissertation Title:** Exploring the Community Cultural Wealth of Black Medical School Students Who Completed a Post-Baccalaureate Study Prior to Admission: A Narrative Study  
**Supervising Professor:** Deanna Hill

Kamilah Denise Thorne  
**Dissertation Title:** A Phenomenological Study of Professional Development  
**Supervising Professor:** Amanda Lanie

Robert Van Vorst  
**Dissertation Title:** Social, Emotional Learning and School Climate: A Case Study of Elementary Teachers  
**Supervising Professor:** Harriette Rasmussen

Brandon Charles Steven Wallace  
**Dissertation Title:** Narrative Inquiry Explorations in the Lived Experiences of African American Male Students in the Graduated Community College During COVID-19  
**Supervising Professor:** Deanna Hill

Sacha Rene Wilson  
**Dissertation Title:** Resilience Personified: An Interpretive Phenomenological Study Exploring Strategies Black Women Senior Level Student Affairs Administrators use to Succeed in Higher Education  
**Supervising Professor:** Stephanie Smith Budhai

**Doctor of Nursing Practice**

**Doctor of Physical Therapy**

**Doctor of Philosophy**

**Doctor of Health Science**

Robyn Jennifer Ashmen  
**Dissertation Title:** A Pilot Study of the Impact of Hospital Based Neonatal Intensive Care Unit Orientation and Tour on High-Risk Pregnancy Mothers  
**Supervising Professor:** Stephen Gambescia

Maj Otelbi  
**Dissertation Title:** Autonomy Considerations in Reproductive and Sexuality Care for People with Intellectual Disabilities  
**Supervising Professor:** Constance K. Perry

**Doctor of Nursing Practice**

**Stephanie Morrisa Brown**  
**DNP Project Title:** Maximizing RNs Contribution to Patient Care by Using their Full Scope of Practice in an Interprofessional Operated Free Clinic: A Quality Improvement Project  
**DNP Project Chair:** Patti Zuzelo  
**DNP Project Team:** Barbara Osborne

**Jennifer Lee Cummings**  
**DNP Project Title:** Program Evaluation of a Faith-Based Cardiovascular Education Intervention  
**DNP Project Chair:** Patti Zuzelo  
**DNP Project Team:** Barbara Osborne

**Jessica Michele Fuller**  
**DNP Project Title:** A Targeted Intervention to Improve Nurse Manager Competence, Job-Satisfaction, and Intent to Stay  
**DNP Project Chair:** Patti Zuzelo  
**DNP Project Team:** Barbara Osborne

**Desiree Renee Jones**  
**DNP Project Title:** Improving Nurse Physician Communication Using Short Message Service (SMS)  
**DNP Project Chair:** Patti Zuzelo  
**DNP Project Team:** Barbara Osborne

**Sharee Christina Morgan**  
**DNP Project Title:** Improving Continuity of Care in Urgent Care  
**DNP Project Chair:** Patti Zuzelo  
**DNP Project Team:** Barbara Osborne

**Deanna Joanne Palacios**  
**DNP Project Title:** Improving a Psychiatric Outpatient Intake Process: Exploring a Decision Tree Tool  
**DNP Project Chair:** Patti Zuzelo  
**DNP Project Team:** Barbara Osborne

**Samret Olivette Perry**  
**DNP Project Title:** Decreasing Vaccine Hesitancy and Increasing Vaccine Uptake in African American Adults  
**DNP Project Chair:** Patti Zuzelo  
**DNP Project Team:** Barbara Osborne

**Amy Christine Plotts**  
**DNP Project Title:** Implementation of Enhanced Root Cause Analysis Process to Improve Patient Safety  
**DNP Project Chair:** Patti Zuzelo  
**DNP Project Team:** Barbara Osborne

**Alata Rose Warner**  
**DNP Project Title:** Bringing Families to the Bedside  
**DNP Project Chair:** Patti Zuzelo  
**DNP Project Team:** Barbara Osborne

**Ashila A. Alfraihat**  
**Dissertation Title:** Quantification of Variations in Thoracic Vertebral Morphology and Prediction of Curve Progression and Correction in Adolescent Idiopathic Scoliosis  
**Supervising Professor:** Sriram Balasubramanian

**Olivia Boerman**  
**Dissertation Title:** Macrophage Phenotype: Transition as the Biological Mechanism of Chronic Wound Healing Treated with Non-Thermal, Non-Cavitational Therapeutic Ultrasound  
**Supervising Professors:** Kara Spiller and Peter Lewin

**Rebecca Jane Crochiere**  
**Dissertation Title:** The Intraday Relation Between Physical Activity and Dietary Intake Among Behavioral Weight Loss Participants  
**Supervising Professor:** Evangeline Forman

**Diane Hanna Dallal**  
**Dissertation Title:** Understanding Reward Compensation: A Multimodal Investigation into the Role of Reward Deficit in Obesity and Consumption of High-Reward Foods  
**Supervising Professor:** Evan Forman

**Daniel John Flack**  
**Dissertation Title:** The Relationship Between Psychopathy, Antisocial Personality Traits, and Violence Among U.S. Veterans: A Quasi-Experimental Study  
**Supervising Professor:** David DeMatteo

**Holly Rose Gerber**  
**Dissertation Title:** Suicidal Ideation and Chronic Pain Among Veterans: Roles of Betrayal Trauma and Social Problem Solving  
**Supervising Professors:** Arthur Nezu and Christine Nezu

**Tanner Bromwell Nassau**  
**Dissertation Title:** Supervised Consumption Sites and Infectious Disease Risk Among People who Inject Drugs  
**Supervising Professor:** Alison Evans

**Jessica Emmalee Rast**  
**Dissertation Title:** Maternal Risk and Risk-Reduction of Antiseizure Medication Use During Pregnancy  
**Supervising Professor:** Brian Lee

**Gabrielle Sedrak Salib**  
**Dissertation Title:** Nearfight Er: Persuasive Relationships as Bridging Social Capital among Emerging Adults in Online Communities  
**Supervising Professor:** Denise Agosto

**Stephen James Sclafani**  
**Dissertation Title:** Observation of Neutrinos from the Milky Way Galaxy  
**Supervising Professor:** Naoko Kurashiki Neillson

**Cheng Wang**  
**Dissertation Title:** A Social Structural View of Collective Action: Inequality and Heterogeneity in Neighborhood Commercial Corridors  
**Supervising Professor:** Dali Ma
2021-22 Awards: Recognizing Excellence in Research, Scholarship, Creativity, Teaching and Professional Service

Provisor Awards for Outstanding Scholarly Productivity

EARLY CAREER
Jacqueline Barker, PhD
Associate Professor, Pharmacology & Physiology, College of Medicine
John Medaglia, PhD
Assistant Professor, Psychology, College of Arts and Sciences

MID-CAREER
Rebecca Cloth, PhD
Associate Professor, Global Studies and Modern Languages, College of Arts and Sciences
Lin Han, PhD
Associate Professor, School of Biomedical Engineering, Science and Health Systems

CAREER
Peter Lewin, PhD
Professor, School of Biomedical Engineering, Science and Health Systems

Outstanding Professional Advisor Award

PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR
Anna-Kay Thomas
Executive Director, Academic Advising, College of Medicine
Katie Walbert
Senior Academic Advisor, Westphal College of Media Arts & Design

Adjunct Faculty Award for Teaching Excellence

Katherine Barak, PhD
Associate Director of the Honors Program and Adjunct Professor, Pennoni Honors College
Tsuk Kwok, PhD
Associate Director and Adjunct Professor, Graduate College
Rosemary Murphy
Adjunct Professor, Media Arts, Westphal College of Media Arts & Design
Tiffani Worthy, EdD
Adjunct Professor, Goodwin College
Robert Zawatski, MFA
Adjunct Professor, English and Philosophy, College of Arts and Sciences

Allen Rothwarf Award for Teaching Excellence

Joseph Larnerd, PhD
Assistant Professor, Art and Art History, Westphal College of Media Arts & Design
Amanda McMillan Lequieu, PhD
Assistant Professor, Sociology, College of Arts and Sciences

Barbara G. Hornum Award for Teaching Excellence

Monica Togna, PhD
Associate Teaching Professor, Biology, College of Arts and Sciences

Evidence-Based Teaching Award in Undergraduate STEM

Jennifer Atchison, PhD
Assistant Teaching Professor, Mechanical Engineering and Mechanics, College of Engineering
Tammy Pirmann, EdD
Assistant Teaching Professor, Computer Science, College of Computing & Informatics

Christian R. and Mary F. Lindback Award for Distinguished Teaching

Ulrike Altenmüller-Lewis, Dr-Ing
Associate Professor, Architecture, Westphal College of Media Arts & Design
Salvatore Faletta, EdD
Clinical Professor, School of Education
Adam Fontecchio, PhD
Professor, Electrical & Computer Engineering, College of Engineering

Harold M. Myers Award for Distinguished Service

Theresa Connors
Instructor, Neurobiology and Anatomy, College of Medicine

Bridge Funding Support for Tenure/Tenure Track Faculty

Simi Hoque, PhD
Associate Professor, Civil, Architectural and Environmental Engineering, College of Engineering

Freddie Reisman Faculty Scholarly and Creative Activity Awards

Daniel Albert, PhD
Assistant Professor, Management, LeBow College of Business

Summer Research Awards for Tenure/Tenure Track Faculty

Yuan An, PhD
Assistant Professor, Information Science, College of Computing & Informatics

Pia Brancaccio, PhD
Professor, Art History, Westphal College of Media Arts & Design

Preetha Chatterjee, PhD
Associate Professor, College of Computing & Informatics

YanLiu Huang, PhD
Associate Professor, Marketing, LeBow College of Business

Linda Kim, PhD
Associate Professor, Art & Art History, Westphal College of Media Arts & Design

Barrie Litzky, PhD
Associate Professor, Entrepreneurship, Close School of Entrepreneurship

Amanda McMillan Lequieu, PhD
Assistant Professor, Sociology, College of Arts and Sciences

Jeremiah Seepaniak, PhD
Assistant Professor, Chemistry, College of Arts and Sciences

Kelly Underman, PhD
Assistant Professor, Sociology, College of Arts and Sciences
Harold W. Pote "Behind Every Graduate" Award

This award for excellence in secondary school teaching is named for the late Drexel trustee, who was deeply committed to recruiting the highest caliber of undergraduate students to the University. The award is based on nominations by graduating students.

Linda Romano
Newburgh Free Academy
North Campus
Newburgh, New York
Nominated by Deanna Telesford

Scott Kallal
Plymouth Whitemarsh High School
Plymouth Meeting, Pennsylvania
Nominated by Jenna Cooper

Connie Ramsey
North Allegheny Senior High School
Wexford, Pennsylvania
Nominated by Claire Landis

Ed Skyes
Dayspring Christian Academy
Mountville, Pennsylvania
Nominated by Emerald Smucker

Drexel Student Awards

Drexel University Graduate College Common Good Award

In partnership with the Lindy Center for Civic Engagement, this award is presented by the Graduate College to graduate students who demonstrate academic excellence and who are committed to improving the world around them by making contributions to local, national, or global communities through scholarship, civic engagement, and community building.

Andrew Lewis Bennett-Jackson
PhD in Materials Sciences and Engineering, College of Engineering

Drexel University Graduate College Research Excellence Award

This award is presented by the Graduate College to graduate students who have completed original, innovative research, scholarship and/or creativity during their career at Drexel. The awards are designed to recognize widely disseminated student research with significant impact on the field or society.

Pooja S. Kalavagunta
(Master's recipient)
MS in Interior Architecture & Design, Westphal College of Media Arts and Design

Lorela Ciraku (Most Original & Creative recipient)
PhD in Molecular & Cell Biology & Genetic, Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences and Professional Studies, College of Medicine

Drexel University Graduate College Outstanding Dissertation Award

This award is presented by the Graduate College to doctoral students who have written original, innovative dissertations that reflect great research and have or are likely to be disseminated widely and have significant impact on the field and society.

Olivia Boerman
PhD in Biomedical Engineering, School of Biomedical Engineering, Science and Health Systems

Rebecca Jane Crochiere
PhD in Psychology, College of Arts and Sciences

Drexel University Graduate College Teaching Assistant Excellence Award

This award is presented by the Graduate College to graduate students who serve as Teaching Assistants and who exhibit exemplary commitment to student learning through reflective teaching practices, innovative teaching methods, academic support, leadership and a commitment to their professional growth and development as an educator.

Mohsen Foroughi Sabzevar
PhD in Architectural Engineering, College of Engineering

Dominick J. Macaluso
(Continued Excellence)
PhD in Mathematics, College of Arts and Sciences

Drexel University Graduate College Teck-Kah Lim Award

This award is presented by the Graduate College in honor of Teck-Kah Lim, PhD, former Associate Vice Provost of Graduate Studies and Professor Emeritus in the Department of Physics, to graduate students who show promise of future meaningful contributions to local, national or global communities as can be gleaned from present academic excellence and achievements in research and/or teaching, as well as outstanding selfless service to peers, and the local community.

Kate Bormann
MS in Interior Architecture & Design, Westphal College of Media Arts and Design

Drexel University Graduate College Social Change Award for Equity

In partnership with the Center for Black Culture, this award is presented by the Graduate College to graduate students who have made positive contributions that promote social justice, equity, cultural diversity, inclusion, and understanding and awareness, and who have demonstrated excellence in DEI programming or initiatives.

Jeannine Cook
MFA in Creative Writing, College of Arts and Sciences
Officers

Richard A. Greenawalt ’66
Chair

Richard A. Hayne
Vice Chair

Nina Henderson
Vice Chair

Stan Silverman ’69, ’74
Vice Chair

John A. Fry
President

Darin Pfeifer
Secretary

Helen Y. Bowman
Treasurer

Trustees

Alfred F. Altomari ’82
Chris McKendry Andrade ’90
Michael Barry ’81
Jeffrey A. Beachell ’93
James Bean ’91
Sally J. Bellet, Esq.
Gregory S. Bentley
Thomas E. “Rick” Berk ’86
Ted Bryce ’93
Karen Dougherty Buchholz
Randall S. Burkert ’82
Thomas A. Caramanico
R. John Chapel Jr. ’67
Hon. Ida K. Chen
Kathleen P. Chimicles, ASA ’83
Della Clark
Abbie Dean ’08
Nicholas DeBenedictis ’68, ’69, HD ’87
Geriannne Tringali DiPiano
Domenic M. DiPiero III
Angela Dowd-Burton ’74, ’79
Thomas O. Fitzpatrick, Esq.
Brian R. Ford
Michael C. Forman
John Fry
Kenneth Fulmer, ’92, ’00
Sean J. Gallagher ’93
David R. Geltzer ’77
Richard A. Greenawalt ’66
David Griffith
Mauricio Gutierrez
Richard A. Hayne
Nina Henderson
Richard C. Ill ’73
Patricia H. Imbesi ’69
Joseph H. Jacovini, Esq., HD ’04
Thomas R. Kline, Esq.

Corina Lam ’10
J. Michael Lawrie ’77
Raphael C. Lee, MD ’75
Thomas Leonard, Esq., ’68
Jeffrey J. Lyash ’84
Jerry J. Martin ’77
Mark McAdoo ’87
Patrick S. McGonigal ’86
Matthew S. Naylor ’12
Denis P. O’Brien ’87
Kevin J. O’Hara ’83
Richelle P. Parham ’91
Charles P. Pizzi
Thomas M. Rampulla ’94
Kathleen Reardon ’96
Maria C. Renz ’90
Malik J. Rose ’96, HD ’09
Virginia S. Rose
Stan Silverman ’69, ’74
Joseph P. Ujobai ’84
Charles K. Valutas ’73
Michael J. Williams ’80, ’83

Trustees Emeriti

Paul “Mel” Baiada ’82, ’85
Sylvia “Sibby” Merkel Brasler ’60
Robert R. Buckley ’58, HD ’12
John G. “Jack” Johnson Jr. ’70, ’72
George F. Krall Jr. ’58, HD ’14
James E. Marks ’47, ’49, HD ’15
C.R. “Chuck” Pennoni ’63, ’66, HD ’92
D. Howard Pierce ’71
John J. Roberts ’67, ’71, HD ’05
William T. Schleyer ’73, HD ’06
Stephen A. Sheller, Esq., HD ’17
Ray Westphal ’59, HD ’02
In the closing decades of the 19th century, Philadelphia financier and philanthropist Anthony J. Drexel envisioned an institution of higher learning uniquely suited to the needs of a rapidly growing industrial society and of the young men and women seeking their place in it. In 1891, he realized his vision with the establishment of the Drexel Institute of Art, Science and Industry.

In founding the Institute, Anthony J. Drexel launched a tradition of innovation, which Drexel University carries on today. Although distinguished by more than 125 years of growth and change, the University remains faithful to its founder’s vision. Its expanded enrollment, campuses and curriculum reflect a determination to answer societal and individual needs, which Mr. Drexel sought to address in his day.

Originally a non-degree-granting institution, Drexel began conferring the Bachelor of Science degree in 1914, when its 18 departments were organized into four schools. In 1927, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania granted Drexel the privilege to confer the Master of Science degree, and in 1965, doctoral degrees. Drexel has undergone two changes in name, in 1936 becoming Drexel Institute of Technology and in 1970, Drexel University. The current name reflects the institution's commitment to research, as well as the breadth of its graduate programs.

Since its founding, Drexel has remained a privately controlled, non-sectarian, coeducational center of higher learning, distinguished by a commitment to preparing students for success in their chosen careers. The cornerstone of this career preparation is the University’s cooperative-education program, which provides students with alternate periods of study and full-time professional employment related to their academic and career interests. Launched in 1919, Drexel’s co-op program was among the first in the nation, and today it is one of the largest and most diverse, placing students nationally and globally as well as in unique research and entrepreneurial opportunities.

Another constant element in Drexel’s identity has been its commitment to providing technological expertise for society’s needs. The institution operated around the clock during World War II to serve 3,000+ visiting participants in the Engineering Defense Training Program. Following the war, rapid
expansion of knowledge and the nation's drive for technological preeminence continued to drive growth at the University.

In 1983, Drexel became the nation's first university to require all undergraduates to have personal access to a microcomputer for use in their coursework. Drexel also was the nation's first major university to operate a fully wireless campus.

Today, Drexel continues to build upon strengths in the fields of science and engineering, preparing professionals for leadership in our global technological community through studies in myriad disciplines. It houses impressive resources for teaching and research, as well as facilities to serve a large and growing population of residential students.

In 2002, Drexel's mission, services and opportunities expanded when MCP Hahnemann University, a major Philadelphia health sciences institution, became Drexel University College of Medicine, as well as Drexel's College of Nursing and Health Professions and the Dana and David Dornsife School of Public Health. This historic relationship allowed productive synergies in teaching and research.

In 2006, Drexel became the first major research university in 25 years to open a new law school. Receiving American Bar Association accreditation in 2011, it is one of only two law schools to follow a co-operative model. In 2014, the school was named for Philadelphia attorney Thomas R. Kline, a nationally renowned trial litigator, in recognition of his landmark gift.

In 2011, the University announced a groundbreaking affiliation with the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, the nation's oldest major natural history museum and a world leader in natural sciences research. The move has opened new opportunities for teaching, research and community education for both institutions.

A desire to bring its innovative brand of education to students everywhere resulted in the establishment of Drexel University Online in 2002. Drexel became the first university with a freestanding, degree-granting entrepreneurship school when it launched the Charles D. Close School of Entrepreneurship in 2013.

Meanwhile, the institution's dedication to health care education and community service continued to grow with Drexel's acquisition, in partnership with Tower Health, of St. Christopher's Hospital for Children in 2019 and the construction in 2021 of a regional medical campus in West Reading known as the Drexel University College of Medicine at Tower Health.

The University's progress has accelerated over the past decade with the construction of offices, life sciences labs, classrooms and public spaces in Drexel's Schuylkill Yards and uCity Square developments. These improvements set the stage for an innovation economy centered in West Philadelphia, advancing Drexel's partnerships with industry and its status as an R1 research institute.

Drexel University enrolls more than 24,000 full- and part-time students in programs leading to associate's, bachelor's, master's, doctoral and professional degrees, including MD and JD. The University's record of success to date promises an auspicious future and testifies to the genius of Anthony J. Drexel's vision, which has shaped the growth of the institution since its inception.

The land on which Drexel University stands is Lenape land, and we pay respect and honor to the caretakers of this land, from time immemorial until now, and into the future. We openly recognize the Lenape Indian tribe as the original inhabitants of eastern Pennsylvania. Acknowledging this history is consistent with the University's commitment to diversity and inclusion. Drexel recognizes the historical links between the land on which the University sits and the Lenape peoples. We honor and respect the enduring relationship that exists between these peoples and nations and this land. This land acknowledgment is one small act in the ongoing process of working to be in good relationship with the land and the people of the land.
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**Commencement Online**

The University is providing a live Webcast (Eastern Daylight Time) of each Commencement ceremony for the benefit of parents, alumni and well-wishers worldwide. Within a few days after Commencement, video will also be archived online at [drexel.edu/commencement](http://drexel.edu/commencement).

**Publication Policy**

This Commencement program is intended for unofficial use only. It may not be used for legal purposes or for proof of the University's granting of degree to, or receipt of diploma by, any individual named herein. Contents of this publication reflect information available at or before the time of printing. Student names listed in this program reflect our best understanding, at the time of printing, of those students who completed all course requirements to graduate.
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